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On May 17 and 18, 2017, The Critical Diversity in Higher Education (CDHE) research team at Vanier College 
hosted a two-day bilingual conference exploring issues of diversity and inclusion in the Cégep system. 
Funded by a SSHRC Connection grant, the conference, titled (Dis)Comfort Zones: Negotiating Tensions 
and Cultivating Belonging in Diverse College Classrooms in Quebec, brought together students, college 
educators, and experts on different forms of diversity and pedagogy. The multi-vocal participatory 
workshop (MPW) approach to organizing the conference sought to identify and exchange strategies for 
effectively negotiating tensions and discomforts that may emerge in the classroom and to redefine the 
discussion around the topic of diversity and inclusion in higher education. 

(Dis)comfort Zones was designed to deepen the understanding of the (dis)comforts students and faculty 
experience in their college lives and to develop a greater awareness of issues of belonging in classrooms 
along with better practices to address them. To this end, four different identity-based panels—Race 
and Ethnicity, Culture and Religion, Gender and Sexuality, and Language—were formed. In addition to 
their own individual presentations, panelists addressed case studies relevant and appropriate to their 
respective panels that were developed in concert with student co-researchers from Vanier College, who 
also served as panelists. 

The theoretical basis for the conference was Megan Boler’s (1999) concept of “pedagogy of discomfort,” 
which comprises the last chapter of her acclaimed book Feeling Power: Emotions and Education. This 
concept invites students and educators to work together to examine how modes of seeing have been 
shaped specifically by the dominant culture of the historical moment (p. 179). The challenge is to face 
difficult situations directly rather than letting them pass without reflection. Such moments, while difficult, 
are also excellent opportunities for deeper understanding. The emotional response to the discomfort that 
occurs in a classroom are spaces in which effective learning may occur if managed in a way to encourage 
critical reflection. If ignored, there is a risk of “poisonous pedagogy,” defined as the systematic ways we 
teach young people not to notice the cruelties and injustices inflicted upon them (Miller, as cited in Boler, 
1999, p. 192) and, arguably, upon others. As Freire (1985) notes, “[W]ashing one’s hands of the conflict 
between the powerful and the powerless means to side with the powerful, not to be neutral” (p. 122). 

A pedagogy of discomfort calls not only for inquiry, but also, at critical junctures, for action—action 
hopefully catalyzed as a result of learning to bear witness (Boler, 1999, p. 179). Witnessing is substantially 
different from spectating, insofar as spectating permits “distance and separation...and abdication of 
any possible responsibility” (184), while as witnesses “we undertake our historical responsibilities” by 
asking, “[W]hat are the forces that bring about this ‘crisis?’”(p. 186). By deconstructing the conditions 
underpinning discomfort in the first instance, diversity may be activated as a tool for positive change (Pitt 
and Packard, 2012). The engagement of students in this process is essential to their development and 
empowerment.

With this in mind, here is a summary of some of suggestions and recommendations that emerged from 
the conference, highlighting particular considerations, approaches, and strategies that teachers should 
be mindful of in the classroom when uncomfortable situations based on identitarian tensions arise.

INTRODUCTION
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Teacher’s Role 

A key recommendation from student panelists, in general, was that students must be given the space 
to take a stand when inter-identity conflicts occur in the classroom. However, while some students have 
the ability to speak up, they should not be obliged or pressured to do so, especially in cases when they 
have been targeted by negative comments. Expecting the targeted student to take a stand and, in effect, 
teach the class is problematic ethically and may make matters much more difficult for them (and others 
in the class). 

Students on the Culture and Religion panel said that it is important that students know that the teacher 
“has their back,” so to speak. The teacher needs to point out and call out transgressions in the classroom 
because not doing so could create and/or perpetuate pain, inequality, marginalisation, and the spread 
of misinformation.

Prevention 

A key suggestion that emerged from all of the discussions concerning the case studies was that 
many of the difficulties described in the scenarios could have been avoided from the outset. Setting 
standards of conduct for respectful interaction or communication on the first day of class was 
recommended. While conflicts may still arise, the teacher could defuse such situations by pointing 
to the expected standards of behaviour and rules that were set forth at the beginning of the course. 
Once the standards are set, it is important to enforce them consistently. Training students in how to 
interact and discuss issues respectfully would also help to prevent and/or address tensions that might 
bubble to the surface.

Another suggestion to circumvent the occurrence of contentious events was to provide students with 
specific requirements and rubrics for assignments that might pre-emptively counter any perceptions 
of unfair bias or prejudice in their assessments by their teachers. For example, in the case of the 
Language panel, the students would have better understood why the Indigenous student featured in 
the case study was selected for the French competition (see Case Study 1 on Page 70). Guidelines 
make the expectations clear for everyone, including the teacher, and facilitate decision-making based 
on specific accomplishments rather than subjective assessments.

In addition, deploying institutional leadership in the form of college policies focused on such areas 
as anti-harassment, anti-discrimination, and anti-oppression would address some potential disputes 
in a consistent rather than ad hoc fashion. For example, in the case of the transgendered student 
(see Case Study 2 on Page 71), existing accommodations might have prevented the problems 
raised in the case study in the first place. Moreover, institutional leadership provides the members 
of the community with a clear understanding of the values of the College as well as the means to 
manage various issues from the outset. Finally, using the resources at the educational institution 
for assistance when needed was also proposed. For example, reaching out to the Counselling 
Department and U.M.B.R.E.L.L.A., Vanier’s lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and queer (LGBTQ) student 
group, was recommended

Effective Teaching Moments 

When a moment of discomfort arises, it was suggested that the teacher help to create a “teachable 
moment.” It is important not to belittle or embarrass the person who elicited the issue in the first instance. 
The approach needs to be as non-threatening as possible and the event in question presented as an 
opportunity to explore and analyse. The analysis may take many forms, including asking the question, 
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“Where do these ideas come from?” Linking students’ positions on and assumptions about various 
social groups to structures and consequences is another tactic.   

The above are some general recommendations gleaned from the conference as a whole. What follows 
now are the more specific papers presented by many of the panel experts and educators as well as the 
ruminations shared by the two keynote speakers, Dr. Megan Boler and Dr. Michael Goh. We sincerely 
hope that our endeavor provides new lenses through which to view the challenges and opportunities 
of teaching in diverse environments, encourages a greater sense of respect and inclusion among both 
students and educators, and leads to further research in an area that would benefit enormously from 
deeper consideration. 

Les 17 et 18 mai 2017, le groupe de recherche Critical Diversity in Higher Education (CDHE) du Cégep 
Vanier a organisé une conférence bilingue de deux jours sur les questions de diversité et d’inclusion 
dans le système cégep. Financée par une Subvention Connexion du CRSH, la conférence intitulée 
Zones d’inconfort et diversité : négocier les tensions et favoriser l’appartenance au cégep, a réuni des 
étudiant-e-s, des éducatrices et éducateurs collégiales et des expert-e-s sur différentes formes de 
diversité et de pédagogie. L’approche de l’atelier participatif à voix multiples (MPW - de l’anglais « multi-
vocal participatory workshop ») pour organiser la conférence a cherché à identifier et à échanger sur des 
stratégies visant à négocier efficacement les tensions et inconforts qui peuvent survenir dans la classe 
et redéfinir la discussion sur le thème de la diversité et l’inclusion dans l’enseignement supérieur.

Zones d’inconfort a été conçue pour approfondir la compréhension des inconforts des étudiant-e-s et 
de l’expérience des enseignant-e-s dans leur vie collégiale et de développer une plus grande prise de 
conscience des questions d’appartenance dans les salles de classe ainsi que de meilleures pratiques 
pour y remédier. À cette fin, quatre tables rondes identitaires différentes - Race et ethnicité, Culture et 
religion, Genre et sexualité, et Langue - ont été formées. En plus de leurs présentations individuelles, 
les panélistes ont abordé des études de cas pertinentes et accordées à leurs table rondes respectives 
qui ont été développées de concert avec des co-chercheur-e-s étudiant-e-s du Cégep Vanier, qui ont 
également servi de panélistes.

La base théorique de la conférence était le concept de Megan Boler (1999) de « pédagogie de l’inconfort » 
qui est développé dans le dernier chapitre de son livre acclamé « Feeling Power: Emotions and Education 
» (Ressentir le pouvoir : les émotions et l’éducation). Ce concept invite les étudiant-e-s et les éducatrices 
et éducateurs à travailler ensemble pour examiner comment les modes d’appréhension ont été façonnés 
spécifiquement par la culture dominante du moment historique (p. 179). Le défi est de faire face à des 
situations difficiles directement plutôt que de les laisser passer sans réflexion. De tels moments, bien 
que difficiles, sont également d’excellentes opportunités pour une meilleure compréhension. La réponse 
émotionnelle à l’inconfort qui se produit dans une classe est un espace dans lequel un apprentissage 
efficace peut se produire si on le gère de manière à encourager la réflexion critique. Si ignoré, il y a un 
risque de « pédagogie toxique », définie comme des manières systémiques d’enseigner aux jeunes de 
ne pas remarquer les cruautés et injustices qui leur sont infligées (Miller, cité dans Boler, 1999, p. 192) et, 
sans doute, sur d’autres. Comme l’a noté Freire (1985), « se laver les mains du conflit entre puissants et 
impuissants c’est prendre parti pour les puissants, et non de rester neutre » (p. 122).

Une pédagogie de l’inconfort appelle non seulement au questionnement, mais aussi, à des moments 
critiques, à l’action - une action idéalement catalysée suite à l’apprentissage du témoignage (Boler, 
1999, p. 179). Témoigner est sensiblement différent de regarder, dans la mesure où regarder permet « 
la distance et la séparation ... et l’abdication de toute responsabilité possible » (184), alors que comme 
témoins « nous assumons nos responsabilités historiques » en nous demandant: « [Q]uelles sont les 
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forces qui provoquent cette « crise » ? » (p. 186). En déconstruisant les conditions qui sous-tendent 
l’inconfort dans la première

instance, la diversité peut être activée comme un outil de changement positif (Pitt et Packard, 2012). 
L’implication des étudiant-e-s dans ce processus est essentielle à leur développement et à leur 
autonomisation.

Dans cet esprit, voici un résumé de certaines suggestions et recommandations issues de la conférence, 
mettant l’accent sur des considérations, des approches et des stratégies particulières auxquelles les 
enseignant-e-s devraient être attentives dans la classe lorsque des situations inconfortables basées sur 
des tensions identitaires se produisent.

Rôle de l’enseignant

Une recommandation clé des panélistes étudiant-e-s était que les étudiant-e-s doivent avoir l’espace 
nécessaire pour prendre position lors de conflits inter-identité en salle de classe. Cependant, alors que 
certains étudiant-e-s ont la capacité de s’exprimer, ellesou ils ne devraient pas être contraint-e-s ou 
pressé-e-s à le faire, surtout dans les cas où elles ou ils ont été ciblé-e-s par des commentaires négatifs. 
S’attendre à ce que l’élève ciblé prenne position et, en fait, enseigne la classe est problématique sur 
le plan éthique et peut rendre les choses beaucoup plus difficiles pour elle ou lui (et d’autres dans la 
classe).

Les étudiant-e-s panélistes de la table ronde Culture et religion ont noté qu’il est important que les 
élèves sachent que l’enseignant-e « assure leurs arrières », pour ainsi dire. L’enseignant doit signaler et 
contester les transgressions en la salle de classe parce que ne pas ce faire pourrait créer et / ou perpétuer 
la souffrance, l’inégalité et la marginalisation ainsi que contribuer à la propagation de la désinformation.

La prévention

Une suggestion clé qui a émergé de toutes les discussions concernant les études de cas était que 
beaucoup des difficultés décrites dans les scénarios auraient pu être évitées dès le départ. Il a été 
recommandé d’établir des normes de conduite pour une interaction ou une communication respectueuse 
dès le premier jour de classe. Bien que des conflits pourraient quand même émerger, l’enseignant-e 
pourrait désamorcer de telles situations en indiquant les normes de conduite et les règles attendues 
qui ont été énoncées au début du cours. Une fois les normes sont définies, il est important de les 
appliquer de manière cohérente. Former les étudiant-e-s sur les méthodes d’interaction et de discussion 
respectueuses aiderait également à prévenir et / ou à remédier aux tensions qui pourraient monter à la 
surface.

Une autre suggestion visant à contourner la manifestation d’événements litigieux était de fournir aux 
étudiant-e-s des exigences et des rubriques spécifiques pour les tâches qui pourraient contrer de 
manière préventive toute perception de partialité injuste ou de préjudice dans leurs évaluations par 
leurs enseignant-e-s. Par exemple, dans le cas du panel de langues, les élèves auraient mieux compris 
pourquoi l’élève autochtone présenté dans l’étude de cas a été sélectionné pour la compétition de 
français (voir Étude de cas 1 à la Page 70). Les lignes directrices rendent les attentes claires pour tous, 
y compris l’enseignant-e, et facilitent la prise de décision en fonction de réalisations spécifiques plutôt 
que d’évaluations subjectives.

En outre, le déploiement du leadership institutionnel sous la forme de politiques collégiales axées 
sur des domaines tels que le harcèlement, la lutte contre la discrimination et l’oppression adresserait 
d’éventuels conflits de manière cohérente plutôt que ponctuelle. Par exemple, dans le cas de l’étudiant 
transgenre (voir Étude de cas 2 à la page 71), des aménagements existants auraient pu empêcher que 
les problèmes survenus dans l’étude de cas aient lieu dès le départ. De plus, le leadership institutionnel 
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offre aux membres de la communauté une compréhension claire des valeurs du collège ainsi que les 
moyens pour gérer diverses questions dès le départ. Enfin, il a également été proposé d’utiliser les 
ressources de l’établissement d’enseignement pour obtenir de l’aide au nécessaire. Par exemple, il a 
été recommandé de rejoindre le Counselling Department (Département de counselling) et UMBRELLA, 
le groupe d’étudiant-e-s lesbiennes, gais, bisexuel-les, trans et queer (LGBTQ) de Vanier.

Moments d’apprentissage efficaces

Quand un moment d’inconfort surgit, il a été suggéré que l’enseignant-e aide à créer un « moment 
d’apprentissage ». Il est important de ne pas rabaisser ou humilier la personne qui a provoqué la 
question. L’approche doit être aussi rassurante que possible et l’événement considéré comme étant 
une opportunité d’exploration et d’analyse. L’analyse peut prendre plusieurs formes, y compris poser la 
question : « D’où viennent ces idées ? » Lier les positions des étudiant-e-s et leurs hypothèses concernant 
différents groupes sociaux aux structures et aux conséquences est une autre tactique.

Ce sont là des recommandations générales tirées de la conférence dans son ensemble. Ce qui suit 
plus bas sont les communications précises présentées par de nombreuses expert-e-s et éducatrices et 
éducateurs, ainsi que les ruminations partagées par les deux conférencière et conférencier d’honneur, 
Dr Megan Boler et Dr Michael Goh. Nous espérons sincèrement que nos efforts fournissent de nouveaux 
lentilles afin de relever les défis et les opportunités de l’enseignement dans des environnements divers, 
favorisent un plus grand sentiment de respect et d’intégration chez les étudiant-es et éducatrices et 
éducateurs, et conduisent à de nouvelles recherches dans un domaine qui bénéficierait énormément 
d’une plus profonde considération.
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Megan Boler, Ph.D.
University of Toronto

“In order to name, imagine and materialize a better world, we need an account of how Western 
discourses of emotion shape our scholarly work, as well as pedagogical recognition of how emotions 

shape our classroom interactions” (Boler np . xv) .” (quoted in P .A . Schutz and M . Zembylas (eds .), 
Advances in Teacher Emotion Research: 73)

The work of social justice and transformation, particularly in educational contexts, requires understanding how 
emotions shape social relations and hierarchies—how fear can thwart the kinds of interpersonal relations and 
historical awareness required for social justice, just as hope can open possibilities of connection and social 
change. By neglecting emotion and ignoring the centrality of emotion in learning and education, dominant 
systems of oppression have ensured that the oppressed cannot name their oppression. To ignore emotions’ 
roles in education is to severely limit and constrain social change. 

My paper is structured in four primary points designed to outline how a pedagogy of discomfort addresses the 
challenges of imagining and materializing a better world. First, I provide a brief overview of the longstanding 
silence regarding emotion in the broad arc of Western culture as well as within educational theories and 
practices and how this silence helps maintain “feeling rules” (Hochschild 2016) required for systems of political 
oppression. Second, I discuss what I call the “feminist politics of emotion” (Boler 1999; 2016), ushered in 
through second-wave feminism, which created radically new spaces for studies of emotion across scholarly 
disciplines and in educational practice. Third, I will describe my conceptualization of pedagogy of discomfort, 
concluding with further directions in pedagogy of discomfort taken from the now extensive literature engaging 
pedagogy of discomfort in both practice and theory around the world. Throughout the talk, I seek to illustrate 
my ideas with examples from social movements to demonstrate how we can engage contemporary politics 
in our teaching. 

Demonization and Feminization of Emotion in Western Culture 

A conference on discomfort zones and education is necessarily a conference on the role of emotions in 
processes of teaching and learning. Discussion of emotion requires that we consider gender, and emotion’s 
longstanding historical associations with women.

Within Western cultural and intellectual histories, on the rare occasions emotions are recognized, they are 
identified as a pathology, a problem to be solved, an obstacle to the ideal of rationality. Hysteria was defined by 
early medical science as resulting from education, which scientists claimed “tore women’s womb loose” from 
its moorings and, as a result of the womb floating around her body, rendered her hysterical. For this reason, 
it was argued, women should not be permitted to receive an education since she would then be useless 
for reproduction and child-rearing. Men were, of course, the powerful scientists bringing Enlightenment to 
control nature and relatedly diagnosing women’s “innate” emotionality as pathological symptoms to be cured 
and controlled.

I first became interested in emotion’s absent-presence as a graduate student of philosophy in the early 
1980s. Theories of subjectivity and epistemology were undergoing radical change as philosophies of science 
had begun to question the relationship of the scientist to knowledge.  Positivism was being increasingly 

Pedagogies of Discomfort:
Inviting Emotions and Affect into Educational Change
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challenged—yet questions of emotion’s role in knowledge and perception was never mentioned! The silences 
surrounding emotions began to feel like a gaslighting. In the many years since that awakening to emotion’s 
absence, I have searched countless indexes and tables of contents in texts where emotion would seem to 
be undeniably relevant; I have read “between the lines” to find mention of emotion. With some invaluable 
exceptions, I have come up empty-handed.

I began to see that emotion’s exclusion from philosophy and science was not a coincidence, but part of an 
ancient historical tradition committed to keeping emotion and reason separate. The binary division between 
“truth” and reason on the one side and “subjective bias” and emotion on the other was not a neutral division. 
The two sides of this binary pair were not equal: Emotion had been positioned on the “negative” side of the 
binary. 

As I began to learn from feminist philosophers and historians of science, emotion was not alone on the “bad” 
side of the fence —women were there, too. I learned this painfully when I raised the question of emotion to 
the male professors and colleagues of philosophy; I discovered that not only was emotion not considered a 
worthy topic for their agenda, but that my mention of emotion was a faux pas. I had stepped directly into an 
ancient trap: As a woman, I was already marginalized as a philosopher and didn’t qualify as a man of reason. 
By raising the specter of emotion publicly, I confirmed my disqualification from their club. And I fulfilled the 
stereotype of its being only the “unreasonable” woman who speaks, inappropriately, about emotion in the 
halls of Academe.

It became eminently clear to me at that point in 1983 that it would be nearly impossible to examine emotion in 
the tradition of philosophy. I moved to an interdisciplinary graduate program, HistCon, where I could explore 
emotion through critical and social theories. This happened to be the heyday of identity politics, and the 
progressive political orientation of the University of California, Santa Cruz campus was conducive to political 
debate and struggle. Both in the graduate seminars where I was a student and in my own classrooms where I 
taught Composition and Rhetoric, or as a TA in Women’s studies, I saw that classrooms were rich with emotional 
dynamics. Learning involves transformation and growth and, therefore, brings us into emotional territory such as 
fear, defensiveness, resistance as well as positive emotions. However, yet again, emotion was an elephant in the 
room, not being named! Not even in educational theory and praxis—only a vast silence and absence.

While renowned educational thinkers John Dewey and Paolo Freire do recognize emotion as a feature of 
the human condition, their understanding of emotion is not situated in relationship to power hierarchies or 
identities. Both working in a paradigm of rational humanism, they presume emotion as universal experiences, 
common across and despite differences. Neither theorizes the dynamics between students, or between 
educator and student, in terms of emotions and identities.  

My studies of emotion were rescued by the radical feminist interventions that, by the late 1980s, began shifting 
paradigms across disciplines as well as educational practices. Emerging directly from the women’s liberation 
movement, feminist pedagogies directly address emotions as embedded in material and embodied power 
relations. Emotions are central to the liberatory work of feminist pedagogies. Considered the political arm of 
the women’s movement, feminist pedagogy drew from second wave feminism’s slogan and philosophy the 
“personal is political” and practices of consciousness raising.

Until second wave feminism, women were taught to experience their emotions as private and personal. 
Women’s emotions had been used against her—taught to believe that any dissatisfaction, anger, etc., she 
experienced while serving patriarchy as wife and mother was a sign of her personal failing. The feminist 
rallying cry of the “personal is political” challenged the foundational binaries underlying masculinist thinking 
of Marxism and of the sexism of social movement organizing in which women made coffee and typed notes, 
excluded from direct organizing and leadership. 
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Consciousness-raising groups gave women opportunities to come together and share what had previously 
been personal and see these as political. As Lyman writes in 1981, 

Consciousness-raising is also a collective activity, not only because speaking is a social activity, but 
because anger becomes a political resource only when it is collective. Consciousness-raising begins 
with the claiming of public space and political language for what were private feelings and personal 
sorrows…Public space is necessary to consciousness-raising in order that the process of becoming 
angry can be recovered by the collectivity as part of its own past (1981: 69)

However, as useful as I found feminist pedagogies, I saw as well their shortcomings.  Presumptions that 
classrooms could be safe spaces denied the realities of power differences. The idea that the instructor 
could fully share her authority with students overlooked realities of formal education.  By the time I wrote 
about pedagogy of discomfort, I had taught not only in the predominantly white student body of University of 
California, Santa Cruz, but as well in the context of Auckland, New Zealand, and white/indigenous relations 
of Pakeha and Maori and Pacific Island students, and while developing this last chapter of Feeling Power 
on discomfort. I was teaching in the Bible Belt at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, where 
tensions around homophobia, racism, and religious beliefs defined campus politics and classroom dynamics. 
The concept of a “pedagogy of discomfort” developed as a result of these diverse teaching experiences. It 
had become eminently clear how affective investments in identities and differences shape our openness to 
unlearning racism, sexism, and homophobia, which each of us internalize regardless of national and local 
contexts.

Having provided historical context of emotion’s absent-presence, I now move on to outline my conception 
of a pedagogy of discomfort.

A Pedagogy of Discomfort 

A pedagogy of discomfort begins by inviting educators and students to engage in a collective 
critical inquiry regarding values and cherished beliefs. Within this culture of inquiry and flexibility, a 
central focus is to recognize how emotional attachments and investments define how and what one 
chooses to see and, conversely, not to see.

Each semester I begin this journey by inviting students to become, as Neil Postman describes in 
Teaching as a Subversive Activity, “anthropologists of their own culture”: 

This perspective allows one to be part of his own culture and, at the same time, to be out of 
it. We can learn to see the activities of own group as would an anthropologist, observing...
its fears, its conceits, its ethnocentrism....[A]chieving such a perspective is extremely difficult, 
requiring, among other things, considerable courage...but achieving a high degree of freedom 
from habituated and oppressive ways of thinking. (Postman and Weingartner, 1969: 4)  

I discuss with students how ideologies and cultural myths work precisely by hooking our emotional 
investments. I ask students to suggest dominant cultural myths and ideologies. The list might 
include such things as: multiculturalism and a mosaic; Canada as a peacekeeping nation; equal 
opportunity; level playing field; what they learned in school regarding aboriginal and indigenous 
people in Canada, for example. A pedagogy of discomfort then comes into play, inviting collective 
consideration of emotional investments in these myths and narratives.   

Creating this distance from dominant narratives allows us to recognize what I call our inscribed 
habits of (in)attention. Arlie Hochschild, in her recent book Strangers in their Own Land, describes 
these attachments as “deep stories.” Pedagogy of discomfort links these seemingly “individually 
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experienced” emotions to what Hochschild calls “feeling rules”: rules that govern and shape what 
are considered appropriate emotional expressions, the rules and norms that determine what we 
express and don’t express.  

An ethical aim of a pedagogy of discomfort is willingly to inhabit a more ambiguous and flexible sense 
of self. We are attached to binary conceptions of right and wrong, which do not serve us well given the 
complexity of contemporary conflicts of oppression and inequality.  Justice, it turns out, is not blind. 
Consider, for example, what we can see in the rejoinder “all lives matter”: to respond to “Black Lives 
Matter” with “All Lives Matter” reveals an investment in ideas such as an equal opportunity, or the myth 
that justice is blind. As Angela Davis has remarked, “If all lives matter, we would not need to emphatically 
claim that black lives matter.” The claim “all lives matter” reveals a lack of understanding of the historical 
and contemporary socio-political realities experienced daily by black people and many people of color 
in the hands of the legal and justice system. It reveals an unwillingness to consider why one is deeply 
invested in not seeing the realities of what black people experience. In this sense, emotions may be a 
map of our myopic vision and “blind spots.”

Once the emotional attachments to cultural narratives are identified and named, we then move to ethical 
inquiries: How do our emotions limit or make possible seeing beyond reductive binaries of innocence vs. 
guilt?  For example, letting go of our desperation to be seen as “innocent”—over and over when I taught 
in the US, I heard people insist that “they are not racist” on the basis of the fact that “slavery is in the 
past” and, therefore, one does not bear any responsibility to this history. But, as well, we must navigate 
away from any unproductive paralyzing guilt, as such emotion helps no one. To move beyond this binary 
sensibility requires what I call historicized ethics.

A major challenge in a pedagogy of discomfort is developing nuanced analyses of different forms of 
specific emotions. For example, according to Aristotle’s conception of anger, anger is always a sign that 
one has been wronged or slighted. But in Feeling Power I inquire: Is this, in fact, the case? I contrast 
moral anger with defensive anger. I define defensive anger as a protection of beliefs, a protection of 
one’s precarious sense of identity. To challenge a student’s (or educator’s) cherished assumptions may 
be felt as a threat to their very identity. This reaction of anger should be interpreted not so much as a 
righteous objection to one’s honor, but a defense of one’s investments in the values of the dominant 
culture. Although this defensive anger may feel exactly like moral anger, with reflection one may come 
to recognize defensive anger as the protection of one’s threatened identities.

A pedagogy of discomfort invites the educator and the student to recognize herself as implicated in the 
social forces that create the climate of obstacles the other must confront.  Hence, rather than responding 
with passive empathy, the reader is called upon to engage in a testimonial reading wherein she “accepts 
a commitment to rethink her own assumptions and to confront the internal obstacles encountered as 
[her] views are challenged.”

In an essay I use often in my teaching, Minnie Bruce Pratt describes her own process of learning that her 
grandparents were slave owners, which describes what I call habits of (in)attention. She writes,  

I learn a way of looking at the world that is more accurate, complex, multi-layered, multi-
dimensioned, more truthful….I gain truth when I expand my constricted eye, an eye that has only 
let in what I have been taught to see. But there have been other constructions: the clutch of fear 
around my heart…kin to a terror that has been in my birth culture for years, for centuries: the terror 
of a people who have set themselves apart and above, who have wronged others, and feel they 
are about to be found out and punished. (1984:17)
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This learning to see differently requires a willingness to live with new fears—what I call learning to inhabit an 
ethically ambiguous self. As we learn to see differently, she encourages, we may actually gain relief from the 
pain of separateness.

This is the process of what I term an “historicized ethics,” which depends upon recognizing the selectivity of 
one’s emotional attention. One also learns to recognize when one “spectates” vs. when one “bears witness.”  
Spectating signifies learned and chosen modes of visual omission and erasure. In relation to pedagogy of 
discomfort, spectating signifies a privilege and an evasion: allowing oneself to inhabit a position of distance 
and separation, to remain in the “anonymous” spectating crowd and abdicate any responsibility.

Witnessing, in contrast to spectating, is a process in which we do not have the luxury of seeing a static 
truth or fixed certainty. As a medium of perception, witnessing is a dynamic process and cannot capture 
meaning as conclusion. Rather than falling into easy identification, as a witness we undertake our historical 
responsibilities and co-implication: What are the forces that bring about this “crisis?” We can recognize 
ourselves as a “battleground for forces raging,” and by attending to these forces we may “properly carry out 
our task” (Laub, quoted in Boler, 1999: 22).

In the nearly two decades since the publication of Feeling Power, educators around the world have adopted 
pedagogy of discomfort not only as a theoretical concept, but as a pedagogical practice. Alongside the 
hundreds of texts that have taken up pedagogy of discomfort, there are significant international case studies 
documenting the work of educators using pedagogy of discomfort in diverse contexts. 

In conclusion, I pose three key directions for developing thinking about pedagogy of discomfort—directions 
that emerge from the now extensive international case studies and scholarship that takes up pedagogy of 
discomfort and extends this work both in terms of its theoretical as well as praxis implications:

1. Is pedagogy of discomfort only a “pedagogy for the privileged”? (Davis et al 2012; Walker and 
Palacios 2016)

2. Does pedagogy of discomfort apply to educators as well as to students? (Zembylas and McGlynn 
(2012); Wiltse et al 2014; Cutri and Whiting 2015)

3. How do we distinguish between indoctrination and invitation with regard to social justice education 
and the aims of a pedagogy of discomfort? (Macdonald 2013; Walker and Palacios 2016; Reygan 
and Francis 2015)

These questions will, no doubt, thread through our conversations as we explore the many zones of discomfort 
encountered in our work within Canadian contexts.  

I have outlined for you the gendered histories surrounding emotion and the challenges we face in seeking to 
foreground emotion’s place in educational contexts. My discussion of pedagogy of discomfort has sought to 
evidence that; by tracing genealogies of particular emotional investments, we can recognize the emotional 
selectivity of our inscribed habits of (in)attention. This approach can be applied to our listening habits, to how 
we see ourselves and our attachments to personal and cultural identities. As one student responds, “We are 
obligated not simply to see what goes on in the world, but to witness—to cry out against that

which is wrong.” Another student responds by asking: “What do people do with their history of horror? What 
does it mean to bear witness in the act of watching a retelling? Why [do] such images need to be remembered? 
I would like to answer [these] questions with this: ‘We cannot repeat the same mistake.’” 

This example shows the best possible outcome of pedagogy of discomfort: a willingness to examine what 
we are and are not able to hear, when and why one is able to bear witness vs. when and why one chooses 
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the comfortable distance of spectating. Through a pedagogy of discomfort, each of us is called to develop 
nuanced understandings of ethical complexities, alongside a willingness to “live at the edge of our skin.”
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The Vanier College 2017 conference (Dis)comfort Zones was convened to examine the notion of 
negotiating tensions and cultivating belonging in diverse classrooms in Québec. I think all in attendance 
would agree that this inclusive ideal is not a Québec or Canadian aspiration alone but much sought after 
in my own country of the United States of America (US; especially now at the time of this writing), and 
around the world.

I had originally titled my talk “are we capable of civil discourse?” because the invitation to speak came 
at a time in the 2016 US presidential elections that highlighted glaring challenges to equity, diversity, 
and inclusion principles and exposed the sharp divides in the racial, cultural, religious, and ideological 
foundations of a pluralistic nation. While such disagreements are to be expected in any country where 
diversity thrives, it was the lack of ability to engage each other in those differences and a lack of civility 
in discourse spaces that persisted, and led me to question if we were ever capable of relating effectively, 
interpersonally, constructively, across these differences. 

Eventually, I decided to consider a broader context of what it means to be inclusive, in spite of oppositional 
views and values, in debate or simply co-existence with someone else in a room or classroom that 
disagrees with you. I was therefore intentional in using the adjective “capable” because Leung, Ang and 
Tan (2014) argue that for too long, intercultural competence science and practice has focused on our 
ability to recognize and describe difference but not on our ability, capability if you will—to engage in such 
culturally complex situations. Thus, the need for cultural intelligence.

While my play on the letter “I” in parts of my title acknowledges the importance of individual agency 
and accountability in developing cultural intelligence, in this paper I invite teachers to consider their 
opportunity and responsibility they have to cultivate cultural intelligence in their diverse classrooms. 
Hence I present my case here for teaching with cultural intelligence.

Teaching is I nfluence . 

Historian Henry Adams says that “a teacher affects eternity; [s/he/they] can never tell where [her/his/
their] influence stops”. Ladson-Billings said that she remembers every teacher that has ever taught her 
not because of a good memory but because of the impact these teachers had on her life. Parker Palmer 
(The Courage to Teach) warns, however, that while most teachers attempt to have a positive influence 
on the lives of their students, we do not pay enough attention to the possibility that our influence is 
negative. Parker says: 

We have a long tradition of approaching leadership via the ‘power of positive thinking’. I want to 
counterbalance that approach by paying special attention to the tendency we have as leaders to 
project more shadow than light.  Leadership is hard work for which one is regularly criticized and 
rarely rewarded, so it is understandable that we need to bolster ourselves with positive thoughts.  
But by failing to look at our shadows, we feed a dangerous delusion that leaders too often indulge: 
that our efforts are always well intended, our power is always benign, and the problem is always 
in those difficult people whom we are trying to lead!” [Parker J. Palmer (2000), Let your life speak: 
Listening to the voice of vocation. New York: Wiley, pp. 78-79.]

Are we capable of I nclusive excellence?:
Making the case for teaching with cultural I ntelligence
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Teaching is I nterpersonal .

We do not really see through our eyes or hear through our ears, but through our beliefs. To put 
our beliefs on hold is to cease to exist as ourselves for a moment — and that is not easy. It is 
painful as well, because it means turning yourself inside out, giving up your own sense of who 
you are, and being willing to see yourself in the unflattering light of another’s angry gaze. It is not 
easy, but it is the only way to learn what it might feel like to be someone else and the only way to 
start the dialogue. (Delpit, 1995, pp. 46–47)

Darling-Hammond (2000) emphasized the importance of teachers’ awareness of their own 
perspectives and worldviews as a necessary step towards understanding the lives of their students. 
Add to these scholars cited above the voices of James Banks and his writings about multicultural 
education, Geneva Gay’s scholarship on culturally responsive teaching, and Gloria Ladson-Billings 
seminal work on the practices of successful teachers of African American children (better know as 
the Dreamkeepers study) and you hear the common refrain that teaching is not just about content 
but more about context and constituents. In fact, I argue that unless there is a trusting, working 
relationship formed between teacher and student, learning seldom happens. There is growing 
evidence that this relationship gap accounts for much of the learning gaps that occurs in the 
academic achievement of students (Banks et al., 2005). Hence, the identity that a teacher brings 
into the classroom becomes the instrument, the conduit, if you will, by which teaching and learning 
is channeled.

Teaching is I nteractive . 

Teaching bridges teacher and child, teacher and a group of children, heart to heart, and head to head. 
Some teachers choose to ignore this human relations endeavor in favor of a purportedly objective, 
standardized, mechanistic and manualized way of delivering subject matter, whether or not it has any 
impact on student learning. Other teachers, I believe, try but are challenged in bridging this interactive 
relationship gap with their students because of the social-cultural gap between teacher and students. 
This tends to characterize teachers who have to teach culturally diverse students.

Teaching is I ntercultural .  

Teachers must recognize that the gap is, inherently, an intercultural one. Teachers must recognize and 
bridge social, cultural, economic, and political spaces to discern if teaching is effective and if learning is 
occurring. Teachers must interrogate the meaning of school in the lives of their students, the significance 
of schools within communities, and the purpose of partnerships between schools, parents, and families. 
An intercultural perspective develops in teachers sophisticated cultural empathy skills so that teachers 
can attend to cultural cues from a systemic view of the student and the equity-focused, trauma-informed 
context of their communities. Attending to students allows for good listening to the narratives of students. 
Listening and attending leads to cultural empathy. Empathy engenders intercultural understanding, and 
understanding develops a readiness to relate and to teach appropriately (to the individual needs of a 
child as well as the corporate needs of the classroom learning community). 

Teaching is I ntentional . 

For teachers to bridge this relationship and intercultural gap, there has to be a conscious, self-driven, 
and deliberate plan and preparation for addressing the gap. Why teach? How to teach? What to teach? 
Who are my students? What can I learn about their backgrounds, families, communities, ways of being 
and knowing? How do my students learn? How do I set up my classroom? Does my curriculum reflect 
the real lived experiences of my students? What strengths and skills do I bring to this relationship that 
help my students to learn? What skills do I need to develop to become a better teacher?  Hammerness, 
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Darling-Hammond, and Bransford (2005) posit the need for teachers to become “adaptive experts” – 
the ability to learn what works whilst in the process of teaching and being adaptable and flexible in the 
process of discovering how students learn. The focus is not so much about efficiency; rather it should 
emphasize ways to maximize students’ learning, by figuring out students’ difficulties, adapting to new 
materials, and teaching strategies. 

Teaching requires I ntercultural competence . 

From Leung, Ang, and Tan (2014), we adopt the leading and most cutting edge intercultural competence 
theories (e.g., Cultural Intelligence) to inform how we develop intercultural competence training through 
our teacher preparation courses. To develop intercultural competence in our teachers, the diagram 
below from Leung et al., (2014, p. 511), invites us to consider how our teacher preparation pedagogy 
and andragogy develop both generalized and situation specific (in-situ) competence for teaching.

For a more comprehensive understanding of cultural intelligence, please consider these selected 
readings:

1. Ang, S., Van Dyne, L., & Rockstuhl, T. (2015). Cultural Intelligence: Origins, conceptualization, 
evolution and methodological diversity. In Gelfand, M., Chiu, C. Y., & Hong, Y. Y. (Eds.), 
Handbook of Advances in Culture and Psychology, Vol 5 (pp. 273-323). New York: Oxford 
University Press.

2. Ang, S. & Van Dyne, L. (2008). Handbook on cultural intelligence: Theory, measurement, and 
applications. New York: M E Sharpe, Inc.

3. Goh, M. (2012). Teaching with Cultural Intelligence: Developing multiculturally educated and 
globally engaged citizens. Asia Pacific Journal of Education, 32(4), 395-415.

4. Earley, P. C., & Ang, S. (2003). Cultural intelligence: Individual interactions across cultures. 
Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press.

5. Leung, K., Ang, S., & Tan, M. L. (2014). I ntercultural Competence. Annual Review of 
Organizational Psychology and Organizational  Behavior, 1, 489-519.
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Cette communication traite de la construction de l’identité linguistique et culturelle en enseignement/
apprentissage des langues secondes. L’enseignement des langues représente un milieu idéal pour offrir 
aux apprenants des opportunités pour mieux connaître l’Autre, sa langue et sa culture, et également, en 
parallèle, pour favoriser la réflexion critique concernant leur propre identité. 

Nous présentons ainsi les faits saillants de deux études empiriques portant sur l’identité d’immigrants de 
diverses origines apprenant le français à Montréal. Ces études visent à examiner les différents éléments 
qui caractérisent la définition de l’identité de ces apprenants et leur sentiment d’appartenance et/ou 
d’étrangeté en lien avec la langue française.

Dans le cadre de la première étude, 14 immigrants adultes de diverses origines culturelles, récemment 
arrivés au Québec (moyenne de 11 mois passés au Québec), ont été interviewés afin de mieux comprendre 
comment ils définissent leur identité. En bref, leur identité est fortement liée à la culture d’origine et à leur 
langue maternelle, en début d’installation.  Ils sont toutefois en processus de reconstruction identitaire 
en lien avec le développement d’un sentiment d’appartenance envers les Québécois : ils apprennent le 
français, ils font des projets d’avenir au Québec, etc. Cependant, à ce stade, ils ont le sentiment d’être 
étrangers au Québec, et ce même s’ils parlent français.  Les 14 participants ont noté avoir des interactions 
très restreintes avec les Québécois francophones, notamment à cause de la barrière de la langue parlée.  
En effet, ils ont de la difficulté à comprendre les francophones et à interagir avec eux. 

La deuxième étude, quant à elle, a sondé les réflexions identitaires de 15 apprenants adultes de 
français langue seconde d’origine chinoise, aussi récemment arrivés (moyenne de 2,5 ans passés 
au Québec).  Chez ces participants, la prédominance de l’identité chinoise était notable, même si 11 
personnes sur 15 ont affirmé être en processus de reconstruction identitaire. Pour la plupart d’entre 
eux, l’apprentissage du français constitue un élément majeur de cette reconstruction.  Les cours de 
français leur permettent entre autres de mieux comprendre leur société d’accueil, d’interagir avec des 
locuteurs francophones (ex. lors de jumelages linguistiques ou de sorties culturelles réalisés dans le 
cadre du cours) et d’utiliser la langue dans des contextes significatifs et authentiques.  Apprendre une 
nouvelle langue leur permet aussi de poser un nouveau regard sur leur langue d’origine, de faire des 
liens, d’apprécier les différences et les similitudes entre deux systèmes linguistiques et culturels.

Nous proposons quelques pistes didactiques afin de susciter des espaces de discussion et de partage 
des réflexions identitaires des apprenants immigrants de langue seconde.  Dans une perspective 
interculturelle, il semble notamment important de susciter des occasions de contacts réels avec les 
locuteurs de la langue cible, de faire vivre des activités de réflexion critique par rapport à l’identité 
des apprenants (par exemple par le biais d’un aller-retour constant entre la culture d’origine et 
la culture d’accueil) et d’utiliser en classe un outil afin de consigner des réflexions/rétroactions, 
comme un journal de bord ou des biographies langagières.

La (re)définition identitaire en enseignement/apprentissage des langues
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To answer my own question Teaching about Feminism and Anti-Racism: Can a Racialized Muslim Teacher 
Speak?: The short answer is, yes. I am obviously all of those things...and I have, as of the fall, become a tenured 
teacher here at Vanier College. But that is only the beginning of a very long and complex conversation about 
what it means to be racialized, female, and Muslim in academia. In my experience, what has made it so 
complex is precisely that I wish to speak about being racialized, female, and Muslim in my classroom. I teach 
three courses: Ideas about Women, Who’s Afraid of Arabs?, and Why Should Africa Matter? The titles are not 
meant to be euphemistic. They describe well the subjects of these courses...they name exactly whose lives 
will be discussed. The implications of such a pedagogy that centers the experiences of folks who have been 
epistemologically and historically marginalized are numerous for both instructor and student. I’d like to talk 
about some of what this experience has looked like for myself and some of my students over the past seven 
years.

In Race, gender and university: Strategies for survival, Mohawk scholar Patricia Monture reminds us that 
“we have failed to consistently recognize that knowledge is always gendered and raced (although the race 
is often e-raced). It is not neutral and there is no single form of it.”1 I am truly grateful for her words, as they 
offer such an apt description of what I have tried to teach my students in every one of my classes: to learn 
to recognize that much of what they know—what they take for granted as good and objective knowledge—
is the result of a deliberate and successful campaign to center, at the expense of everyone else, a version of 
the world’s story, as it serves the needs and interests of ruling elites and those who support them, all of whom 
have been overwhelmingly powerful white heterosexual males.

Are we uncomfortable yet? :)

My close friend and mentor, Black feminist geography scholar Délice Mugabo, often reminds me when we are 
discussing talks I am preparing to think about to whom I want to speak. This question is one I must regularly 
ask myself as a teacher. Two moments stand out for me with respect to this particular consideration. I will tell 
you about one now, and come back to the other one later. After I was hired to teach Humanities at Vanier, I 
had to submit my courses for approval to our curriculum committee. Everyone does, and that’s fine. During 
the meeting, a white male colleague (the curriculum committee was a made of three men and one woman at 
the time) remarked that all of the authors cited in my coursepack were women. He asked me how I thought 
my male students would feel in a class like mine where the points of view of men were not represented. I was 
terribly nervous during this interview, so I didn’t say much at first. I just stared blankly at him trying desperately 
to figure out an appropriate answer, trying to find a balance between what I believed could potentially be a 
legitimate question and the recognition of how threatened many men feel by feminist thought... including, it 
turned out, highly educated philosophers. As Mahvish Ahmad explains, “Those of us who have been called 
feminazis or felt the tension in a room where the f-word is mentioned know how it feels to be the cause of 
discomfort, even anger.”2

I eventually acquiesced to his criticism and asked if he had any male scholars in mind. He suggested Alexis 
de Tocqueville. And despite knowing that there was something deeply skewed in his assessment of my 
proposed course-plan, for several years afterwards I kept the text he suggested in my coursepack and taught 
it to my students. Although it was not germane to my course, whenever I thought of taking it out, I wondered...

Teaching about Feminism and Anti-Racism:
Can a Racialized Muslim Teacher Speak?
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what if he or the other guys from the committee discovered this...what kind of trouble might I be in? Of course, 
it is imperative that all of my students feel like I am teaching for them. And I am. But what I am proposing is 
for them to learn about people whose experiences are typically excluded from academic discourse in our 
society. Is it not revealing that my colleague was unable to recognize this or, if he did, that he still felt the 
compulsion to demand the centering of European male thought?

I want to tell you about another moment. One I am deeply ashamed of. I will tell you about it because I think it 
is shocking enough that it has the potential to impart most effectively why I think I have to ask the question of 
whether or not I can/should teach. You are all surely aware of how much attention Muslim women, particularly 
those wearing hijabs, have gotten in the media in Quebec. So, naturally in my Who’s Afraid of Arabs? class 
where we learn about, among other things, Islamophobia, I invite a young woman who wears a hijab to speak 
to my students every time I teach the course. One semester, in the first couple of years after I started teaching, 
I invited my second cousin Dalila Awada to speak about her experiences. She is the young woman who was 
on Tout le monde en parle during the charter debate in 2013 and, more recently, after the massacre in the 
mosque in Quebec city. As I do for all my guests, I met her at one of Vanier’s entrances, and we headed for 
the elevator. While we waited, a colleague who happened to have considerable authority over me walked by. 
I asked Dalila to turn away from him so that he would not see us standing together. I was worried he would 
guess she was invited to my class. Not only had this person publicly articulated his position on secularism 
in Quebec and the presence of religion in classrooms, certain colleagues had mentioned to me that he had 
discussed my political activism with them. Aware of the fact that I did not have tenure, I was afraid he would 
find out that I had invited what he might consider a religiously conservative person to speak to my class. For 
a long time I tried to rationalize how I behaved that day. But I already knew then, and I am admitting it now 
publicly, it was wrong and shameful. However, without looking to excuse myself, I also think this incident 
reflects just how vulnerable many of us feel in post-secondary institutions. After all, I have been a visible anti-
racist and feminist activist for many years, and it is essential for me that my activist work inform my teaching. 
So, what does it tell us that someone who stands where I stand and, despite being myself a successful 
product of Quebec post-secondary education, could so easily succumb to a sense of fear and intimidation. 
Surely, as Mahvish Ahmad reminds us, “Intimacy with our theory—and by extension, our politics—is not only 
powerful, it can also be painful.”3

Needless to say, these stories are very personal, and I am deeply aware of the judgments I might be inviting 
by so publicly exposing the insecurities I have experienced as an educator in front of other educators. I 
believe it is essential to do so, however, if we are to go beyond the feel-good liberal discourse we often 
hear in academia and unmask the concrete manifestations of the oppressive mechanisms that continue to 
structure our experiences as racialized and gendered teachers and students. I am the daughter of Muslim-
Chiite parents from South Lebanon who do not have a high school diploma between them, but who have 
given their lives and their health in the service of my arrival among you. So, I have become accustomed to 
taking risks. However, as a tenured teacher, I know all the privilege I now have, and I cannot be unwilling to 
do what I am asking others to do.

In her anthology Revolutionary Mothering, queer Black feminist scholar Alexis Pauline Gumbs tells us, “We are 
accountable, when we are specific.”4 As teachers, we should all strive to be accountable, especially because 
we get to be specific. Luckily for me, and this is the second moment I was talking about when thinking about 
the importance of teaching being in the service of students, I have had other colleagues who have served as 
tremendous mentors and have given me the confidence to do this kind of work. I am thinking of one of the 
initial conversations I had with Greta Hofmann Nemiroff, a member of the founding group of Vanier College 
who has been a long-time mentor and friend. She told me, “Leila, if you want buy-in from the students, what 
you’re teaching them has to be relevant to their lives. It has to matter to them outside the classroom.” I will be 
forever grateful to her for these words, as they have become the foundation of my teaching philosophy. As 
“feminist killjoy” and theorist Sarah Ahmed tells us, “[T]heory can do more the closer it gets to the skin.”
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In all three of my courses, students learn to recognize and understand some of the mechanisms used to cast 
certain humans out of humanity. From international development policies to media representations and local 
legal, economic, and criminal policies, students have the opportunity to explore the multiple and specific 
ways in which the process of othering serves to maintain uneven power structures, specifically the patriarchal 
and racist ones. We learn about the importance of applying an intersectional framework that addresses 
questions of race, gender, social class, and sexuality in thinking about these dynamics if we are to gain both 
a comprehensive and specific understanding of these mechanisms.

To be able to do this work as a racialized Muslim woman in a place like Vanier is especially gratifying because 
our student body is made up in large part of the same diasporic populations that are at the losing end of this 
power dynamic. Each semester is filled with memorable teaching and learning moments. In a discussion in 
my Who’s Afraid of Arabs? class, a Black female student described how in another class at Vanier, a teacher 
had stated in front of the whole class that the student must be the first person in her family to have post-
secondary education. The young woman shook as she named all the degrees her brothers and sisters have 
and described her indignation at the assumptions made about her and her family by her White teacher. In 
that same class, a young man whose family is from Mexico described how while he and his mother waited in 
a doctor’s waiting room, a woman approached them to ask his mom if she knew any women who might be 
interested in working as cleaners in her home. Then there was the time in my Ideas about Women class when, 
during a discussion of Black feminism and some of the ideas it gave birth to, a young black woman described 
some racist incidents she and her sister had experienced in a hospital setting. A young man of European 
heritage raised his hand and stated, “I don’t believe it.” When I asked what he meant, he repeated, “I don’t 
believe this happened to her. It can’t be.” So, when I pointed out that she must be the expert on her own life 
and that if she says it happened, surely we had a responsibility to take her word for it, he simply repeated 
that he found it really hard to believe that such flagrant discrimination could take place in a hospital here in 
Montreal.

Then there was the time a young Black woman described how her white girlfriends always assumed that Black 
models, singers, and actresses were wearing wigs and criticized them vigorously for it. She expressed her 
frustration and dismay at always having to answer for people she did not know simply because she is Black; 
she talked about her disbelief at the disproportionate amount of vitriol Black women received regarding their 
appearance. Some students listened with empathy. However, her recounting of her painful experiences also 
evoked a response from some non-Black students who argued that Black women did not have the monopoly 
on body shaming.

Talk about discomfort; difficult and painful discomfort. The good news is I know that many of these students 
were speaking out for the first time in a formal classroom setting about their lived experiences. And while 
sometimes they were met with denial and hostility, this was occurring in a place where the person with 
authority in the room, i.e., the teacher, was able and willing to facilitate the expression of their stories, to allow 
the space for these alternative narratives to be recounted and given importance. Creating these spaces is 
one way of being specifically accountable. Having students read texts by Professors Brittney Cooper, Homa 
Hoodfar, and Natasha Bakht, and including the Combahee River Collective’s Manifesto in their coursepack, 
all constitute clear messages that the voices of people who look like them matter. It is a way of enacting the 
belief that just as their marginalization is deliberate, so must be their reinstatement.

Every time I have taught Who‘s Afraid of Arabs?, students have asked me where I am from and which religion 
I practice. I believe very much in making things explicit in the classroom and unveiling the mysterious spaces 
that allow us to remain safely ensconced in ignorance, so I always answer them honestly. But then I ask them 
to think about why they are asking me the question; I also ask them to tell me what they think is the potential 
impact of my faith on my ability to teach this course. Every single time, without exception, at least one student 
has happily announced that had I worn a hijab, it would be
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nearly impossible to believe in my impartiality as a teacher. At the end of one class, a young woman stood up 
and stated that while I had tried very hard to paint an alternate picture, she remained convinced that Muslims 
were inherently violent and no amount of finessing on my part would convince her otherwise. Then there 
was, during the Arab revolts or Springs or Revolutions (the jury is still out on the best way to name these 
events), the evaluation by a student who claimed I was anti-Semitic because I spoke of the “Arabs all the time.”

As Mahvish Ahmad says, “When you begin to speak up and point out the structured barriers, you can be 
cast as hysterical: too much, too intense, too reactive.”5 She also quotes Sarah Ahmed, who says, “When 
you expose a problem, you become a problem.” Feminism, instead of racism, sexism, classism, becomes the 
unwanted interruption.” 6

So sometimes I find myself wondering if I’d have more success were I a non-racialized teacher. I ask myself 
if the purpose would be better served if I did not myself embody the knowledge I am trying to convey to 
my students. But then I quickly come to my senses and remind myself of precisely the importance of this 
embodiment. Radical brown and black bodies occupying space and disrupting the status quo is one of the 
most effective ways to help our students imagine the shape of a different, more representative reality. We 
need to apply the models for which we are advocating. It is both a privilege and a responsibility. 

1 Monture, Patricia. « Race, Gender and the University », States of Race: Critical Race Feminism for the 21st Century, 
edited by Sherene Razack, Malinda Smith, and Sunera Thobani, Between the Lines, 2010, pp. 23-35.

2 Ahmad, Mahvish. « On Feminism’s Fragile Army. » Review of Living a Feminist Life, by Sara Ahmed. The New Inquiry, 
15 May 2017. https://thenewinquiry.com/on-feminisms-fragile-army/

3 Ahmad, Mahvish. “On Feminism’s Fragile Army.”  Review of Living a Feminist Life, by Sara Ahmed. The New Inquiry, 15 
May 2017. https://thenewinquiry.com/on-feminisms-fragile-army/

4 Gumbs, Pauline Alexis. “m/other ourselves : a Black queer feminist genealogy for radical mothering.” Revolutionary 
Mothering: Love on the Front Lines, edited by Alexis Pauline Gumbs, China Martens, Mai’a Williams, PM Press, 2016, p. 
19-31. 

5 Ahmad, Mahvish. « On Feminism’s Fragile Army. » Review of Living a Feminist Life, by Sara Ahmed. The New Inquiry, 
15 May 2017. https://thenewinquiry.com/on-feminisms-fragile-army/

6 Ahmad, Mahvish. « On Feminism’s Fragile Army. » Review of Living a Feminist Life, by Sara Ahmed. The New Inquiry, 
15 May 2017. https://thenewinquiry.com/on-feminisms-fragile-army/
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Introduction

In this paper, I present the following:

1. Who is radicalized?

2. The Québec context

3. Some ideas on le panier de crabes 

An important conceptual underpinning for this paper is that the broader macro architecture framing socio-
cultural and political representations, positioning, experiences and realities are connected to the texture, 
meaning, functioning and robustness of democracy, political literacy and social justice, which can be beneficial 
to understanding the theme of radicalization. 

Before I start, it is necessary to underscore that I do not focus on religion in my analysis. 

Culture is tremendously complex, and the following equation can include, overlap, usurp, and connect with 
religion, but, again, it is not the key concern of my interrogation. 

Culture
+ / - / with /and /despite / instead of / as a proxy for / as a means to understand / etc.
Religion
Can, to varying degrees, equate to or be influential to understanding religion but this is not a constant, stable, 
essentialized reality for people, in general

Who is radicalized?

Did radicalization start with 9/11? What is or was 9/11? Is it the 9/11 in 1973 in Santiago, Chile, when a US-backed 
coup overthrew a democratically-elected government? I do not want to underplay here the effect and impact 
of the destruction of the twin towers in New York City in 2001, but I do want to simply suggest that lots of 
people could be considered to be radicalized, and that hegemony, empire, and militarized thinking can shape 
the normative depiction of the radicalized as being from one particular group. Yet, we are all aware of the 
Mafia, in all of its dimensions, cultures, dynamics, and geographic settings. Could we suggest that the Mafia 
are, in a global sense, radicalized?

Of course, there have been many films and cultural representations over time, and it does not take much 
imagination to understand that the Mafia still exists in our society. The Charbonneau Commission touched on 
the issue of collusion, corruption, tainted contracts, intimidation, and political influence related to the Mafia.

Could we suggest that gangs, in a global sense, have been radicalized? US President Trump seems to believe 
that gangs from Central America, for instance, are a serious and significant problem. Clearly, these gangs 
come in all shapes and sizes, pretty well representative of all origins. Some are focused on hate, others on 
cash, others on building a family of sorts, and others on intricate forms of criminality, and still others delving 
into other areas of concern, including nationalism.

Political (Il)literacy and Living in a Society:
Is there room for a Critically-Engaged Education for Democracy?

or “I used to read poetry… before I became radicalized”
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Could we suggest that biker gangs, in a global sense, are radicalized?

Or could we suggest that serial killers, in a global sense, are radicalized? 

Interestingly, none of the most infamous and visible serial killers appears to be Muslim or Arab or even from 
a country so labelled as being a hotbed of radicalization.

What about mass killing? Who kills and who is killed? Once again, using the US example as the most 
omnipresent, the vast majority of killing, in fact the overwhelming majority, has absolutely nothing to do with 
Islam, Muslims, Arabs, or people from countries identified with those identities. Most of the mass murderers 
are White men who have access to guns. There is no comparison to the US when it comes to number of 
guns, number of shootings, number of murders, number of mass killings. Could we suggest that such an 
environment, in a global sense, is radicalized?

Terrorism versus regular violence

Violence, criminality, and killing is an issue. Who is affected most by terrorism? The data are clear: those 
countries locked into military conflict and which are largely Muslim. 

Quite simply, terrorism, as insidious, diabolical, and twisted as it may be, and notwithstanding the importance 
of diminishing and ending terrorism, does not represent a large percentage of the killing that takes place 
around the world. Again, if it is not clear, I am not advocating not addressing this area, but am suggesting that 
the analysis and conceptualization of what the problematic is, and is all about, is fundamental to being able to 
address the issue in the first place.

Who remembers “Shock and Awe”? The notion of bombing a country out of its senses because of the 
perception of weapons of mass destruction that did not exist and because of the perception that it was 
involved in the attack on the Twin Towers, for which it was not involved, and because the US President at 
the time had unfavourable feelings toward the President of the targeted country may seem to be science 
fiction, but it did, nonetheless, lead to massive killing, massive refugee crises (plural), massive destruction of 
the built, natural, social, cultural, and political environments, a massive upsurge in individual, sporadic and 
organized killings around the world, and the unrepentant destabilization of the region. Sectarian violence 
now appears to be the norm, as does militarization as the response to all questions. What would our world be 
today if the United States had not attacked Iraq in 2003? Would we even be having this important meeting 
here today? I do not want to suggest there are simple answers to complex questions but it is clear, to me, that 
the intensification of violence, conflict, and militarization has not led to peace, social justice, and solidarity, in 
a broad sense.

Chemical weapons are terrible, period. In fact, I can think of no weapon that is not terrible. They are meant 
to kill, and that is what they do. When I think of chemical weapons, I think of what the US did to Vietnam, 
dropping an endless stream of napalm to destroy the land, the people, and the environment. Visiting Vietnam 
in 2013, I could see the long-lasting, debilitating effects of napalm, some four generations after what the 
Vietnamese call the “American War”. Innocent children born with massive problems and disabilities, and yet 
the recognition and reparations have still not been fully accorded and effectuated. 

Was this mass killing by an American citizen “terrorism” and also a symbol of “white terrorism”? Or was it, is 
as is often the case, labelled the act of a lone individual who had “mental problems”?

Were, and are, White people radicalized in their treatment of Aboriginal peoples?

What could we say about imperialism and Empire? 

Were, and are, White people radicalized in their treatment of colonized peoples around the world?

Does capitalism help cultivate or help hinder radicalization?
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All we have to do is stand up and their little game is over…What else could be thrown into the Radicalization 
hopper at this point?:

1. Spy agencies and government services that are involved in undermining the public and, even, 
undertaking killing?;

2. Could we say that those who deny climate change when many peoples around the world are 
suffering the first-hand effects are also radicalized?;

3. Those who do not have an interest in ending homelessness, violence toward women, xenophobia, 
etc.; of course, I’m making all kinds of value judgments but defining radicalization requires, I believe, 
value judgements.

The Québec context

Now, within the Québec context, what could we say about the reasonable accommodation debate? What 
were the strengths and weaknesses of the Bouchard-Taylor Commission (2007/2008)? Did the commission 
help resolve the issues? It should be pointed out that toughly 80% of reasonable accommodation issues in 
education are resolved through normal processes and procedures. Is the request reasonable? Does it affect 
the normal functioning of a school? Providing a ramp for easy access, a variety of meal choices, etc., are 
reasonable, reflect human rights legislation, and make for a more decent and better educational and societal 
experience. The same goes for adjusting the school calendar in a reasonable way. However, it does not 
mean that public schools must alter the curriculum, the pedagogy, and the school culture to indoctrinate in 
favour of a particular religious orientation. Listening to the B-T Commission, one had the distinct impression 
that there were two polarized debates taking place concurrently: one that expressed concerns about cultural 
integration and altering the shape of the society; and another that expressed concerns about discrimination 
in employment and in other areas of the society.

Intended to be “rassembleur,” unifying, the Québec Values Charter (2014) ultimately became excessively 
divisive. Announced as a definitive statement on Quebec values such as gender equality, it was immediately 
opposed by many groups and sectors of society, especially immigrant, Muslim, racial minority, religious 
minority, and human rights groups. The long-form name for Bill 60 is the Charter affirming the values of State 
secularism and religious neutrality and the equality between women and men, and providing a framework 
for accommodation request. Question: How would the proposed Charter address violence toward women, 
discrimination against women, inequities against women, etc., that have absolutely nothing to do with religion, 
Islam, and Muslims?

Some of the headlines of the day, and blogs, and discussions, and commentary sections exemplified some 
of the tensions that characterized the debate. Lots of anecdotes, and a fertile terrain for critical discourse 
analysis, including within mainstream and alternative outlets, neoliberal and progressive, and English and 
French networks and milieu.

Public opinion polls at the time underscored linguistic, geographic and other cleavages. Going into the 
election, it appeared that the PQ government would win a majority on the back of the proposed Charter. As 
the debate evolved, there was strong support for both sides, with some feminist groups (for example, Les 
Janettes) aligned with the pro-Charter movement, notably attacking the domination of the Church and the 
Government. Others characterized Bill 60 as racist, sexist, and ethnocentric insofar as it targeted Muslim 
women and Muslim religious symbols. 

The international media also chimed in, largely denigrating the proposed Charter, attacking the underlying 
assumptions and values, and suggesting that it would have a debilitating effect on Québec society. Within 
the present context, the proposed US travel ban, which has not been adopted and has been blocked twice 
by judicial review, has had a highly significant effect on the movement of people, xenophobic actions and 
attacks, and a general push toward disintegration of the social fabric.
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Political cartoons underscored the bizarre nature of the debate, mocking the notion of measuring religious 
symbols. A special emphasis was placed on Muslim women, especially in relation to the broad and widespread 
subjugation that they were believed to be living through.

The official presentation of “ostentatious” symbols that would be prohibited was widely mocked, and 
considered unworkable. Would the Jewish Hospital of Montreal be asked to shut down? Would women 
wearing headscarves, wigs, short and long clothing that may or may not have some religious significance, be 
prohibited from seeking and maintaining employment in the public sector? Would people with tattoos of a 
crucifix be banned? Would the names of all of the streets, towns, schools, buildings, etc., that are associated 
with the Catholic roots of Québec society need to be changed? How would the Charter improve, enhance 
and transform the rights of Aboriginal Peoples and traditionally marginalized groups?

The Charter proved to be devastatingly divisive based on many demographic lines. The strongest support 
came from the regions where the number of immigrants and racialized minorities is modest compared to 
the larger urbanized areas. The linguistic divide was also apparent. With polling indicating that there was 
broad support for such a Charter, the Parti Québécois, in power for only 18 months, called an early election, 
presenting the Charter as a necessary piece of the “laïcité” puzzle. It quickly became apparent that the main, 
or only, target of the Charter was to be Muslim women, in general, and Muslim women who wear a veil, in 
particular. Would Muslim integration alter the face of Québec, would Muslims demand and receive religious 
education, would they demand and receive “Sharia” law, would they demand and receive a restructuring 
of government services, policies, and functions, and would they demand and receive a radical re-writing of 
what Québec culture and the French language would be? These were some of the underlying questions and 
assumptions that framed the formal and informal as well as the explicit and implicit debates and discussions.

Also framing the debate is the relationship with the rest of Canada, sometimes referred to as the ROC or 
English Canada, within Québec. Was and is Canada’s “multiculturalism” the antithesis of Québec’s “laicity” 
or “interculturalism” or quest to be a different type of society, a “distinct society” within the constitutional 
vernacular? Is the socio-political context in Quebec significantly different from that in the rest of Canada? 
Especially in relation to cultural, ethnic, racial diversity? And in relation to Aboriginal Peoples? I am not 
suggesting that cultural and linguistic issues are the same here, but I am suggesting that there are many 
similarities at many levels, especially in relation to discrimination, racism, access to employment, and the 
urban-rural divide.

Some ideas on le panier de crabes

This paper has presented the problematic of radicalization—Who is radicalized? Why? To what end? and 
What is the meaning?—and then the case study of debates within Québécois society for the last decade 
in relation to culture pluralism, which have meshed with formal and informal, public and private and other 
societal reactions, sentiments, and actions in relation to cultural pluralism, integration, inclusion, religion, and 
the notion of living-well-together (“vivre ensemble”). It is a panier de crabes because, like most important 
social issues, of the great deal of complexity, nuance, power structures, and connection to a multitude of inter-
connected social, economic, political, and other concerns.

Our work on education for democracy is directly linked to how people and society might find ways to develop 
a thicker, more robust and meaningful democracy. For example, our work on critical engagement in and 
through education may be helpful to educators and education-systems in understanding how and why some 
people feel pushed out, disenfranchised, and marginalized (see our website for my information and analysis 
at www.uqo.ca/dcmet/).
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Figure 1: Spectrum of critical engagement

Critical participation and engagement in society and in and through education, I believe, is fundamental 
to stemming the tide of radicalization, which clearly affects many sectors of society, not just the delirious 
labeling of “radical Islamic terrorists.” Understanding the conditions, contexts, and factors that may lead to 
radicalization, again, must be understood and addressed before it actually takes place. The Spectrum of 
critical engagement seeks to understand how critically engaged such participation is within the educational 
context, but it is important to underscore that conscientization and critical engagement does not only take 
place by enhancing political/media literacy as we move up the scale; ironically, those who end up at the 
bottom of the scale are also engaged, not in the normative way that society would like to see, but in ways that 
involve serious reflection and action.

Finally, I would like to present some thought from various theorists who, I believe, provide some explanations 
as to why we act the way that we do, often against our best interest or in conflict with our inner thoughts. Taken 
together, they can help us understand how social inequalities are upheld, in spite of haughty proclamations 
about “democracy,” and, further, why the unacceptable is so seemingly acceptable. This very quick splattering 
of concepts is not sufficient to fully explore the foundation of each, and many volumes have been written on 
each, but they do represent, again as an ensemble, a very powerful cocktail of knowledge about some of 
the reasons people accept or are induced/compelled/forced to accept the positions they are in, no matter 
how unjust. To this, I add the two key variables of our book, democracy—what does it mean? what does 
it look like? and how do we achieve it?—and education—what are its functions? how does it play out in 
society? how is it connected to democracy?—which help cement the tremendous potential of human beings 
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through citizen participation to change and transform their seemingly immutable circumstances. The process 
of understanding how we are seemingly locked into social classes, racial groups, ethnocultural enclaves, 
fixed gender identities, impoverishment, and suffering is not an easy one to surmount. However, the concepts 
presented in this herein—false consciousness, hegemony, symbolic violence, cognitive dissonance, news as 
entertainment and spectacle, and conscientization—are all powerfully motivating and worth considering in a 
quest to seek something better, including the quest for a more decent society. Education is the lynchpin—
what kind? for whom? by whom? in whose interests? to what degree?—and it is, I believe, a fundamental 
ingredient to preparing the terrain for a meaningful, functioning democracy and citizen participation.  

Karl Marx, the German philosopher/sociologist, who was extremely prolific in writing about political economy 
and who articulated ideas in the mid-19th century that are still studied around the world today, developed the 
concept of false consciousness, illuminating why and how people believe that they have more power and 
agency than they really do, underscoring social class relations and entrenched, systemic inequalities.

But the more these conscious illusions of the ruling classes are shown to be false and the less they 
satisfy common sense, the more dogmatically they are asserted and the more deceitful, moralizing 
and spiritual becomes the language of established society.

- Karl Marx, The German Ideology (1845-46)

Antonio Gramsci, the Italian radical activist who wrote his most significant work, Selections from the Prison 
Notebooks, in prison from 1929 to 1935, developed a theory of hegemony, elucidating how people willfully 
submit, how they believe that their interests are tied into those holding power, overlapping with Marx’s notion of 
false consciousness, but providing a substantive core to the functioning of complex societies in which complex 
analyses are aggressively discouraged and dissuaded by those upholding inequitable power relations.

[Hegemony occurs when a dominant group] becomes aware that [their] own corporate interests… 
transcend the corporate limits of the merely economic group, and can and must become the interests 
of other subordinate groups. This is the most purely political phase, and marks the decisive passage 
from the structure to the sphere of the complex superstructures; it is the phase in which previously 
germinated ideologies become “party,” come into confrontation and conflict, until only one of them, 
or at least a single combination of them, tends to prevail, to gain the upper hand, to propagate itself 
over the whole social area – bringing about not only a unison of economic and political aims, but 
also intellectual and moral unity, posing all the questions around which the struggle rages not on a 
corporate but on a ‘universal’ plane, and thus creating the hegemony of a fundamental social group 
over a series of subordinate groups.   

- Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks (1971, pp. 181-182)

Pierre Bourdieu, the French sociologist and noted sociolinguist, wrote about the role of language in society, 
but also in relation to social relations, further complexified our understanding of how society is structured, 
organized, and subordinated. His work on habitus and symbolic violence further extends our thinking about 
the vast complicity that takes place in ensuring that a hierarchy of interests and power relations is maintained 
and sustained.

Symbolic violence is violence wielded with tacit complicity between its victims and its agents, insofar as 
both remain unconscious of submitting to or wielding it. The function of sociology, as of every science, is to 
reveal that which is hidden. In so doing, it can help minimize the symbolic violence within social relations.

- Pierre Bourdieu, On Television (1988, p. 17)

Frantz Fanon, a psychiatrist from France’s offshore island of Martinique and a revolutionary who also 
participated in the resistance in Algeria against the French in the 1950s, examined the reasoning behind 
individual and collective submission and developed a theory of cognitive dissonance. This theory provided 
clarity as to why colonized and racialized peoples accept or are induced to accept the unacceptable, a 
concept that helps us further understand how social inequalities are reproduced.
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Sometimes people hold a core belief that is very strong. When they are presented with evidence 
that works against that belief, the new evidence cannot be accepted. It would create a feeling that is 
extremely uncomfortable, called cognitive dissonance. And because it is so important to protect the 
core belief, they will rationalize, ignore and even deny anything that doesn’t fit in with the core belief. 

- Frantz Fanon, Black Skin, White Masks (1952, 1967, p. 194)

Neil Postman, educator and philosopher at New York University up until his death in 2003, wrote several 
seminal texts that guide us through the meaning of media literacy and political sensitization. His notion of 
news as entertainment and spectacle helps us understand, especially in the highly digitalized and internet-
connected era, how the trivialization of realities that affect people can be embedded in the way that information, 
ideas, communications, and news are meshed into the enjoyment side of the equation in sophisticated and 
psychologically-induced ways that favor disenfranchisement and self-effacement of the debate that should 
properly concern people. Postman’s work, written before the Internet, speaks of how political literacy can be 
gently stroked out of meaning-making so as to ensure that hegemony is not questioned. This work builds 
on the weaknesses and the potential for education to engage with, and counteract, the impact of the media.

Americans no longer talk to each other, they entertain each other. They do not exchange ideas, they exchange 
images. They do not argue with propositions; they argue with good looks, celebrities and commercials.

Everything in our background has prepared us to know and resist a prison when the gates begin to 
close around us . . . But what if there are no cries of anguish to be heard? Who is prepared to take arms 
against a sea of amusements? To whom do we complain, and when, and in what tone of voice, when 
serious discourse dissolves into giggles? What is the antidote to a culture’s being drained by laughter?

When a population becomes distracted by trivia, when cultural life is redefined as a perpetual round 
of entertainments, when serious public conversation becomes a form of baby-talk, when, in short, a 
people become an audience, and their public business a vaudeville act, then a nation finds itself at 
risk; culture-death is a clear possibility.

- Neil Postman, Amusing Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age of Show Business (1987, p. 95)

Paulo Freire, Brazilian educator and philosopher, who was exiled during a substantial period of military 
repression during most of the 1960s and the 1970s and who has had the most significant influence on our 
thinking for our EdD research, articulated a range of theories relevant to the theme of democracy, even if this 
was not the nexus of his work. His concept of conscientization allows us to understand the intricate relations 
between oppressors and oppressed and how the process of transformative change can take place, despite 
conditions that encourage further entrenched submission. The connection here to education is fundamental, 
and we also believe that it is the cornerstone of any meaningful attempt at constructing democracy as individual 
and collective emancipation passes through processes of dialectical reflection and conscientization.  

The oppressors do not perceive their monopoly on having more as a privilege which dehumanizes 
others and themselves. They cannot see that, in the egoistic pursuit of having as a possessing class, 
they suffocate in their own possessions and no longer are; they merely have. 

- Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970, 2006, p. 59)

“I used to read poetry… before I became radicalized”

To come full circle with the sub-title of this paper, I should admit that, like many others, I like poetry, and even 
write poetry. The point here is that before radicalization, there are probably many poets out there, people 
living, loving, seeking, doing and being. How should we understand human interactions, how people develop 
together as well as in a societal sense? I believe that poetry is one of the ways of bringing people together, a 
universal connector, like music, that transcends cultural boundaries, and may incite people to communicate 
and live in peace as opposed to the contrary, which was central preoccupation of this paper. 
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To end, here is a poem by the wonderful Pablo Neruda, Chilean diplomat and poet, entitled Poetry.

POETRY

And it was at that age ... Poetry arrived
in search of me. I don’t know, I don’t know where
it came from, from winter or a river.
I don’t know how or when,
no they were not voices, they were not
words, nor silence,
but from a street I was summoned,
from the branches of night,
abruptly from the others,
among violent fires
or returning alone,
there I was without a face
and it touched me.

I did not know what to say, my mouth
had no way
with names,
my eyes were blind,
and something started in my soul,
fever or forgotten wings,
and I made my own way,
deciphering
that fire,
and I wrote the first faint line,
faint, without substance, pure
nonsense,
pure wisdom
of someone who knows nothing,
and suddenly I saw
the heavens
unfastened
and open,
planets,
palpitating plantations,
shadow perforated,
riddled
with arrows, fire and flowers,
the winding night, the universe.

And I, infinitesimal being,
drunk with the great starry
void,
likeness, image of
mystery,
felt myself a pure part
of the abyss,
I wheeled with the stars,
my heart broke loose on the wind. 
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I want to tell you a story. When I was doing my Master’s Degree in poststructuralist feminist theory 
and TA-ing in Women’s Studies around the early 1990s, my aunt, an Anthropologist, twenty-five 
years my senior, daughter of a Jewish holocaust survivor and a Canadian-born dock worker, bearer 
of the last name Silverman, possessor of long frizzy hair and a nose she hated, told me a story. Back, 
back in the day, she said, we used to live on a street in NDG surrounded by Anglo-Saxons. Not one 
of our neighbors, she stressed, ever spoke to us. That is, until it came to be known that a Haitian 
family was moving to our street.  On that day, a neighbor came to our door for the first time. “We 
need your help” she said, “we can’t have those people on our street.” On that day, my aunt said 
to me, I turned white. Indeed, our entire household turned white on the back of one Haitian family. 
And later you – a Jew -- were born to pass as white. “But, I don’t even ever really think of myself as 
white,” I said. “Precisely”, she goes, “that is exactly how whiteness works.”

Yet, in spite of this story, and all that it implied, I continued to produce theoretical work and pedagogical 
practices that had blind spots where whiteness was operating in privileged, normative, regulatory 
and exclusionary ways. However, for a while now, following Richard Dyer, I have been learning and 
re-learning how best to make whiteness appear in the classroom, to formally embody it, to make it 
seem weird or strange and to decenter it as the norm from which Otherness stems. In short, I have 
been trying to give whiteness a visible though mutable race, so it is not this invisible thing, that as 
Junot Diaz points out, is never asked for its passport.  Indeed, by zooming in on whiteness and white 
privilege in my classroom, so many of my racialized students feel compelled to tell their stories in 
highly animated ways. Questions about ethnicities and their relationship to whiteness also come up. 
And even my seemingly pure white students become engaged. Today, I will take you on a journey 
through this teaching terrain.

 I started teaching mostly white students in an almost all-white faculty in Montreal in the mid 1990s.  
Like a “good” feminist I was highly committed to using texts from a diverse array of authors to 
highlight a multiplicity of standpoints and perspectives. But I had inherited a bad white lady habit 
from, well, seemingly everywhere to me, at the time.  In short, in my courses, whiteness just was. To 
cite a couple of examples: if the topic was femininity and the body, I would start with – or center – 
white authors like Mary Russo’s The Female Grotesque or Joanne Frueh’s Monster/Beauty and then 
turn to Janelle Hobson’s The Black Venus to put blackness into play, and then move on to Olivia 
Khoo The Chinese Exotic for an Asian perspective and so on and so on. In retrospect, I now call 
this the add-on model. And even though at the time I did hear Judith Butler’s “embarrassed etc “ 
haunting this endless enterprise, I did not quite know how to change my way of doing things, nor did 
I seek out the tools partially because, “hey, I got diversity on my curriculum!”  

Moreover, never did it occur to me truly, deeply – theoretically even metatheoretically – to frame 
Russo or Frueh’s work in relation to whiteness and the white body – it was just the female body. And, 
never did it not occur to me to not frame Hobson in relationship to the specificity of black beauty 
and the black body.  

In turn, white writers in my course appeared to have no vested racial interests: no white card to 
play, so to speak. Rather they simply had these omniscient concepts, theories and insights into the 

Yo (White) Teacher Lady: 
Interrogating and Decentering Whiteness in the Classroom
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body. What a privilege! And way to create a dynamic from which Otherness inevitably stems visibly, 
differently, marginally. Even when I used someone like bell hooks to directly critique white feminism 
in week three and thirteen, for example, I allowed it to have a there/gone effect. In short, I gave the 
critique “now you see it/now you don’t powers” in ways that inevitably eased the guilt, angst and 
discomfort many white women feel when forced to own their paradoxical relationship to both white 
privilege and patriarchal power.  I then went on to write a PhD thesis that was still full of this kind 
of theoretical fuckery.  Yet my work was actually highly praised by the five, very bright, very white 
scholars on my committee. The damn thing was even nominated for an award! Makes me think 
whiteness is one helluva drug, indeed.  And then to make a long story short: I later had an “omfg 
damn right ok!” moment involving Eminem, Princess Superstar, Kool Keith’s ass and way too many 
books with the word “white” in the title. 

Thankfully, I was then hired at Vanier, ready to re-engage in different ways with a much more diverse 
crowd.  For example, my Literary Themes course is a feminist social justice class designed to raise 
awareness about inequality. The course starts with Black Lives Matter and Say Her Name (which 
really helps decenter whiteness) and goes on to look at: Islamophobia and the war on terror, LGTBQ 
and the war on gender neutral bathrooms, The Dakota Pipeline, the Oka Crisis and the endless wars 
on Indigenous people, along with rape culture and the normalization of sexual violence. 

Yet we also talk explicitly about whiteness a lot throughout the semester. Moreover, during a week 
featuring white privilege, white power and white poverty, I walk in and go: so, today finally I am going 
to really, really focus on white stuff, and I should be an expert on this shit because I am white.”  And 
everybody laughs because: so many reasons, right? In Canada, I go on to say, whiteness has the 
privileged status of being the invisible norm. Imagine a blogpost starting with, “a man walks into a 
store.”  Chances are you imagine him white. For him to be black, or brown in your mind, the author 
would have to have given him a race (black or brown or Asian). So he seems to have no race. Except 
he does. It is whiteness, and we have normalized it as the dominant race.  A white student puts up 
her hand, “Ok I totally do this, but would I do it if I wasn’t white?” A variety of racialized students 
nod their heads and confirm: yup we do this. Unless of course, students point out, the book is set in 
Africa. Right, I say, so context effects how we perceive race. For example, I point out that when I am 
in Canada, rarely does somebody call me white to my face. But where I used to hang out in Jamaica, 
it was “yo white teacher lady’” all day. 

Then I tell them a story about a former colleague of mine who is half Ghanaian/half white Quebecois 
with Beyonce skin. Everywhere we went in Montreal, she heard “Where you from? Where you from?” 
– yet when she went back to her father’s village in Ghana, folks called out to her daily: “Hey white 
lady! Hey white lady.”  So, essentially,  she got on an airplane and went from being read as black to 
white. In other words, this thing that seems like a “fact” – race -- is a shifty cultural fiction.  

I go on to tell my aunt’s turning white story. I stress that this is an important anecdote for all ethnic folk. 
For example, if you are Italian-Canadian, I say, you and your people were interned in camps in Canada 
during WWII because you were considered enemy aliens. I repeat it to them: in spite of what appears 
to be your white skin today, you were deemed not quite white.  But now, it’s fair to say that the closer 
one is to European descent, the closer one is to white enough. And the big point politically is that if you 
belong to this racial category white, or white enough, life is often easier. I offer the now-familiar video 
game analogy linking whiteness intersectionally – to gender, sexuality, ability and socio-economic 
status.  And the political point of these kinds of white privilege projects is, I stress, so that if you have 
been racialized, what you may perceive as a personal failing of yours can be understood as a problem 
that may be bigger and more systemic than you. It can make you want to develop politicized strategies 
of resistance.  And if you are white, perhaps you can use insights into the workings of whiteness to 
become a better, more aware ally.  Importantly, I tell my white students, this doesn’t mean you don’t 
suffer if you’re white, but you don’t suffer because you are white.
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I play them a bit of a Chris Rock sketch. He tells a story: I live in the nicest neighborhood in New York. 
For miles, all you see is mansions and white folks.  But there are four of us black folks here. Get this, 
do you know who they are: Mary J. Blidge, Jay-Z and Eddie Murphy – all of whom are over-the-top 
extraordinary. You know what the white guy next door to me does for a living? He’s a dentist. He’s 
not even the best dentist. He’s not an award-winning dentist. He never got any plaques for cleaning 
plaque. He’s just a regular dentist. Me? I had to host the motherfucking Oscars to get this house! And 
I still keep a bag packed and ready at the front door because I don’t really believe I truly live here. 

Peggy McKintosh and Lori Lakin Hutcherson’s written work then leads us to brainstorm the specific 
white privileges that many in the class have either benefitted from, or failed to receive. Several 
non-white students explained they were not immediately welcomed into neighborhoods with ritzy 
reputations in spite of their family’s wealth, Muslim students discussed hellish border-crossing 
anecdotes, male students of Caribbean-descent told quite a few horrific police profiling stories. 
White students expressed retroactive disbelief that the crayons they were encouraged to use to 
draw faces with as children were called “flesh-coloured.” WTF, Miss? Others pointed out that, still 
today, shows like 13 Reasons Why may have a diverse cast, but they almost always center around 
white teens.  And a few fans of the show Dear White People wanted to know: Miss, are American 
Universities really hosting blackface parties because that is next-level not-OK. Lastly, Greek, Italian 
and Jewish students entered into a long and potentially never-ending dialogue about who they are 
in relationship to the category white.

Discussions in my class are highly lively yet this class was on fire, with many more anecdotes from 
racialized students than usual, and much more self-reflexive  engagement from white or ethnic 
students. Many students – across all races, mixed races, religions and ethnicities – also chose to write 
both theoretically and experientially about whiteness, race and ethnicity for their final assignments.

In conclusion, I think work on whiteness and white privilege has an important role to play in diversity 
projects. It does raise many questions though. This work is meant to decenter whiteness, but how 
may it also be used in ways that re-center white people under a different guise (such as this talk?). 
How should we configure ethnicity and religion in relationship to whiteness and passing? How do 
we best understand socio-economics and cultural capital as they intersect with visibly racialized 
folks in Canada? Can this project help amplify Indigenous issues? And very importantly, how might 
this kind of work on white privilege come across differently when the teacher herself is not white? 
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Introduction

Decades of feminist scholarship have shown that the dominance of hetero- and cisnormativity in the 
broader culture is reflected in schools (Davies, 2003; Pascoe, 2007; Ringrose & Renold, 2010; Stafford, 
2016; Thorne, 1993). Hetero- and cisnormativity are regimes of power that assert that heterosexuality is 
the most normal way to grow up and be, and that one’s gender naturally follows from one’s sex and one’s 
gender assigned at birth (sex and gender assigned at birth are imagined to be one and the same, one 
way of making intersex lives invisible).

In schools, this dominance takes the form of the recognition and validation of binary (hetero)genders 
over queer, trans, and non-binary genders and sexualities. A wide range of everyday practices serve to 
assert this dominance, such as:

• different dress codes for male and female students, whether these dress codes are formal  
(different uniforms for boys and girls) or informal (cultural expectations that certain items of 
clothing are acceptable for girls but not for boys and vice-versa)

• expectations of professional dress for educators that adhere to gender-conforming standards

• assumptions about gendered natures and their impact on learning and behaviour

• school rituals such as school dances, Valentine’s Day 

• the mechanical separation of girls and boys during certain classes or activities

• the hypervisibility of cisgender and gender-conforming bodies and lives in curricula and the 
broader school setting (and conversely, the invisibility of trans and gender-nonconforming 
bodies and lives, especially non-binary people)

This institutional context is not inclusive of gender diversity. This constrains educators who want to be 
supportive of gender diversity among students and more broadly. Given this tension, I was curious about 
the way that educators think about transgender (or trans) students and respond to their demands for 
recognition. In this paper, I focus on the way that educators discussed their experiences and decisions 
through the lens of accommodation, the opportunities and limits of this lens, and the possibilities that lie 
beyond it.

Methods

In 2013, I conducted 62 in-depth interviews with school staff in British Columbia who had worked with 
trans and gender-nonconforming students and saw themselves as supportive of these students. My 
participants included teachers, counsellors, and administrators, as well as other staff in other positions. 
These interviews were not an attempt to gather factual accounts of what happened, but rather an 
opportunity to explore the discursive processes through which educators came to articulate and 
make sense of their experiences. As such, these interviews helped me gain insights into the way that 
educators talk and think about their experiences with trans and gender-nonconforming students. This 
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mode of analysis recognizes that educators are not free-standing individual actors, but rather come to 
understand their role and their responsibilities within the constraints and possibilities of our culture and 
the institutions within which they work. 

The accommodation model

In trying to support trans and gender-nonconforming students within a constraining institution, educators 
often found themselves engaging in accommodation. Accommodation is focused on “providing school 
leaders and faculty with tools to address logistical problems” (Payne & Smith, 2015) that appear when 
trans and gender-nonconforming students demand recognition. This includes coming up with solutions 
for what bathroom a student may use, what sports team they might play on, how their name might be 
changed in the computer system, etc.

Among my participants, this accommodation approach usually centered the student and their family. 
Educators were focused on what students and their family wanted to have happened at the school 
and what changes that would imply. For example, Claire, an administrator in District C, said, “We let 
the students come and tell us that that’s what they’re comfortable with, right. [We’ll] say, ‘What are you 
comfortable with, what are you safe with, what do we have for you?’” Like this quotation suggests, 
participants thought of these decisions as primarily personal and individual—it was about accommodating 
this particular student and what they wanted or needed. 

In this sense, the accommodation approach makes room for trans and gender-nonconforming students 
in very real and necessary ways. It centers the student’s experience and is attentive to their individual 
needs in a way that disrupts the hetero- and cisnormative functioning of schools. These forms of 
accommodation can make it possible for students to live and be recognized as their correct gender, 
which has been shown to have a positive impact on mental health (Veale, Frohard-Dourlent, Dobson, 
Clark, & Canadian Trans Youth Health Survey Research Group, 2015). In other words, it is an essential 
response to an individual request. 

The limits of accommodation 

However, if accommodation is not complemented by larger efforts to change the culture and administrative 
practices of a school, the attention to individual needs that makes the accommodation approach a 
powerful response is also its central limit. When accommodations are tied to the individual student who 
has requested them, what happens when this student leaves? The impact of changes that were made 
to accommodate the student may not be sustained over time, and similar questions may continue to 
re-appear every time a trans student attends the school.

By tying changes to individual needs, the accommodation approach also raises the question of what 
happens when individual needs may not align with what the school needs as a whole. For example, 
some educators told me of workshops on gender diversity organized in their classes after a trans student 
came out and asked that their peers be educated. Other educators, however, told me of students who 
did not want to be public about their identity. Yet students in their schools still needed some education 
about gender diversity. In these cases, the staff risked putting the student’s request for privacy at risk by 
doing education in their school. Yet not doing education in their school means risking that the student 
encounter misinformation or harassment from other students and even staff at the school.

At a more fundamental level, the accommodation approach frames trans and gender-nonconforming 
students as exceptions by finding ways to adapt individual needs to existing structures without 
questioning the lack of inclusion within these structures. The very need for accommodation points to 
the lack of space that exist for gender diversity within the existing structures and practices of schools. 
Accommodation often does not invite us to think about how and why schools are organized in ways that 
create exclusions for trans students and, thus, necessitate remedial accommodations.
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On its own, then, the accommodation approach often fails to disrupt cisnormative school cultures that 
systematically marginalize and exclude trans students. It might not generate larger conversations about 
inclusion and gender diversity that need to happen. As a result, the accommodation approach works more 
easily with students who have a binary gender identity because they can be more easily accommodated 
within the existing structures of school. For students who are non-binary or gender-nonconforming, 
finding ways to accommodate them effectively is much more difficult; they may require rethinking the 
binary division of physical education, the sleeping arrangements on school trips, or the expectations for 
what uniforms students are expected to wear.

This difficulty points to the fundamental problem of the accommodation approach as a reactive approach. 
In the accommodation paradigm, the potential to create broader change often exists only if the student 
asks for it. Accommodating students requires first that they come out and make demands. What if we 
thought about change before a student has explicitly expressed a need for accommodation? What would 
it look like to respect a student’s need for privacy and simultaneously challenge cisnormativity? 

It is essential that we do not conflate the specific needs of one (or a few) students with the need of 
schools to challenge cisnormative ways of thinking and doing. Accommodation, while essential for 
individual students, must be accompanied by the larger work of cultural change.

Cultural change

Often, schools only start making changes once a trans student has identified themselves—a situation 
in which accommodation becomes essential. Making larger changes is difficult when quick fixes are 
needed for a student to be able to continue attending school and feel supported. Instead of this reactive 
model, we need one that invites educators and schools to work towards inclusion ahead of time.

This paradigm shift involves attending to cultural change alongside accommodation. Cultural change 
involves “envisioning and implementing pedagogical practices that challenged, resisted, or disrupted 
heteronormative, gendered assumptions about student identities” (Smith & Payne, 2016, p. 44). It also 
means envisioning and implementing different administrative practices that are inclusive of gender 
diversity, as administrators play a key role in their school’s culture. 

Cultural change necessitates that educators be trained on how to incorporate issues of gender diversity 
into their teaching and everyday practices, know how to respond to sexist or transphobic comments, 
and recognize and challenge their own gendered assumptions. It also means having gender-inclusive 
washrooms that any student can use if they need more privacy, offering physical education classes not 
segregated by gender, and having speakers and posters that make all gender identities and gender 
expressions visible. While accommodation can sometimes lead to cultural change, these shifts are larger 
than any one student or educator, and the work of creating this cultural change needs to be shared 
widely. 

Conclusion

Many educators who participated in my research were very dedicated to supporting the students that 
they worked with. It was encouraging and heartwarming to see that dedication and the practical, real 
changes that educators made to ensure that students felt welcomed in their schools and classrooms. 
However, the impact of their work was limited when they worked within an accommodation model that 
was not supported by efforts for cultural change happening more broadly in their school, their district, 
or their Ministry. 

Educators face constraints to moving beyond accommodation that should not be underestimated, 
including a lack of training in teacher education and a lack of professional development opportunities, 
hetero- and cisnormative cultural practices that extend beyond schools (such as gendered division in 
sports, gendered washrooms, etc.), computer systems that do not allow for non-binary gender options, 
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and, more largely, an often underfunded public school system that leaves little time to be proactive—a 
problem that educators encounter on many fronts.

Cultural change must address these various systems as well as everyday school and classroom practices. 
These changes are essential for trans and gender-nonconforming students, especially non-binary 
students, who are especially marginalized. But these changes also improve schools for all students, who 
would all benefit from having a bit more space and freedom to explore and be who they are without the 
constraints of what boys and girls should like or look like.
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L’étude présentée ici visait à mieux comprendre pourquoi près des deux tiers des élèves des cégeps ayant fréquenté 
une commission scolaire anglophone au Québec obtiennent leur diplôme d’études collégiales (DEC) sans avoir 
atteint un niveau permettant de travailler en français. Il y a près d’une vingtaine d’années que l’État québécois reçoit 
des recommandations de la part de diverses commissions indépendantes (Beaumier, 2001; CSLF, 2011; Larose et 
collab., 2001) dans le but d’augmenter le niveau de maitrise en langues secondes (anglais et français) sans y arriver. 
Il convenait de tenter de comprendre ce qui peut contribuer à expliquer pourquoi le tiers des élèves arrivent à 
atteindre un niveau avancé en français langue seconde (FLS) et pourquoi les autres n’y arrivent pas. 

L’objectif de Gagné et Popica (2017) a été de déterminer les perceptions qu’ont les répondants de l’enseignement 
reçu en FLS du primaire au collégial de même que les perceptions de leurs apprentissages, et ce pour tous les 
niveaux de compétence en FLS. L’ensemble de ces perceptions ont été mises en relation avec l’établissement 
des profils motivationnels afin d’identifier celles qui ont un impact sur le degré de motivation. Pour ce faire, des 
entrevues dirigées ont permis d’identifier les dimensions qui composent la trame de questionnaires distribués en 
ligne à grande échelle. Des groupes de discussion ont enfin permis de valider les résultats et ainsi de compléter la 
triangulation. Un échantillon probabiliste aléatoire composé de 974 élèves a été établi dans 11 institutions collégiales 
publiques et privées du Québec. 22 entrevues individuelles ont été menées et 48 élèves ont été rencontrés lors de 
l’animation de quatre groupes de discussion. Les données ont été collectées de l’hiver 2015 à l’hiver 2016. 

 Les entrevues et les données quantitatives ont révélé que les élèves de tous les niveaux sont peu motivés et que 
leurs perceptions de la discipline FLS sont légèrement négatives. Un répondant affirme : « I found that I didn’t learn 
much (…) I found that basically, I wasn’t getting what I was supposed to get. (…) Like, there was none application of 
French, there was always just theory, theory, Bescherelle… » De plus, leurs perceptions du corps enseignant sont 
légèrement positives. Quant aux perceptions de leurs compétences, elles croissent avec leur niveau de maitrise. 
Toutes ces perceptions ont un effet statistiquement significatif sur la motivation pour l’apprentissage du FLS. Plus 
elles sont positives, plus la motivation augmente. 

Les données ont aussi permis de révéler un fait singulier. Il appert que le nombre d’amis francophones et le nombre 
d’heures à parler en français avec eux chaque semaine ont un effet significatif sur toutes les perceptions des 
répondants. Cette dynamique de l’amitié a aussi un effet sur 1) leur motivation pour l’apprentissage du français — 
dont leur « intention de résister » à l’apprentissage et à l’utilisation du français, 2) leur attitude à l’égard du français 
parlé au Québec, 3) leur anxiété en classe de langue, 4) leur perception de compétence en français, 5) leur attitude 
envers la communauté francophone et 6) leur désir de s’y intégrer. En somme, les élèves ont globalement mal 
vécu leur scolarisation en FLS et il devient clair que développer une pédagogie transdisciplinaire de la médiation 
interculturelle est une piste de solution à envisager. 

C’est d’ailleurs ce que les auteurs de cette conférence ont commencé à mettre sur pied en parallèle de cette étude. 
Ils ont jumelé des élèves d’un collège anglophone avec ceux et celles d’un collège francophone. Les jumelages 
interculturels sont définis comme des « activités d’échanges interculturels entre individus de langues et/ou de 
cultures différentes, dans le cadre de cours, pour favoriser l’atteinte des objectifs des deux cours jumelés. » (adapté 

Dissipons un « énorme malentendu »
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de Carignan, Deraîche et Guillot, 2015). Cette approche pédagogique s’appuie entre autres sur les conditions 
optimales établies par Allport (1954) dans sa théorie des contacts intergroupes que Pettigrew et Tropp (2011) 
ont étoffée. Ces conditions stipulent que 1) les participants et les participantes doivent avoir un statut égal lors 
des rencontres, 2) ils doivent avoir un but commun qui exige de la coopération et 3) l’activité doit être appuyée 
officiellement par les autorités. Sur le plan didactique, de nombreux types d’activités offrent un cadre pertinent aux 
jumelages : les études de cas, la rédaction d’un webzine, l’animation d’une web-radio, l’approche par problèmes, 
l’entrevue interculturelle, les jeux pédagogiques, entre autres. 

Les résultats préliminaires issus de ce projet-pilote montrent que les élèves des deux groupes linguistiques peuvent 
tirer profit de ces jumelages interculturels. Quand les chercheurs leur ont demandé ce qu’ils retenaient de cette 
expérience, une élève de langue anglaise a affirmé : « I will remember not to prejudge people before I even get to 
meet them and get to know them. Before this experience, I thought francophones were rude and angry people. But 
once we met with our twins, I realized I was wrong, very wrong. » De son côté, un élève de langue française a dit : 
« J’ai appris que nous étions très semblables et que je n’avais pas à traiter les personnes de cultures différentes de 
manière différente… Cela a complètement démoli tous les préjugés que j’avais sur les anglophones. » 

Même si ces contacts formels et encadrés ne sont pas de véritables liens d’amitié, les élèves intègrent rapidement 
les réseaux sociaux de leurs collègues de l’autre groupe linguistique, parfois le jour de la première activité, même 
dans un contexte de rencontre à distance. La recherche doit s’intéresser à ce phénomène qui pourrait contribuer à 
contrer les effets pervers engendrés par les algorithmes de ces réseaux où les relations tendent à être culturellement 
homogènes, peu diversifiées. 

Chose certaine, même si ces contacts sont courts et limités, ils semblent permettre une réelle ouverture sur la réalité 
du jumeau. Après avoir réalisé une entrevue avec son collègue francophone et écouté les présentations orales des 
autres participants, un élève de langue anglaise a expliqué ce qu’il avait appris au sujet des francophones et de leur 
culture : « J’ai appris qu’il y a un énorme malentendu à propos de la communauté francophone et que les anglophones 
et les francophones ont besoin d’être exposés les uns aux autres dans des environnements positifs (comme à travers 
les Entrevues interculturelles) afin que les deux communautés aient des rencontres positives ensemble. »
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This paper focuses on issues of linguistic diversity in the classroom and the pedagogical implications 
for the Canadian context where there are two official languages and thereby all other languages are 
deemed non-official. In particular, it is critical to understand how language indexes ethnic and racial 
difference and, therefore, to recognize that attention to racialization is central to developing anti-
oppressive pedagogical practice in the linguistically-diverse classroom. 

A good place to begin to investigate the question of how language indexes ethnic and racial difference 
is perhaps Edward Said (1979), who draws on Renan’s writings to outline how the distinction of languages 
from each other meant that language users—their minds, cultures, potentials, and even their bodies—
could also be deemed as ontologically and empirically different in similar ways:

The point to be emphasized is that this truth about the distinctive differences between races, 
civilizations, and languages was (or pretended to be) radical and ineradicable. It went to the bottom 
of things, it asserted that there was no escape form origins and the types these origins enabled; 
it set the real boundaries between human beings, on which races, nations, and civilizations 
were constructed; it forced vision away from common, as well as plural, human realities like joy, 
suffering, political organization, forcing attention instead in the downward and backward direction 
of immutable origins. (Said, 1979, 233)

The establishment of the link between language and race meant that in contemporary nation building, 
language could become the basis of organizing the exclusion of the “other.” Language could be 
modernity’s “empty signifier” of promise for a universal community, disavowing racial exclusion even 
as it simultaneously divides this putative universality through the deterministic and immutable origins 
of separate languages. Divisions of the population through language thereby provided an acceptable 
cultural basis for the nation-building project. 

As they operate linguistically, such practices divide the population through the purported immutability of 
languages into separate groups, reprising the exclusions of racial taxonomies. An example of language 
operating in this way is the tendency of Europeans, in the early years of contact with Indigenous peoples, 
to dismiss Indigenous languages as mere dialects. As Arteaga explains, the linguistic “proof” of the 
inferiority of the Indigenous languages lay in the fact that they had no words for “Jesus, for money, for 
opera, therefore, the Indian is uncivilized, savage, and quite likely, subhuman” (Arteaga, 1996, 22). Upon 
a landscape that is therefore lingua nullus (Eggington, 1994), the imposition of a European “mother 
tongue”—and of European language hegemony—can occur (Rassool, 1998, 90). Further, as Rassool 
points out, language provides an important site of struggle for control over social and cultural resources, 
but it is also connected to struggles of political power in all its guises: “Language … has served a key 
means by which social inequalities and different forms of cultural oppression have been hegemonized” 
(ibid.). Willinsky reminds us of the violence that is inherent in the project of creating a national language: 
“The national tongue was far more often the result of the symbolic and literal violence required to forge 
and govern a standard language out of the vernaculars and dialects that marked the modern state” 
(Willinsky, 1998, 199). This loss of the “right to signify” (Bhabha, cited in ibid., 197) amounts to the loss of 
the right to exist. As Said observes, divisions in language are about the distinctive differences between 
races and civilizations, and set boundaries between human beings; thus, they become the justification 
for colonization and genocide (Said, 1979). The marginalization of all ‘non-official languages’ in Canada 
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arises from what Crowley describes as the challenge to the nation from within by “dissident forces” and 
“subnational interests” (Crowley, 1996, 182). The perceived challenge to national unity that these groups 
are purported to present can be addressed through the deployment of language, to pit unity against 
division (Crowley, 1996; Rasool, 1998). This has long been a dominant theme in the discourse of all forms 
of nation and subnation building, such as in white settler societies such as Canada and Quebec. 

In the Canadian context, the language that is other and thereby the language user of this other language 
is always a racialized construction in a white settler nation. In the aftermath of the Bilingualism and 
Biculturalism Royal Commission (1963-1970) and the concurrent changes to immigration policy, the 
increasing racialization of the immigrant population meant that the racialized “immigrant” has come 
to occupy the particular category of the Other in the contemporary multicultural nation. As Mohanram 
has explained, “[I]n the twentieth century, multicultural/multiracial countries…are a result of mostly non-
Western subjects being perceived [by the dominant group] as being out of place to which they ‘naturally’ 
belong” (Mohanram, 1999, xiii).

The hierarchies of language and, therefore, language users that emerge out of these nation-building 
processes mean that even in a purportedly bilingual and multicultural country like Canada, language 
hierarchies (e.g., official versus non-official languages) emerge, which, in turn, map onto bodies and then 
become normalized in our institutions, curricula, and classrooms. For instance, the medium of instruction 
in classrooms become normalized and sets norms for target languages, and only certain languages 
remain as subjects of instruction, if at all. This means that any anti-oppressive teaching practice must 
be attentive to these linguistic processes of racialization that both produce the classroom learning 
context within and constitute the possible subject positionings for students. Hierarchies of official/non-
official languages also narrow definitions of languages from social communicative processes that create 
community to language as mere skill and/or commodity, where some languages have more value (e.g., 
in the labour market) than others. 

Therefore, an effective anti-oppressive teaching practise needs at a fundamental level to begin by thinking 
about the normalization of issues such as medium of instruction and the possibility of language/s used in 
the classroom. Non-official first language students bring a range of linguistic resources and thereby also 
potentially different worldviews into the classroom. Often, these linguistic resources are, at best, made 
invisible—that is, to be left at the classroom door—or at worst, seen as a deficit to be surmounted in the 
learner and inevitably to be replaced by the official language/s. Learners may be pluringual—as opposed 
to bi-multilingual—and there is a need to see pluringualism as a legitimate linguistic resource both for 
learning, communication, and identification, as opposed to incomplete, deficit, and non-legitimate control 
of language. In fact, researchers have known for decades that first languages can actually support second 
language learning instead of being an interference to learning. 

The inevitable racial hierachicalization of students with non-official first languages within the official 
language—be it official language as target language or medium of instruction—classroom requires 
attention to anti-oppressive classroom instruction techniques. However, although anti-oppressive 
classroom methodologies must be attentive to various relations of power, it is not enough to drive this 
learning through isolated consideration of critical incidents—a common technique in anti-oppression 
learning. That is, using critical incidents or narrating individual experiences can often end at noting 
that students are raced, classed, gendered, etc., but not get at how racism, classism, patriarchy, and 
homophobia actually structure relations between student, teacher, and other learners.  Ultimately, the 
linguistic coloniality of white settler nationalism organizes our classroom encounters and, therefore, 
must be accounted for in our anti-oppressive pedagogies. 

*sections of this presentation were excerpted from: Haque, Eve, (2012) Multiculturalism within a 
Bilingual Framework: Language, Race and Belonging in Canada (UTP). 
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This paper explores how and why Black queer bodies provoke masculine anxiety in urban communities 
and schools. It is based on the voices of gay and gender non-conforming Black male young adults from 
research I, Dr. Lance T. McCready, conducted on the educational trajectories of Black male youth in the 
Bay Area of California in the United States, Toronto, Ontario and Montreal, Quebec in Canada.  In these 
proceedings I use the term “Black” to refer to non-White people of African descent who identify as “Black.” 
Black masculinity refers to the gender identities of Black men who identify as masculine. The term “queer” 
is meant to encompass all non-heterosexual, non-cisgender identities. Queer bodies take to task the 
normalizing demands for stable and binary notions of Black masculinity, and sexual object choices central 
to the dominant heterosexual order. Instead, queer bodies aim to spoil and transgress coherent (and 
essential) race and gender configurations and desire for a neat arrangement of dichotomous racial, sexual, 
and gendered difference central to group identities (Fuss, 1991).

The Issue

Although queer youth of color have a strong presence in many urban communities and schools in North 
America, they are often misunderstood, ignored, and assaulted (Blackburn, 2007; McCready, 2004). Gay and 
gender non-conforming Black male youth, in particular, can be troubling to urban educators because they 
disrupt beliefs and behavioral norms associated with young Black men (YBM) who are often represented as 
hyper-masculine heterosexual thugs (Majors and Billson, 1993). Maintaining such a negative view of Black 
queer youth  constitutes a missed opportunity for urban educators to develop more socially just praxes 
that challenge multiple forms of social and cultural oppression. In order for this to happen, however, urban 
educators must treat the lives and experiences of queer youth of color as “pedagogical,” in the sense that 
they have the potential to educate teachers, researchers, and policymakers about the effects of dominant 
cultural practices, representations, and ideologies in urban communities and schools (Rodriguez, 1998). 

Case Study Methodology

I use a qualitative approach for the three case studies of gay and gender non-conforming Black male youth 
who provoke masculine anxiety who are discussed in my paper (Creswell, 1998). The essential components 
of case study research are a) an in-depth study of b) one or more instances of a phenomenon c) in its real-
life context that d) reflects the perspective of the participants involved in the phenomenon (Gall et al., 2007). 
One case is based on ethnographic research I conducted for my doctoral thesis on the experiences of gay 
and gender non-conforming Black male students in an urban high school in the Bay Area of California. 
The other two cases are based on in-depth interviews I conducted with 18-29 year-old young Black men 
of African, Caribbean, and Canadian descent during the 2011-2012 academic year as part of my SSHRC-
funded study of Educational Trajectories of Young Black Men. For the purposes of the proposed research, 
one in-depth interview with one YBM represents a singular case. The study received human subjects ethics 
approval from University of Toronto in 2011. Participants were recruited from community organizations, 
colleges, and universities in the greater Toronto and Montreal areas. 

Case #1: Antoine (The Bay Area, CA USA)

When I interviewed Antoine, he was 18 years old and a senior in high school. He was smaller than most 
of his Black male peers and dressed in the uniform worn by most students: baggy jeans, T-shirt under an 
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oxford-type shirt (Polo or Nautica), plain baseball cap (blue, tan-orange, or whatever matched the outfit 
he was wearing), pierced left ear, boot-like shoes, and a backpack with a single arm sling. On several 
occasions, I witnessed Black male dancers who identify as heterosexual punch Antoine’s shoulder hard or 
slap him upside the head. Antoine would playfully protest these interactions, but he never reported them 
as a form of gendered harassment, which is what I believed they were. To me, hitting Antoine was a way 
that some of the heterosexual-identified Black male dancers dealt with their feelings of anxiety brought 
on by having to interact with a Black male student whose queer body disrupted the heteronormative 
masculinity of the school. 

Case #2: Kanye (Toronto, ON Canada)

Kanye, a biracial black gay young man who grew up in Toronto, explains how he was harassed by other 
cisgender male youth because of the way he was dressed, which did not align with traditional forms of 
masculinity in his neighbourhood. Being gender non-conforming left Kanye vulnerable to physical and 
verbal abuse. He remembered,

One time, like 14 guys were chasing me down the street. I ran to a bus and thank God one was 
coming. I’m screaming now, but the moment I step on the bus then I see them banging on the 
windows. I’m like are you fucking kidding me? I just created a whole total drama scene because I 
was wearing fishnet stockings, a wife beater, and remember short shorts?  That’s what happened 
when I lived at Vic Park and Danforth.

Case #3: Jean (Montreal, QC Canada)

Jean is originally from Senegal, but immigrated to Montreal with his parents when he was ten years old. He 
grew up in Montreal and attended Francophone public schools. As a native French speaker, his transition 
to Montreal schools was better than those of many Anglophones. He studied hard, so he was a bit of a 
“teacher’s pet.” Jean remembers,

The teachers, really liked me, all of them, because I was kind and always polite with them and I was 
the only one studying in the class, because nobody even cared. But, another Black guy in my school 
didn’t like me because they thought I was gay, even though at this time I didn’t think I was gay, and 
didn’t identify as gay. But because they had that suspicion, they rejected me. But I didn’t know that 
until once when another guy come to me, he wasn’t Black, he was an Asian guy, he told me, “The 
Black guys think you are gay, and it’s for that they don’t like to, like standing with you, by you.” But, 
I have no problem with that because I have other Quebecois friends…

Conclusion

The cases of Black queer bodies’ provoking anxiety reveal how most schools are gender discomfort 
zones, where queer students who enact non-traditional gender identities catch the brunt of this unease. 
Antoine, Kanye, and Jean were physically assaulted and marginalized for being gender non-conforming. 
Even though these students survived the assaults and continued to attend school, the harassment took its 
toll on their well-being and future educational trajectories. None of these young men was eager to attend 
postsecondary educational institutions because of the trauma related to gender-based violence, racial 
discrimination, and harassment they experienced in elementary and secondary school. 

If contemporary urban Black youth cultures around the world include youth who identify as gay, lesbian, 
transgender, and queer, urban educators’ ignorance of and disconnect from the everyday lives of Black 
queer youth is a serious barrier to the liberatory potential of curriculum reforms and other culture-based 
pedagogical strategies that aim to improve student engagement. There are “queer” possibilities for 
curricular reforms, but these possibilities depend on urban educators’ ability to develop an awareness of 
queer lives, past and present, in Black/African communities and to be fearless in their convictions that this 
knowledge is important and relevant to all their students’ education.
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Study Evolution

This study evolved from analysing, overanalysing, and processing the numerous office, campus corridor, 
and frequent discussions and chats that my collaborators and I realized we were engaging in after teaching 
or interacting with students. The discussions took up issues of volatile situations in the classroom space or 
positive and negative reactions to course material by students, etc. If you are a student, you have also had 
discussions like these with your colleagues. They may be based on something someone said or did (or didn’t 
say or do), something an instructor said, or some event—something good/positive, but usually problematic 
and harmful—that happened in class or on campus. 

As our discussions evolved, we understood that our experiences were based on having to teach material and 
knowledge that challenges mainstream perspectives and students’ worldviews. This is how Teaching and 
Learning from the Margins took shape. The project was funded by a grant from the Learning and Teaching 
Office (LTO) at Ryerson—an organization with the responsibility/mandate to provide teaching support to 
faculty on campus. Our idea was to develop a handbook that could be a resource for instructors, students, 
and administrative staff in the Ryerson community, as well as the general public to understand what teaching 
and learning from the margins was like in our university. 

Purpose of the Study

While there were numerous and interconnected reasons why we decided to pursue this research, three main 
factors served as the primary impetus:

1. We wanted to understand how Ryerson instructors engage students in discussions of and learning 
about “difficult knowledges” (Britzman, 1998; also see: Boler, 1999);

2. We wanted to understand Ryerson instructors’ strategies and experiences when engaging critical 
pedagogy in the classroom; and

3. We wanted to understand how Ryerson students assess the value of critical pedagogy in the 
classroom and what their experiences are with “difficult knowledges” while learning.

I will now share some of the notable findings from our focus group study.
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Methods

In spring 2012, we convened seven focus groups:

1. Five Faculty/instructor Groups: CUPE (part-time) (2); Tenure-track (2); and Tenured (1); and 

2. Two Student Groups.

In total, 23 individuals participated in the focus group process. Participants represented embodiments of 
diverse subjectivities along the lines of race, gender, sexuality, class, religion, age, and (dis)ability. As Principle 
Investigator (PI), I attended all faculty/instructor focus group sessions. The two student focus groups were 
convened and facilitated by our two research assistants. As senior researchers, we wanted students to play 
an integral role in this part of the study in terms of question creation, facilitation, and analysis. We also hoped 
that student participants would more freely and openly discuss difficult issues with fellow students. 

Findings

I’ll begin by sharing some of the findings from faculty/instructor focus groups. Some examples of the questions 
we asked these groups were:

What does it mean to teach from the margins and can you provide some examples?

What have been your experiences of teaching “difficult knowledges?”

Can you think of any instances where you felt that you successfully engaged students with “difficult 
knowledges?” Explain.

To begin, I’ll share with you some of the general themes that came out of responses to the first question. 
When asked, “What does it mean to teach from the margins and can you provide some examples?” we heard 
that it meant:

• maintaining a critical perspective throughout the duration of the entire term of a course;

• “troubling” or unsettling students’ understandings of what the course material is about;

• using non-mainstream knowledge as a primary reference point, as opposed to that of the mainstream; 
and  

• recognizing how personal subjectivities (i.e., an instructor’s actual and perceived subjectivities) affect 
classroom interactions

The following two remarks exemplify these themes:

“So teaching at the margins is just always feeling like there is a whole other world, and a whole other 
perspective [and] somehow it’s upon my shoulders to try and communicate, within the spaces that I 
have, to the students.” (Untenured instructor, female); and 

“[O]n one hand it’s who we are and on another hand it’s the subject matter. [Y]ou wouldn’t get Caribbean 
Studies for example in say an institution that is predominantly white, you wouldn’t get that, right? But 
also teaching from the margins is to teach a subject like Canadian history and to read against the 
grain. [T]o be critical and to retain that level of critical engagement throughout the course, which often 
means troubling students’ understandings of what the course is supposed to be.” (CUPE instructor, 
female)

A second question that we posed to faculty/instructor groups was, “What have been your experiences of 
teaching ‘difficult knowledges’; that is, knowledge that some students resist or makes them feel awkward or 
uncomfortable?” General themes from the responses to this question were as follows:

• It is emotional work and can be psychologically taxing;

• One needs to have extensive back-up evidence in order to prove expertise in order to legitimise 
knowledge and authority on a subject; and 
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• It is important to understand how one’s subjectivity (race, gender, sexuality, (dis)ability, etc.) plays an 
implicit and explicit role in how students engage with and interpret material and classroom space.

The following exemplifies these themes:

“[It’s] always this decision about: well today do I really want to make this effort to try?; or with this material 
does it matter?; or what is more important for them to ‘get’ at the end of this class?; I’m not going to be 
able to change everyone’s minds; and what are the things that I think are most important to convey? 
So [it means] this constant kind of way of thinking about how much you can really accomplish with 
what you want to do and which courses and which topics you can do it with” (Untenured instructor, 
female). 

I now turn to the themes gleaned from the two student focus groups. Examples of some of the questions 
posed during these sessions were:

Are issues of sexism, classism, racism, homophobia and ableism discussed in the classes that you 
have taken at Ryerson? How do these discussions arise and how often?;

What kind of classroom dynamics did you notice when these topics came up? How was the discussion 
received by students?; and 

What was the role of the instructor in the discussion? How did the students interact with each other 
and the instructor?

Some general themes that arose from responses to the first question, “Are issues of sexism, classism, racism, 
homophobia and ableism discussed in the classes that you have taken at Ryerson? How do these discussions 
arise and how often?” were as follows:

• Few courses include and make critical pedagogy and marginal knowledge a feature of educational 
experience;

• Many instructors seem unprepared or ill-equipped to negotiate issues related to marginality and 
difference in the classroom; and

• Social, gender, sexuality, and class privilege, to name a few, are not recognized by a majority of 
instructors (and students) as playing a dominant role in shaping the classroom environment.

To further reinforce these sentiments, a student remarked:

“[W]hile we did talk about those things, I didn’t feel as if they were challenged enough; it was more just 
pointing out the biases in [my discipline] rather than critically analyzing them…I would say that it lacks 
discussion in my program. Any discussions around the ‘isms’ (i.e., sexism, racism, classism) have come 
up in [elective] courses, have come up in Sociology courses, and [other elective] courses, but not really 
within the context of [my discipline].” (Undergraduate student, female)

Another question posed to students concerned their experiences in the classroom when discussing difficult 
and uncomfortable topics. When asked to “Please think back to an experience when race, ethnicity, gender, 
sexuality, and (dis)ability were discussed in a classroom. What kind of classroom dynamics did you notice? 
How was the discussion received by students?” the following dominant themes emerged:

• Students observed that resistance to critical knowledge is usually uninformed (based on stereotypes 
and prejudices);

• Students look to instructors to play a leadership role in addressing oppressive comments and 
behaviours in the classroom; and

• Students sometimes respond to difficult knowledges by remaining silent, being vocal (in critical 
and uncritical ways), or removing themselves from the classroom space.

This final commentary illustrates the above themes:
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“[We] were talking about migrant workers [and] intersectionality…and we were talking about how it is 
not right for a democratic nation like Canada to have migrant workers work below minimum wage and 
have terrible working conditions and have no health benefits even though they are paying taxes…And 
some of us were expressing our like anger towards that, but then we had a student raise his hand 
and say, ‘Well, if they are not happy with it, then no one is forcing them to come here and work.’ And 
then somebody else put up their hand and was, like, ‘Oh well I guess that’s kind of true…like, they 
don’t have to come here, no one’s forcing them to come here, it’s not like it’s slavery.’ [S]ome of us (…) 
rebutted back, but in that moment, the professor kind of just tried to move the subject matter along, 
and didn’t help us create a learning, teaching moment. [A] few of us got really upset with the professor 
because (…) we know that this is a professor who actually cares about those issues…and we were 
really sort of just upset that he didn’t at least give us the chance to correct the student or even just, 
like, say something to the student.” (Undergraduate student, female)

Inhabiting Critical Spaces: Three Key Findings

In summary, the study illustrated that there are major inconsistencies between the sentiments expressing 
the importance of diversity, equity, and inclusion of marginalized groups in Ryerson’s academic plan and 
the everyday experiences of marginalized students and faculty. Three key findings to come out of the 
analysis were: 

1. Faculty/instructor groups need more institutional resources and support: Focus group participants 
cited a lack of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion (EDI) support for faculty already researching and 
teaching in this area. Augmented institutional support would help to achieve laudable Academic 
Plan objectives and indicate that this issue is valued pedagogically in learning spaces as well as in 
university spaces beyond the classroom; 

2. The need to create safer and more inclusive spaces for students: Not all students feel safe on 
campus or in classrooms. Some students often experience oppression and marginalization meted 
out by staff members, faculty/instructors, and fellow classmates. Students are well aware of the 
university’s inability to understand how critical pedagogy or the pedagogy of discomfort (Boler, 
1998) structures their learning, social, and cultural experiences while at Ryerson; and 

3. EDI awareness and willingness: A significant population on campus is interested in advancing, 
and widely implementing and practicing EDI principles.

To date, my senior colleagues and I have facilitated numerous discussions on critical pedagogy on campus. 
Our work has been prominently featured during Social Justice Week at Ryerson from 2015-2016. Our 
handbook can be accessed electronically at http://www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/lt/grants/ltef/LTEF_Final_
Reports/LTEF_Neverson.pdf

Finally, this project was the 2015-2016 recipient of the Alan Shepard Equity Diversity and Inclusion Award in 
recognition of the issues that its analysis illustrated and shared with the wider-Ryerson community. To read 
more about the award, follow this link: http://www.ryerson.ca/recognition/awards/alanshepard/

*This study was funded by the Learning and Teaching Enhancement Fund, a grant administered by the 
Learning and Teaching Office (LTO) at Ryerson University. 
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Bethany Or
Champlain College

Having taught in the Department of Humanities at Champlain College since 2009, I would like to 
offer a first-person reflection of my experiences in the classroom, particularly the ways that diversity 
has both bridged me towards and divided me away from my students. I would also like to offer some 
ideas on possible avenues for change.

Firstly, I feel it is important to state that I identify as a person of colour (POC), born in Hong Kong, 
raised in Ottawa, and with deep working-class roots in Montreal. My great-grandfather arrived 
in Montreal during the Head Tax period of Chinese-Canadian history, shortly before the Chinese 
Exclusion Act. With four generations of my family having lived and laboured here, I feel a deep sense 
of connection to this city, yet am also reminded through family discussions of the “othering” faced 
by those of Chinese origin in Quebec, particularly those who labour in lower-paid, lower-prestige 
jobs. This has deeply informed my life choices, my politics, and my teaching. In addition, I would 
like to state that I am the sole POC in my department. While other forms of diversity are present, 
being the only non-white faculty member has led to a near-constant reflection of how diversity and 
otherness factor into my daily experiences in the classroom.

On the one hand, I can say that my position as a POC and racialized minority has helped bridge me 
closer to my students. For one, I have the chameleon-like ability shared by many immigrant kids: 
the ability to be conversant in several different cultural contexts. This is often a hard-earned skill 
of those whose home culture contrasts with the dominant culture(s) and a survival tactic to gain 
acceptance into each. In my case, I learned to “pass” as Anglophone, Francophone, or Allophone, 
and this malleability has lent itself to deeper bonds with students of many different backgrounds. I 
can also say, being one of a handful of POCs among the General Education teachers at Champlain, 
that I can serve as a positive role model for POC students and encourage their Studies in a field that 
is white-dominant. Also, the fact that I grew up in a fairly diverse suburb in Ottawa has been quite 
useful in understanding the home background of my students, as most of them come from suburban 
communities on the South Shore.  

On the other hand, being a POC and racialized minority has also served to divide me from my 
students. For instance, my “otherness” as a person of Chinese ethnicity can lead to difficult questions 
regarding perceptions of how I bond with my students. To give an example, I have often chatted with 
students of Chinese background about various aspects of Chinese culture (i.e., jokes about Chinese 
parental values, Chinese New Year plans, etc.). However, should these conversations be noticed 
by other students or faculty, a smidgen of doubt enters my mind—how are these conversations 
perceived?  Are they seen as inappropriate, or even as favoritism? And yet, if a teacher bonds with 
students over aspects of white Francophone or white Anglophone culture (i.e., hockey, holiday 
plans, etc.), this second-guessing is much less likely to occur, as these types of conversations are 
mostly accepted as “normal,” even encouraged. Thus, we must ask ourselves: What forms of bonds 
are perceived as acceptable, and which are not? And how do race and ethnicity factor into these 
classifications? 

Engaging with Diversity in the Classroom:
A Reflection on the First Decade
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Another division in my classroom has to do with the fact that I am the product of the Ontario 
public school system, which strongly sells multiculturalism as a desirable societal outcome (which 
I acknowledge as problematic unto itself ). As a result, my default positions on diversity tend to 
differ quite dramatically from my students’ and are sometimes even diametrically opposed. With 
the so-called “reasonable accommodation” debates in 2007 and the proposed Charter of Values in 
2013, I have often been surprised by how different my students’ views on diversity are from mine, 
though I grew up only two hours away from here. My reaction has been to present my views as 
more typical of an Anglophone from outside Quebec; however, this is a mischaracterization, as my 
politics are informed much more by my politicization as a POC, rather than my identity as an Anglo 
from the “Rest of Canada.” This leads me to another example of a division, which is that my race-
related language comes mostly from activism, and many of these terms and concepts (i.e., person 
of colour, anti-oppression, intersectionality) are not commonly known in English, and much less so in 
French. With the majority of my students unfamiliar with such terminology (and with most being more 
comfortable in French than in English), this can lead to gaps of understanding in our discussions on 
diversity, even resistance to the need for such language.

In lieu of a conclusion, I would like to offer some ideas for transforming CEGEP campuses into 
spaces that better value racial diversity (and these should obviously be considered in tandem with 
other forms of diversity to maintain an intersectional lens). One issue at the forefront in my own 
department—and, from what I understand, an issue in many General Education departments in the 
English CEGEP system—is hiring. There are simply not enough POC faculty members to adequately 
represent the diversity of our student body. I suspect that this is partly due to the last-minute nature 
of hiring, so typical of English-language CEGEPs; with so little time to recruit, there cannot be a 
concerted effort to ensure that POC candidates are solicited. Collecting statistics on faculty diversity, 
then developing a college-wide policy on equitable hiring would be a strong start. In a related issue, 
we must ask ourselves who is capable of enduring the precariousness of the first years of CEGEP 
teaching. For most beginner teachers, there is no guarantee of full-time work for many years, and 
for those who may not have the cushion of external financial resources and/or who have been 
raised to value a stable income (the case of many immigrant families), this may be an impediment 
to considering or continuing a career in CEGEP teaching. Besides recruitment and hiring, we must 
ensure that our CEGEPs are spaces that affirm and encourage new POC faculty. There are many 
ways to do so, but these can include: anti-oppression and anti-racism training; inviting speakers to 
discuss issues related to POCs’ lives (i.e. Black Lives Matter); and offering support to student groups 
with POC members. 

There is also ample work to be done in reorienting our course offerings towards non-Western, non-
hegemonic topics, and to use an intersectional analysis to rethink what our standard requirements 
are. In the humanities, for example, there is a strong bias towards the canon of Western philosophy, 
especially the ancient Greeks and 17th and 18th century European philosophers. How can we rethink 
what we consider to be “required knowledge” to more accurately reflect our intercultural student 
body and our globalized world? Whom can we hire to offer this expertise to our students? How can 
current faculty reposition what “standard requirements” might mean, for example, by proposing new 
courses that are not centered on Western canonical knowledges?

These are merely a few reflections based on my personal teaching experiences. I hope a network of 
faculty committed to teaching as social justice can be generated—as well as, perhaps, a community 
of POC teachers—that will support us as we delve into the enormous tasks we face ahead.
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Catherine Rouleau
Cégep du Vieux Montréal

Il ne semble pas abusif d’affirmer que la culture ambiante dominante soit hétérocentrée, 
cisgenrenormative et capacitiste. Si on admet un tel état de fait, il ne faut pas s’étonner que l’espace 
de la classe soit un reflet, à plus petite échelle, des présupposés qui circulent dans cette culture. Or, 
n’attend-on pas de la classe qu’elle soit l’un des lieux de déconstruction des préjugés, un espace avec 
un potentiel transformateur pour qui la fréquente? 

Dans les lignes qui suivent, je discuterai de mes réflexions au sujet de l’espace de la classe en tant 
que lieu où circulent ces présupposés hétérosexistes, cisgenrenormatifs et capacitistes, tant ceux 
des professeurEs que des étudiantEs. Loin d’être un espace neutre en ce qui a trait aux questions 
de genre, de sexualité et de normes corporelles, la classe est un lieu privilégié de circulation de 
ces présupposés, notamment dans les pratiques de genrement et de nommage, dans l’appel des 
présences, dans les exemples utilisés en classe, dans l’insistance, souvent à la blague, sur les 
“différences” entre filles et les gars, parfois comme outil pour dynamiser le rendu des notions vues 
en classe, ou comme une manière d’interpeller les étudiantEs grâce à des repères culturels connus. 
Ces présupposés circulent aussi dans les choix de textes étudiés, dans les contenus pédagogiques, 
dans les interventions d’étudiantEs et dans le choix, par les profs, de la manière de les modérer. Dans 
l’enseignement dispensé en langue française, on peut penser que ces pratiques sont encore plus 
fréquentes en raison des particularités de la langue française qui se prête d’avantage au genrement 
systématique des étudiantEs: (« que pensez-vous de l’intervention de l’étudiante, de l’étudiant »,  
« il », « elle », « la fille dans le fond la classe », etc.). Je prends pour acquis que ces présupposés se 
retrouvent trop souvent dans l’« angle mort » des pratiques pédagogiques de tous les jours et qu’il 
serait préférable de prendre activement acte de leur existence pour les combattre au sein de nos 
institutions collégiales au Québec. 

Ici, les enjeux sont multiples. D’abord, ces pratiques de genrement amènent la possibilité de 
mégenrer des étudiantEs, ce qui constitue, en soi, un problème important pour plusieurs étudiantEs, 
et particulièrement pour des étudiantEs trans, non-binaires ou en questionnement sur leur genre. Et 
à cet enjeu de taille s’ajoute le fait que les pratiques de genrement en classe renforcent la norme 
binaire et ramène les étudiatEs à leur genre dans un contexte où ce n’est probablement ni nécessaire, 
ni souhaitable. En effet, il est possible de penser que le fait de voir ramener son propos, sa pensée, 
à « celui de la fille dans le fond de la classe » ou sa présence même dans la classe comme celle “la 
fille”, “le gars” a pour effet de genrer davantage qu’il n’est souhaitable la participation en classe.  
Dans certains cours, l’enjeu est encore plus important lorsque ces pratiques de genrement ont des 
répercussions sur l’évaluation des acquis, comme par exemple dans les cours d’éducation physique 
où certaines évaluations pourraient se faire sur une base genrée et où certaines activités réalisées en 
classe pourraient avoir comme principe organisateur l’idée de genre binaire, renforçant l’idée que « 
les corps de filles » doivent se comporter et performer d’une certaine façon, et ce, en relation avec « 
les corps de gars » qui doivent, eux aussi se comporter et performer d’une façon distincte. 

Au-delà des pratiques de genrement binaires, il semble bien que d’autres normes soient renforcées 
dans la pédagogie de tous les jours. En effet, les normes hétérosexuelles et cisgenres, ainsi que 

La pédagogie et la diversité de genre dans un cégep francophone :  
vers une culture institutionelle d’inclusion
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l’idée d’une sexualité normale, sont facilement véhiculables et renforcables en classe. Cela s’observe 
dans le simple fait que la majorité des profs et des étudiantEs, hétérosexuels et cisgenre, sont plus 
à même de concevoir leur expérience comme “ neutre” et de l’utiliser en classe pour illustrer leur 
enseignement ou leurs propos, alors que leurs pairs aux sexualités et genres minorisés ne seront 
pas “out” en classe et ne se réfèreront pas à leur propre vie, invisibilisant leurs expériences « non-
normatives ». Les présupposés capacitistes sont aussi très présents et la discipline que j’enseigne, la 
philosophie, y est particulièrement sujette, renforçant souvent les normes cognitives avec son accent 
mis sur la rationalité, et renforçant les normes corporelles par des exemples (les cinq sens, l’identité 
et le corps, l’idéal d’autonomie, etc). 

L’enjeu principal qui me préoccupe ici est le fait que les étudiantEs qui font partie des personnes « 
minorisées », comme les étudiantEs non-hétérosexuelLEs, les étudiantEs trans ou non-binaires, les 
étudiantEs en situation de handicap, sont ramenéEs dans leur expérience quotidienne de la classe, aux 
normes qui les marginalisent et à l’arbitraire des professeurEs sur lesquels ils « tombent », par hasard. 
C’est pourquoi il me semble nécessaire de penser ces enjeux dans une logique institutionnelle, en 
amont des profs et des étudiantEs puisqu’autrement, le sort des étudiantEs est laissé à l’arbitraire des 
connaissances des employéEs et professeurEs. Les employéEs et professeurEs peuvent, sur une base 
purement individuelle, être sensibles ou non à des pratiques inclusives, par exemple lorsque les listes 
de classe ne sont pas à jour, qu’unE étudiantE demande un changement de nom ou dans les pratiques 
de genrement en classe ou lors du traitement administratif des demandes de changement de nom 
des étudiantEs trans. En effet, sans politique institutionnelle claire à ce sujet, les professeurEs peuvent 
faire l’économie d’une véritable réflexion sur leurs propres pratiques pédagogique de genrement 
affectant d’abord les étudiantEs “minorisés”, mais aussi ultimement tous les étudiantEs. Et sans 
politique institutionnelle claire, les professeurEs ont la possibilité de mégenrer les étudiantEs, de faire 
des blagues sexistes, de renforcer le binarisme de genre, de renforcer les normes hétérosexuelles et 
cisgenre.

Ainsi, si les professeurEs ont sans aucun doute la responsabilité d’une pédagogie inclusive, ils n’ont 
pas toujours les moyens d’y arriver puisque les réflexions sur les conceptions normatives du genre, 
de la sexualité, du corps, les réflexions sur le langage utilisé en classe, les réflexions sur les pratiques 
d’évaluation en lien au genre et aux normes corporelles (ex: éducation physique « évaluations genrées 
», grammaire et orthographe) sont souvent peu mises de l’avant. Pour favoriser cette réflexion, il me 
semble que les institutions collégiales peuvent mettre en place les outils nécessaires pour parfaire les 
connaissances des employés sur les enjeux liés à la diversité corporelle, sexuelle et de genre. Une 
culture institutionnelle d’inclusion implique que les profs puissent d’abord se défaire de l’impression 
que cette réflexion sur leurs pratiques relève d’un enjeu « minoritaire » qui n’a pour objectif que 
l’accommodement de quelques personnes. Une culture d’inclusion implique aussi de ramener la 
question du genre systématiquement : dans les comités, les départements, les syndicats. Ainsi, une 
culture institutionnelle d’inclusion peut se concrétiser par une politique institutionnelle d’inclusion 
efficace qui rendra impossible de faire fi de ces questions dans toutes sortes de contextes, par 
exemple, dans l’embauche, dans les comités d’évaluation des plans de cours ou dans des mesures 
concrètes comme la construction de vestiaires et toilettes genre-neutre lors de l’aménagement de 
nouveaux bâtiments ou la féminisation obligatoire des documents ou la facilitation des demandes de 
changements de nom dans les systèmes informatisés. Ainsi, si l’on souhaite davantage d’inclusion 
dans l’espace de la classe, il me semble qu’il soit nécessaire de passer par des changements dans la 
culture institutionnelle.
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Michelle Smith
Dawson College

Michif is a language I don’t hear very much. It’s a language my grandfather spoke, but in secret. He  
referred to himself as “French.”

It wasn’t safe for him to speak this language. It wasn’t safe for him to be open about who he was. This is 
the legacy of colonization for many Métis people across the country—only now there are many people 
of my generation and the generations after who are also reclaiming and asserting their identity. But this 
is still a risky endeavour. Institutional violence still exists. Lateral violence still exists. It is not fully safe to 
be who we are in many contexts.

So for me, creating safe spaces for indigenous students in our CEGEPS is a political struggle, it’s a moral 
struggle, and, whether I like it or not, it’s a very personal struggle.

I am a teacher of cinema as well as a filmmaker who instructs in diverse classrooms as well as those 
with only indigenous students. I have had the privilege to get to know many indigenous students as their 
teacher and certificate program coordinator. 

I want to share some of the experiences my students have disclosed to me that have informed my 
teaching and ongoing work. I also want to share some strategies and thoughts on how to create cultural 
safety at our colleges. By “cultural safety,” I mean that I draw from the approach developed by Maori 
nurses in Aotoarea in the 1980s, who used cultural safety to uphold political ideas of self-determination 
and de-colonization of Maori people: 

Cultural safety moves beyond the concept of cultural sensitivity to analyzing power imbalances, 
institutional discrimination, colonization and relationships with colonizers. (NAHO)

On more than one occasion, students have said to me, “I feel that I have to ‘leave my identity at the 
door.’” This highlights the colonial nature of the institution; it is hierarchical and not made for everyone. 
The school is still part of an oppressive system; while the era of residential schools is over, there is 
some sense of the horrors and impact of residential schools among Indigenous students at Dawson. 
Our schools—our CEGEPs—are still fundamentally colonial institutions presenting systemic barriers and 
inequality that continue to oppress our students.

We often hear that “some people benefit more than others”; yet, who is celebrated? We also are told 
that there is “one way of teaching for all cultures.” Such attitudes ultimately create hierarchies that lead 
to questions such as, Who counts? Which teaching methods are most appropriate? What is a legitimate 
indicator of learning? What’s a successful student? What’s a strong student? 

Whose knowledge is more valuable? 

The knowledge that is privileged is still ultimately western knowledge. Knowledge gained from the lived 
experiences of our elders is still not recognized as legitimate in “higher” learning. Only certain ways 
of teaching and learning are privileged. While we will continue to work to create safe spaces for and a 
sense of inclusiveness among our students, the fundamental system continues to be problematic.

Decolonizing College Education:  
A Métis Perspective
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Here are some examples of inequities and barriers that are upheld by institutional culture and structures:

1. A lack of Indigenous faculty. Students are unable to see themselves represented at the front 
of the class.

2. A distorted sense of fairness. Some administrators will ask: “Why are there so many resources 
for indigenous students?” Levelling the playing field never seems to cross their minds.

3. A lack of recognition for important Indigenous cultural occasions such as Goose Break.

4. A lack of support from student services. There is little in the way of support and guidance for 
students who experience racism in the classroom.  Such students will only hear “that’s not 
racism.”

5. An emphasis on Western ideas around competencies, deadlines, and rigid types of evaluation, 
such that writing and exams are the only ways we measure learning and intelligence.

6. Challenges within this context to address difficult topics with compassion and care. For 
example, there was once a residential school presentation that was organized and given by 
a non-Indigenous teacher. There was no debriefing with Indigenous staff or faculty prior to 
the presentation, nor was there any relationship building built into it. Indigenous students 
were in a classroom with non-Indigenous students, which created an unsafe environment. 
Some Indigenous students felt like they were under a microscope, and some felt they couldn’t 
challenge misinformation when the teacher “got it wrong.” 

Strategies for Cultural Safety Using Indigenous Pedagogical Approaches 

From day one, the classroom must be safe and inclusive. Students should know that we are speaking 
from compassion and care from the start. Throughout the term, create guidelines and values together 
as a class that take into account what works and doesn’t work in the classroom. Remember to focus on 
the classroom as a place in which to build trust not only between you and your students, but among the 
students, as well. 

To this end, it is important that teachers allow students to locate themselves through self-reflective writing. 
Indigenous media can also be helpful in locating themselves. They can respond to such questions as: 
Do you know what territory you live on? What’s the history of the place where you live? Do you have any 
family connections to Indigenous communities? Any relatives or relationships? I also locate myself so 
students know where I’m coming from.

Announcements should be made at the beginning of the first day of class promoting different student-
focused organizations, centres, and offices at the college, such as lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and 
queer (LGBTQ) clubs, First Peoples Centres, and gender advocacy groups, as such announcements 
let students know that there are safe spaces and supports they can seek out should they require it. 
Promoting these resources also lets students know that you know and understand they are meaningful. 

Give students opportunities to come to you to consult on classroom issues.  Speak to them in private if 
you have questions or concerns, as no one wants to be called out or shamed. Many Indigenous students 
say they feel obliged to respond to all Native topics, but they should not have to feel pressured to serve 
as “experts” on their heritage.

Include Indigenous content that highlights the diversity of the people; many students are not aware of 
the diversity of Canada’s Indigenous population, which includes ten First Nations plus Inuit and Métis 
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in Quebec alone. Use references and examples that reflect the richness and diversity of Indigenous 
experiences; in so doing, try to incorporate current stories, not just stories from the past. Working it Out 
Together on the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network (APTN) is an excellent series to engage students 
in contemporary Indigenous issues. Inviting community members and teachers can also go a long way 
to helping students connect with and gain a greater understanding of local Indigenous peoples. It bears 
reminding, however, to pay any speakers you bring into your classroom.

If you get a sense that students aren’t feeling as comfortable as you’d like, take them out of the 
classroom altogether. Bring them on a community walking tour where they have an opportunity to situate 
themselves. Guide them towards determining what is visible or not visible around them in relation to 
Indigenous culture and history, then ask them, “Whose stories count?” Take them to places where the 
stories are visible. Essentially, this is a chance for your students to engage in land-based and experiential 
learning, through which they can discover who the keepers of that territory are. Such exercises will not 
only help you get out of the “teacher-at-the-head-of-the-class” mode, but will serve as a tool for bonding 
and relationship-building among the students. 

Your students will have many diverse learning styles, which will come with a variety of challenges, including 
mental health issues such as anxiety and even trauma, especially for those who have experienced colonial 
and/or gendered violence. Thus, having a Universal Design mindset when prepping and teaching your 
classes is critical to ensuring that you will address the needs of as many of your students as possible. 
This may include offering alternative assignments to, for example, oral presentations, which are often a 
major source of anxiety for some students. 

Try to disrupt hierarchies where possible, particularly in group work where inequities and power dynamics 
tend to make themselves known. For example, have your students participate in talking circles, which is 
an Anishinabe practice that enables all participants to have a voice. There are many credible resources 
online that provide instructions on how to do this. Also, encourage your students to write and discuss 
controversial topics, but provide guidance through those “risky conversations” that could be triggering 
and bring up traumatic feelings and memories in some students. This is why a strength-based approach 
is far more effective than and, thus, preferable to a deficit model in tackling difficult stories (see works by 
Catherine Richardson for more on strength-based approaches).   

Ultimately, students must be given time to reflect on the information they learn and the gaps in their 
knowledge that still remain. Only then can true awareness and understanding take root within them, 
exposing potential paths to decolonization.    

I end this paper with a final point: The decolonization process in education should be the responsibility 
of not only teachers and students, but institutions and their administrations, as well. A sincere effort 
must be made to hire more Indigenous faculty and faculty of colour at our colleges. Spaces dedicated 
to Indigenous languages must be created. The cultural safety of our students as well as our faculty and 
staff must become a priority for our administrations.

It is imperative that we Indigenous and non-Indigenous educators and professionals in the Cégep system 
continue to build our network and work together to tackle some of these larger systemic issues. Everyone 
should be able to take part in it: newcomers, settlers, Indigenous people, etc. In the end, decolonizing is 
and will always be a collaborative project. 
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Jacky Vallée
Vanier College

This piece consists of a reflection on the crossroads of sexual and gender diversity and religious 
diversity in the college classroom. More specifically, it is a reflection on the tendency of many faculty 
members to think that topics of sexual and gender diversity are at odds with a context where many 
religious traditions are present among the student population. The reflections herein are based on 
my experience both as a college teacher of anthropology, in which topics of sexuality, gender, and 
religion are salient, and as an activist in the LGBT2IQA community.1 

Before elaborating on my reflection, it is important that I clarify the terms that are present in this 
piece. In an attempt to simplify the presentation of this reflection, I use the shorthand “queer and 
trans” to refer to the wide spectrum of diversity with respect to non-normative (i.e., non-heterosexual) 
orientations and to the wide spectrum of transgender and non-binary identities2 that exist. As is 
the case for all terms, both of these terms have their problems. However, at this time, I know of 
no term that is unproblematic, and repeating all of the different terms throughout this reflection is 
unsustainable. 

It is important to note that, although intersex is included in the acronym mentioned above because of 
some common experiences of marginalization based on gender and sex norms in Western societies, 
intersex experiences do not fall neatly into either sexual orientation or gender identity. For instance, 
prejudice and stigma against intersex people is less about perceptions of a “faulty lifestyle choice” 
than it is about their anatomical make-up. Because of this, and because of my lack of qualification 
to accurately discuss intersex experiences, I do not actively include these in this reflection. This is 
not because the topic is unimportant. To the contrary, more public education is needed as intersex 
babies continue to be the target of mistreatment by the medical profession. 

The other term I would like to clarify is my use of religion. I use it in this piece to refer to all worldviews 
that involve cosmology and ritual practice. In other words, it includes all of the world’s Indigenous 
and other earth-based spiritual systems as well as institutionalized religions. This use is, of course, 
problematic in several ways, since both academic definitions and popular understandings of religion 
lead many to associate the term exclusively with institutionalized religion. Further, Indigenous 
worldviews tend not to distinguish between various aspects of life in the same way that Western ones 
do, rendering the application of “religion” to one subset of these worldviews inaccurate. However, for 
this reflective piece, it helps simplify the discussion and avoids delving into the equally problematic 
distinction between religion and spirituality, which often serves to minimize the importance and 
relevance of Indigenous worldviews and knowledge.

Having clarified these terms, here are my thoughts on the tendency to see queer and trans topics 
as being at odds with—or tricky, touchy, controversial, delicate in—a context of religious diversity. 
I have heard this fear expressed many times in the context of sensitivity workshops on queer and 
trans topics, in the organization of presentations and panels during college symposia, and in queer 
and trans community organizations. 

I suggest that this view rests on several unquestioned assumptions about queer and trans topics 
and about religion. Three of these assumptions are: that religion is inherently homophobic and 
transphobic; that queer and trans topics are sexually explicit in a way that heterosexuality is not; 

Not at Odds: Teaching About Sexual Diversity in a Context of  
Religious Diversity
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and that queer and trans identities and religiosity are mutually exclusive and incompatible. I unpack 
these assumptions below.

Assumptions about Religion

The first assumption, that religion is inherently homophobic and transphobic, is based largely in the 
“mainstream” secular ideology that currently dominates Western academic thought. In this ideology, 
religion is often portrayed as irrational and religious people are portrayed, directly or indirectly, as 
ignorant and naïve. This view is obviously prejudicial. To dig deeper into this assumption, however, I 
propose that this secular ideology is not as secular as it thinks itself to be. Indeed, it has deep roots in 
a colonial European tradition that, the Enlightenment notwithstanding, was largely shaped by Christian 
values and morals. As such, this ideology is culturally situated. 

Indigenous scholars such as Battiste (2013) and Smith (1999) provide deeper analyses of this phenomenon. 
For the purpose of this reflection, though, I would like to highlight the ways in which this assumption 
minimizes the extreme diversity that exists within religious traditions when it comes to the interpretation 
of sexuality and gender. Of course, when this diversity of interpretation is acknowledged in the academic 
and scientific world, it is often instrumentalized to further disparage religious thought. However, to fail to 
acknowledge this diversity has the real impact of leading many teachers to pre-suppose that religious 
students will have homophobic or transphobic reactions to discussions of queer and trans topics. 

The failure to acknowledge the diversity of religious thought often has racist implications. The largest 
denominations of Christianity, such as Catholicism and Anglicanism, are often perceived as fairly open, 
with many (Euro-Canadian) practitioners living what is perceived as a secular (read: progressive) lifestyle. 
Smaller Christian groups that are more actively and openly homophobic are portrayed as “fringe” groups, 
not representative of Christianity as a whole. Meanwhile, non-dominant religions such as Judaism, 
consisting largely of a historically racialized population, and Islam, not exclusively but largely associated 
with people of Middle Eastern and Arabic heritage, are typically not afforded the acknowledgement of 
diversity. Indigenous worldviews are typically ignored or glorified. In all cases, there is an element of 
ethnocentrism, xenophobia, and racism at play: religious People of Colour are cast as more likely to be 
“brainwashed” by oppressive religious thought. 

To help dissipate the pre-supposition that religious students, particularly religious Students of Colour, 
hold homophobic and transphobic attitudes, it is important to gain awareness of the diversity of thought 
regarding sexuality and gender that exists in various branches of organized religion and in the thousands 
of Indigenous religious traditions that exist in the world. It is also important to be aware that interpretations 
of religious doctrine, for example, have changed over time and have often been dominated by political 
powers for ends that were more material than spiritual. This manipulation of religious thought is less a 
reflection of religion itself than of the people who use it to gain or maintain power. Finally, it is important 
to remember that individuals have agency with regards to the religious tradition to which they adhere. To 
assume that all religious individuals are incapable of nuance and of engaging with their religious tradition 
is harmful and dangerous, especially when it is coupled with ethnocentrism, xenophobia, and racism. 

Anecdotally, in my experiences in the classroom and during presentations on queer and trans topics 
to larger student audiences, few homophobic or transphobic comments have been based on religious 
arguments. While an occasional student has made a comment that homosexuality is a sin “according to 
the Bible,” most students expressing homophobic or transphobic attitudes have based their distaste on 
misogynist stereotypes that are omnipresent in the media and in education itself. 

Assumptions about queer and trans topics

The second assumption I will unpack here is the assumption that queer and trans topics are sexually 
explicit in ways that heterosexual topics are not. This assumption is propagated by some of the most 
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well-intentioned liberal “progressives” and internalized by many queer and trans people themselves. It 
is largely based in heteronormative and cisnormative thinking, which, respectively, posits heterosexual 
behaviour and identification with the gender one was assigned at birth to be “normal” and, by extension, 
“natural.”3  Christian influence aside, heteronormativity and cisnormativity pervade academic and 
scientific thought, particularly when it comes to evolutionary science. This science locates heterosexual, 
and even sexual drives, as primary to the survival of the human species. Of course, this is made possible 
by the supposed norm of people fulfilling biological reproductive roles. 

I have elaborated on the problem with this unquestioned and oversimplified model of human evolution in 
other presentations. For the purpose of this reflection, I wish to highlight that, combined with the Christian 
moral overtones that have shaped so-called “secular” thought, the reproductive imperative promoted in 
scientific thought contributes to a positioning of non-heterosexual behaviour and transgender identities 
as “outside the norm.” Further, this position outside the norm renders queer and trans topics overtly 
sexual. For instance, same-sex interactions, not leading to reproduction, are perceived to be solely 
sexual. Therefore, to discuss homosexual or bisexual behaviour is to discuss sex. To be open as bisexual, 
lesbian, or gay is to be open about one’s sexual practices. In a cultural context where sex is seen as 
private, these discussions are perceived as out of bounds of polite discussion. In a classroom context, 
given the above tendency to assume religious students are even more opposed to open discussions of 
sexuality than non-religious students, discussions of queer and trans topics are seen as provocative and 
controversial. 

To get beyond the heteronormative and cisnormative thinking that pervades the thinking of many 
progressive academics, it is important to gain awareness of the wide variety of topics that fall under queer 
and trans topics. It is also important to realize that silence about these topics, or prefacing the topics with 
warnings about “sensitive content,” contribute to the ongoing shame and stigma that is associated with 
queer and trans lives and identities. In a workshop entitled “Queering the Curriculum”, I have advocated 
for the role teachers can play in helping queer and trans students—or other students who have queer 
and trans relatives and friends—feel as though they and their families are included in the curriculum and, 
therefore, in the wider society. One means to do this is to “normalize” queer and trans topics by inserting 
them into the regular curriculum, not necessarily as discrete topics, but as examples among many of 
other topics. Another is to explicitly discuss the impacts of prejudice and discrimination on queer and 
trans people, past and present, in the context of basic human rights discussions. 

Queer and Trans as Incompatible with Religion

The last assumption that I wish to unpack is that where queer and trans identities are incompatible with 
religious practice or affiliation. This assumption is largely intertwined with the previous two assumptions. 
To think that religious people are, by default, homophobic and transphobic, and that queer and trans 
topics are overtly sexual in a way that would be unacceptable to religious-minded individuals leads many 
to assume that queer and trans people cannot, with any self-respect, adhere to a religious tradition. In 
other words, many assume that no queer or trans individuals or other individuals with queer or trans 
relatives or friends will be found among students who strongly adhere to a religious tradition. 

This assumption is, of course, faulty and dangerous. As mentioned above, religious people have agency 
with respect to the interpretation of their belief system. Gaining awareness of diversity of religious 
thought within wider religious institutions, for example, can help with a wider acknowledgement that 
religious queer and trans people exist. Further, in cases where a very specific religious stream does 
advocate against the existence of queer and trans identities and associated behaviours, students who 
are queer, trans, or questioning, or who have queer or trans relatives and friends, actively need to hear 
the message that religion is not inherently homophobic and transphobic. Many religious youth, and even 
adults, are not aware of the diversity that exists within their own religious traditions. To learn this is a step 
toward personal empowerment and gaining agency with respect to one’s religious tradition. 
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One way in which people can gain awareness of how queer and trans people find ways to reconcile their 
identities with their religions, in cases where the religion in which they were raised has led them to feel 
rejected and isolated, is to read the large quantity of works by religious queer and trans people. There 
are indeed many testimonies by queer and trans people in a variety of religious traditions such as Islam, 
Judaism, Christianity, and Indigenous worldviews available online. 

Conclusion

This reflection was not meant to be an exhaustive list of the issues that arise in discussing queer and 
trans topics in a religiously diverse classroom context. And it certainly was not meant to deny that, in 
some cases, queer and trans individuals may feel marginalized or oppressed by religion—either their 
own or someone else’s. Indeed, it can be very painful to feel that one must choose between their faith 
tradition, and the social and familial links that come with sharing this tradition with others, and being 
open about their sexual orientation or gender. However, it is important to avoid broad assumptions about 
religious individuals, about the sexualized nature of queer and trans topics, and about the compatibility 
between queer and trans identities and religious practice and affiliation. 

When I teach or present queer and trans topics to any audience—students, health professionals, unions, 
and others—my bottom line is mutual respect. I nearly always start with a disclaimer that my goal is not 
to force anyone to “like” what other people are doing: having sex with members of the same sex, going 
through gender transition, engaging in religious practice, and so forth. Rather, my goal is to encourage 
mutual respect. In a Cégep context, I see this as part of training students to live and work in a diverse 
world. They do not have to like everything, but they need to give the same respect and dignity to others 
as they want for themselves. This goes both ways when it comes to queer and trans individuals and 
religious individuals: to make unwarranted assumptions about all religious practitioners is as harmful as 
making assumptions about queer and trans people. In my experience, presenting the material within this 
framework has led to more students being open to the messages and to seeking to understand what is 
unfamiliar to them than a heavy-handed approach that leaves no room for sincere questions or dialogue. 
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Appendix

Some ideas for LGBT2IQA topics that teachers can incorporate into their curricula or suggest to 
students as research projects .

*With any of these topics, regular reviewing is necessary as realities change and new research is 
conducted. 

• Same-sex marriage in Canada and elsewhere

• Nature vs. nurture

• Comparison of views of homosexuality across religions and cultures

• Formation of community by LGBT2IQA people

• Genital surgery on intersexed babies

• Gender variance across societies (Two-Spirit, Hijra, Albanian Sworn Virgins, etc.)

• Divisions within the LGBT2IQA communities
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• Globalization and LGBT2IQA communities

• Changes in the DSM regarding homosexuality and transsexuality

• Criminal status of homosexuality here and elsewhere

• Criminal status of “cross-dressing” here and elsewhere

• Stonewall riots

• Feminism and transsexuality

• Pride parades

• “Gay” villages and racism, sexism, transphobia

• Effects of colonization on homosexual behavior and identities

• Discrimination in work, housing, and education

• Suicide rates among LGBT2IQA people

• Adoption by same-sex couples

• LGBT2IQA Youth

• “The Pink Dollar” in discussions of tourism or economics

• Medical treatment of intersex people or transsexuals 

• Persecution of gays in discussion of the Holocaust

• LGBT2IQA fiction and non-fiction

• Representation in art, literature, film, TV, music

• How to respect LGBT2IQA people in the workplace

• Language evolution (terminology: queer, genderqueer, transsexual, transgender, etc.)

• Biology and sex (hormones, chromosomes, etc.)

• Sex as a biological continuum

• Impacts of medical transition on health

• Transgender athletes

• Intersectionality 

• “Bathroom bills”

1  LGBT2IQA is one of the many acronyms used to refer to the collective of people with non-normative 
sexual orientations, gender identities, or sexual identities. It stands for: lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
Two-Spirit, intersex, queer/questioning, and asexual. To be clear, terms are contentious, as is the idea 
that all these individuals form a “community.” Further, there are many other terms that are not included 
in this acronym, and there are other acronyms in use. 

2 A non-binary identity refers to an identity that is in-between or outside of the female-male gender 
binary. Some non-binary people consider themselves to be transgender, and others do not. Similarly, not 
all transgender people are non-binary.

3 Cisnormativity is related to the term “cisgender.” Cisgender refers to individuals who are not transgender, 
or who identify with the gender they were assigned at birth. The term was created in response to the 
tendency to see transgender identities as “other” identities and cisgender identities as default. To name 
both, admittedly wide, categories of identity is to acknowledge gender as a wide spectrum with multiple 
ways of being “normal.”
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ABSTRACTS / RÉSUMÉS

Valérie Amireault, Université du Québec à Montréal

Identity (re)definition in language teaching/learning

This presentation covers the construction of 
language and cultural identity in second-language 
teaching/learning. Language teaching is a privileged 
environment in terms of providing opportunities to 
get to know the Other and the Other’s language and 
culture better, and, in parallel, encourage learners’ 
critical thinking about their own identity. In a diverse 
context, such critical thinking may lead to identity 
redefinition, particularly for learners who have diverse 
cultural backgrounds or have recently arrived in 
Quebec. We present the highlights of two empirical 
studies on the identity of immigrants with different 
origins who are learning French in Montreal. These 
studies aim to examine the various elements that 
characterize these learners’ identity definition as 
well as their sense of belonging and/or alienation 
regarding the French language.

La (re)définition identitaire en enseignement/
apprentissage des langues

Cette presentation traite de la construction de 
l’identité linguistique et culturelle en enseignement/
apprentissage des langues secondes. L’enseignement 
des langues représente un milieu privilégié pour 
fournir des opportunités pour mieux connaître l’Autre, 
sa langue et sa culture, et également, en parallèle, 
pour favoriser la réflexion critique des apprenants 
concernant leur propre identité. Dans un contexte de 
diversité, une telle réflexion est susceptible de mener 
à une redéfinition identitaire, particulièrement pour les 
apprenants issus de cultures diverses ou récemment 
arrivés au Québec. Nous présentons ainsi les faits 
saillants de deux études empiriques portant sur 
l’identité d’immigrants de diverses origines apprenant 
le français à Montréal. Ces études visent à examiner 
les différents éléments qui caractérisent la définition 
de l’identité de ces apprenants et leur sentiment 
d’appartenance et/ou d’étrangeté en lien avec la 
langue française.

Leila Bdeir, Vanier College / Cégep Vanier

Teaching about Feminism and Anti-Racism: Can a 
Racialized Muslim Teacher Speak?
Teaching about the ideas that shape society’s views on 
women meets some resistance from students at first. 
However, drawing parallels between these general 
ideas and their lives more specifically is very helpful in 
drawing them in for more careful consideration. This 
is also the case when talking about race, especially for 
racialized students in the class. This is not to say that 
teaching about sexism and racism is not challenging. 
It is in many ways, especially, I think, because I am 
myself a racialized woman proposing ideas that 
subvert much of the conventional wisdom students 
have come to accept about so-called minorities, in 
general, and racialized women, in particular. Nowhere 
is this more apparent than in discussions about Muslim 
populations, specifically Muslim women and Islamic 
feminism. I hope to explore in more depth some of 
the challenges involved in teaching these topics and 
consider some strategies for a meaningful impact.

Enseignement du féminisme et de l’antiracisme : une 
enseignante musulmane racialisée peut-elle se 
prononcer?
L’enseignement des idées qui façonnent l’opinion 
sociale sur les femmes se heurte d’abord à une 
certaine résistance chez les étudiant-e-s. Cependant, 
lorsqu’on leur présente les liens entre ces idées 
générales et leur propre vie, ceux-ci se montrent prêts 
à examiner le sujet de plus près. Le même principe 
s’applique aux discussions portant sur la race, en 
particulier dans le cas des étudiants racialisés. Cela 
dit, il n’est pas toujours facile d’aborder le sexisme et 
le racisme en classe. À mon avis, c’est d’autant plus un 
défi que, en tant que femme racialisée, je propose des 
idées qui bouleversent en grande partie les opinions 
conventionnelles que les étudiants en sont venus à 
accepter concernant les prétendues minorités, en 
général, et plus précisément les femmes racialisées. 
Les discussions axées sur les populations musulmanes, 
surtout les femmes musulmanes et le féminisme 
islamique, en constituent l’exemple le plus flagrant. 
Je compte explorer en profondeur certains défis liés 
à l’enseignement de ces sujets et envisager quelques 
stratégies visant à créer une  impact significatif.
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Megan Boler, University of Toronto / Université de Toronto

Embracing Uncertainty: Pedagogies of Discomfort and 
Identities of Belonging
How and when can educators challenge the profound 
emotional investments in dominant cultural beliefs, 
values, and habits, when engaged in social justice 
education? Educators seeking to transform oppressive 
socio-political ideologies and relations often 
encounter vehement resistance to change. However, 
radical educational theories and praxis that aims to 
challenge habituated thoughts and actions, rarely 
address the affective dimensions of resistance and 
attachment that perpetuate social inequities. This talk 
highlights “pedagogy of discomfort” as a call to action 
that invites educators and students to interrogate 
the emotional as well as cognitive dimensions of 
internalized dominant cultural identities, assumptions 
and beliefs. Highlighting the promises and challenges 
of a pedagogy of discomfort, this keynote illustrates 
diverse approaches for engaging emotional terrains of 
transformative learning. The presentation showcases 
diverse learning practices (such as engaging current 
events, social media platforms) to catalyze the difficult 
dialogues necessary for personal and political change 

Embrasser l’incertitude : pédagogies d’inconfort et 
identités d’appartenance
Comment et quand les éducateurs peuvent-ils remettre 
en cause l’investissement émotionnel profond dans 
les croyances, les valeurs et les habitudes culturelles 
dominantes, dans le cadre d’une sensibilisation à 
la justice sociale? Les éducateurs qui cherchent à 
transformer les idéologies et les relations sociopolitiques 
oppressives se butent souvent à une résistance 
vigoureuse au changement. Cependant, la théorie 
et pratique pédagogique radicales et la pratique qui 
vise à remettre en question les pensées et les gestes 
accoutumés tiennent rarement compte des dimensions 
affectives de la résistance et de l’attachement qui 
perpétuent l’injustice sociale. Cette présentation met 
en lumière la « pédagogie d’inconfort » à titre d’appel 
à l’action qui invite les enseignants et les étudiants 
à interroger les dimensions tant émotionnelles 
que cognitives des identités, les suppositions et 
les croyances culturelles dominantes intériorisées. 
Mettant l’accent sur les promesses et les défis de la 
pédagogie  de l’inconfort, la conférencière illustre les 
diverses approches pour s’aventurer dans le domaine 

émotionnel de l’apprentissage transformateur. L’exposé 
présente différentes pratiques d’apprentissage (comme 
les événements actuels mobilisateurs et les plateformes 
des médias sociaux) pour provoquer les dialogues 
difficiles qui s’imposent pour qu’un changement 
personnel et politique s’opère.

Paul R . Carr, Université du Québec en Outaouais

Political (Il)literacy and Living in a Society: Is there room 
for a Critically-Engaged Education for Democracy?
This presentation is interested in how education 
affects, supports, cultivates, and contributes to building 
transformative, politically literate, socially-just, and 
critically-engaged citizens with a pluralistic society. 
Based on a decade-long research project entitled 
Democracy, Political Literacy and Transformative 
Education (a complementary project entitled the Global 
doing Democracy Research Project also contributes to 
the research), this presentation will present findings, 
conceptual and theoretical models, and proposals 
for a more vibrant education for democracy. An 
underlying thread will be how more pertinent forms of 
engagement, pedagogy, curriculum, educational policy, 
leadership and a critical interrogation of epistemology 
might have a positive effect to diminish the potential for 
disengagement, marginalization, and indifference. This 
thicker form of education for democracy can assist in 
developing what Freire termed as “conscientization” as 
well as emancipation.

L’(an)alphabétisme politique et vivre en société : il 
y a-t-il une place pour une éducation qui s’engage de 
façon critique au nom de la démocratie?
Cette présentation se penche sur le rôle de 
l’enseignement pour influencer, soutenir et cultiver 
des citoyennes et citoyens qui portent une conscience 
de la transformation, de la politique et de la justice 
sociale ainsi qu’une mobilisation critique dans 
une société multiculturelle. Fondé sur le projet de 
recherche Démocratie, litéracie politique et éducation 
transformatrice, étalé sur une dizaine d’années (avec 
un projet de recherche complémentaire intitulé 
Global Doing Democracy qui contribue aussi à cette 
recherche), l’exposé présentera les résultats, les 
modèles conceptuels et théoriques ainsi que des 
propositions visant une éducation à la démocratie plus 
dynamique. Le fil conducteur correspond aux façons 
dont des formes plus pertinentes d’engagement, de 
pédagogie, de curriculum, de politiques éducatives 
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et de leadership ainsi qu’une interrogation critique de 
l’épistémologie pourraient contribuer à la diminution 
du risque de désengagement, de la marginalisation 
et de l’indifférence. Ce mode  plus dense d’éducation 
à la démocratie peut nourrir ce que Freire appelle la « 
conscientisation » et l’émancipation.

Robyn Diner, Vanier College / Cégep Vanier

Yo (White) Teacher Lady!: Diversity, Decentering, and 
Making Whiteness Strange
This presentation will consider the premises, promises 
and limitations of commonplace understandings 
regarding diversity by fleshing out theories and 
personal anecdotes rooted in my feminist pedagogy 
and my self-presentation of whiteness in multicultural 
classrooms. As I do so, I will reflect on how the privilege 
granted to white women who wish to unpack and 
trouble whiteness is often similar to that of men doing 
feminism. Yet, I will argue that, if done with ongoing 
self-awareness, both are crucial to social justice 
projects. Thus, overall, I will stress how practices 
around highlighting whiteness as a strange identity 
category – rather than the invisible North American 
norm – along with strategies rooted in decolonizing 
the feminist classroom may be essential to creating 
truly diverse learning spaces informed by a politics of 
the teacher’s location.

Yo, la prof (blanche) ! : diversité, décentrage et blanchité 
comme étrangeté
Cette présentation, abordera les prémisses, les 
promesses et les limites des perceptions courantes 
de la diversité en développant des théories et des 
anecdotes personnelles découlant de ma pédagogie 
féministe et de mon auto-présentation en tant que 
blanche dans les classes multiculturelles. Ainsi, je 
réfléchirai à la ressemblance entre le privilège accordé 
aux femmes blanches qui cherchent à disséquer et à 
embrouiller l’appartenance à la race blanche et celui 
des hommes adeptes du féminisme. Néanmoins, je 
soutiendrai que, s’ils sont mis en œuvre parallèlement 
à une pratique d’auto-réflexion constante, les deux 
aspects sont cruciaux dans les projets de justice sociale. 
Par conséquent, j’expliquerai globalement comment 
les pratiques visant à souligner la blanchité à titre de 
catégorie identitaire étrange – plutôt que la norme 
nord-américaine invisible – ainsi que les stratégies 
enracinées dans la décolonisation de la pédagogie 
féministe peuvent s’avérer essentielles dans la création 

d’espaces d’apprentissage véritablement diversifiés et 
fondés sur la politique de l’emplacement de l’enseignant.

Hélène Frohard-Dourlent, University of British 
Columbia / Université de Colombie-Britannique

Moving Beyond Accommodation: Lessons Learned 
from Educators Working with Trans and Gender-
Nonconforming Students
Currently, schools often resort to an accommodation 
model when working with transgender (or trans) 
students. Accommodation focuses on providing 
educators with logistical tools to address issues that 
arise when trans students demand recognition. It is 
a necessary and important step for educators who 
must often work to support transgender students 
in a cultural and institutional context that offers little 
systematic support. However, this approach rarely 
offers opportunities to think about why trans students 
are systematically marginalized/excluded in school 
spaces in the first place and as such, it rarely creates 
the kind of sustainable change that would make 
schools more inclusive of gender diversity. Drawing on 
interviews from my dissertation as well as examples 
from my activist work in the Vancouver School 
Board, I offer some examples of what it can look like 
to question the way that schools are organized by 
cisnormative modes of thinking and doing, and to put 
this kind of change into practice.

Au-delà de l’adaptation: Réflexion sur le travail 
des personnels éducatifs avec des élèves 
transgenres et non-conformes dans l’expression 
de genre 
Actuellement, les écoles ont souvent tendance à avoir 
recours à une approche adaptative pour accueillir 
les élèves transgenres (trans). L’approche adaptative 
s’efforce de fournir aux personnels éducatifs des 
outils pour répondre aux problèmes logistiques qui 
apparaissent quand les élèves trans demandent à 
être reconnu.e.s dans leur école. Cette approche 
adaptative est une étape importante et nécessaire 
pour les personnels éducatifs qui doivent souvent 
soutenir les élèves trans dans un contexte culturel et 
institutionnel qui offre peu de soutien à ces personnels 
tout comme à ces élèves. Cependant, cette approche 
n’engage pas de réflexion sur les raisons pour 
lesquelles les élèves trans sont systématiquement 
marginalisé.e.s et/ou exclu.e.s dans le milieu scolaire. 
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En conséquence, elle permet rarement de créer 
des changements durables qui transformeraient les 
écoles afin de les rendre plus inclusives à la diversité 
des genres. En m’appuyant sur des entretiens menés 
pour ma thèse ainsi que sur les situations rencontrées 
dans le cadre de mon militantisme dans le Conseil 
scolaire de Vancouver, je présente des exemples 
qui illustrent ce que peut signifier la remise en cause 
les modes de pensées et d’actions cisnormatifs qui 
organisent actuellement le milieu scolaire. J’offre enfin 
quelques réflexions sur la façon dont ces exemples 
peuvent être mis en pratique.

Philippe Gagné, Vanier College / Cégep Vanier

Let’s dispel a “huge misconception” 
As a French-as-a-second-language teacher in Montreal, 
I use the cultural mediator approach advocated by 
the European Centre for Modern Languages, which 
means adopting the role of “an agent duly mandated 
to resolve a conflict over which the protagonists no 
longer have any control” (Zarate, Gohard-Radenkovic, 
Lussier and Penz, 2003). The conflict in question 
in Quebec is no longer as intensely public as it was 
between 1960 and 1995. However, intergroup contacts 
between young Anglophones and Francophones 
remain infrequent given the segregated education 
system. Consequently, latent tensions exist that must 
be confronted to be resolved. Young people who 
meet during intercultural matching events (Carignan, 
Deraîche and Guillot, 2015) such as those organized 
by Vanier College and Cégep de Victoriaville testify 
to the “huge misconception” that exists between the 
communities that must be dispelled.

Dissipons un « énorme malentendu » 
En tant qu’enseignant de français langue seconde à 
Montréal, j’adopte la posture du médiateur culturel 
prônée par le Centre européen pour les langues 
vivantes. Il s’agit de la position « d’un acteur dûment 
mandaté pour la résolution d’un conflit dont les 
protagonistes n’ont plus la maîtrise » (Zarate, Gohard-
Radenkovic, Lussier et Penz, 2003). Le conflit dont il 
est question au Québec n’a plus la même intensité 
publique que dans les années 1960 à 1995. Toutefois, 
les contacts intergroupes entre jeunes de langue 
anglaise et jeunes de langue française sont très peu 
fréquents en raison du système éducatif ségrégué. 
Par conséquent, des tensions latentes existent et elles 
doivent être confrontées pour être résolues. Les jeunes 

qui se rencontrent dans des jumelages interculturels 
(Carignan, Deraîche et Guillot, 2015) comme ceux 
que j’organise entre le Cégep Vanier et le Cégep de 
Victoriaville témoignent d’un « énorme malentendu » 
entre les communautés qu’il faut dissiper.

Michael Goh, University of Minnesota / Université 
de Minnesota

Are we capable of civil discourse?: Making the case for 
cultural intelligence.
Managing discomfort, negotiating tensions, and 
cultivating belonging are encounters rife with complex 
idiosyncrasies of power, position, personality, culture, 
identity, and intersectionality. Consequently, these 
spaces are inherently intercultural and, therefore, 
requiring of intercultural competence. However, a 
recent review of intercultural competence scholarship 
(Leung, Ang, & Tan, 2014) noted that we unpack 
intercultural competence in at least 300 different ways 
with 30 models that currently dominate the discourse. 
Why then is cultural intelligence (CQ; Earley & Ang, 
2003) considered by some leading scholars (Triandis, 
2008) to be sine qua non for the future of intercultural 
solutions? In this presentation I will: 1) define and situate 
CQ in the context of intercultural competence theory 
and practice; 2) consider moving from comparative 
to capabilities research; 3) suggest ways in grow CQ 
capabilities; and 4) offer examples of how CQ can 
help individuals and institutions to thrive in culturally 
complex higher education milieus. Co-sponsored by 
the Vanier College Teachers Association.

Sommes-nous aptes à une conversation civile? : un 
plaidoyer pour une intelligence culturelle
Les situations où nous devons gérer l’inconfort, 
composer avec des tensions et cultiver l’appartenance 
sont en proie aux idiosyncrasies complexes liées 
au pouvoir, au statut, à la personnalité, à la culture, 
à l’identité et à l’intersectionnalité. Dès lors, ces 
espaces sont de par nature interculturels, ainsi des 
compétences interculturelles s’avèrent nécessaires. 
Cependant, un examen récent des études sur les 
compétences interculturelles (Leung, Ang et Tan, 
2014) a révélé que nous analysons les compétences 
interculturelles d’au moins 300 façons différentes 
à l’aide de 30 modèles qui dominent actuellement 
le discours. Alors, pourquoi l’intelligence culturelle 
(quotient culturel ou QC; Earley et Ang, 2003) est-
elle considérée par certains chercheurs chefs de file 
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(Triandis, 2008) comme une condition sine qua non 
pour l’avenir des solutions interculturelles? Dans cette 
présentation, je compte : 1) définir et situer le QC 
dans le contexte de la théorie et des pratiques en 
matière de compétences interculturelles; 2) aborder 
la possibilité du passage de la recherche comparative 
à la recherche axée sur les capacités; 3) proposer 
des moyens pour faire évoluer les capacités en QC 
et 4) offrir des exemples des façons dont le QC peut 
aider les personnes et les institutions à rayonner dans 
les milieux d’enseignement supérieur culturellement 
complexes. Avec le soutien financier de Syndicat des 
enseignant.e.s du Cégep Vanier.

Eve Haque, York University / Université York

Pedagogical Considerations for the Linguistically 
Diverse Classroom
I will focus on issues of linguistic diversity in the 
classroom and the pedagogical implications of such 
diversity. Specifically, I want to trace how students who 
have a non-official language as their first language 
negotiate and manage their linguistic identities 
in classrooms which have an official language as 
the medium of instruction. From a pedagogical 
perspective, it is critical to understand how language 
indexes ethnic and racial difference and thereby to 
recognize that attention to racialization is central to 
developing anti-oppressive pedagogical practice 
in the linguistically diverse classroom. I want to end 
my presentation by discussing some entry points for 
developing effective anti-oppressive teaching practise 
that is attentive to pluringual identities in the classroom 
by thinking about the multivocality of student voice, 
relational subject positionings when an official 
language is the classroom medium of instruction, as 
well as the possibility and limits of empowerment as a 
strategy for antioppressive pedagogy.

Considérations pédagogiques autour de la diversité 
linguistique en classe
Ma présentation se concentrera sur les enjeux 
relatifs à la diversité linguistique en classe et aux 
implications pédagogiques d’une telle diversité. 
Plus particulièrement, je décrirai comment les 
étudiant-e-s dont la première langue n’est pas une 
des langues officielles négocient et gèrent leur 
identité linguistique dans un groupe où une langue 
officielle constitue le véhicule de l’enseignement. 

D’un point de vue pédagogique, il est indispensable 
de comprendre comment la langue classe les 
différences ethniques et raciales et, par conséquent, 
de reconnaître l’importance d’une observation étroite 
de la racialisation est essentielle dans l’élaboration 
d’une pratique pédagogique anti-oppressive dans 
une classe porteuse de diversité linguistique. Je 
terminerai mon exposé en abordant quelques points 
de départ pour la mise en place d’une pratique 
efficace d’enseignement anti-oppressif qui tient 
compte des identités plurilingues en classe, et ce, en 
réfléchissant à la multiplicité des voix étudiantes, aux 
positionnements relationnels des sujets quand une 
langue officielle sert de véhicule de l’enseignement 
en classe ainsi qu’aux possibilités et aux limites de 
l’autonomisation en tant que stratégie pédagogique 
anti-oppressive.

Lance T . McCready, University of Toronto / 
Université de Toronto

Where is the Love? How and Why Black Queer Bodies 
Provoke Masculines Anxiety in Urban Communities and 
Schools
This presentation explores how and why Black 
queer bodies provoke masculine anxiety in urban 
communities and schools. It is based on the voices 
of gay and gender non-conforming Black male young 
adults living, working, and attending school in Toronto 
and Montreal. The presentation has three components. 
In the first component, attendees will learn about the 
impact of racialized gender-non-conforming bodies 
in schools. In the second component, attendees will 
consider the experiences of gay and gender non-
conforming Black male students. The third component 
will allow attendees to reflect on moments when 
Black queer bodies may have caused them anxiety 
and think of ways to cope with their anxiety through 
the use of the arts, which can help to “make space” for 
diverse masculinities in and out of school.

Fait-e-s pour être mal-aimé-e-s ?? Comment et pourquoi 
les corps allosexuels noirs suscitent-ils de l’anxiété 
masculine dans les communautés et écoles urbaines 
Cette présentation explore les mécanismes et les 
causes de l’anxiété masculine que soulève la présence 
de corps allosexuels noirs dans les communautés et 
les écoles urbaines. L’exposé repose sur les voix de 
jeunes adultes gais et au genre non conforme noirs 
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vivant, travaillant et étudiant à Toronto et à Montréal. 
La présentation se divise en trois volets. Dans le 
premier, le public en apprendra plus sur l’effet des 
corps racialisés au genre non conforme dans les 
écoles. Le deuxième volet examinera l’expérience des 
étudiants noirs gais et au genre non conforme. Quant 
au troisième volet, il offrira au public une occasion de 
réfléchir aux moments où on éprouve de l’anxiété 
en présence de corps noirs allosexuels et de trouver 
des façons de gérer l’anxiété à l’aide de l’art, qui peut 
aider à « faire de la place » pour diverses masculinités 
à l’école et ailleurs.

Nicole Neverson, Ryerson University / Université Ryerson

Inhabiting Critical Spaces: Teaching and Learning from 
the Margins.
The 2008-2013 Ryerson University Academic 
Plan—Shaping Our Future highlights the university’s 
commitment to “Student engagement, success, 
and retention.” In the plan, Ryerson identifies its 
challenges in understanding and serving a diverse 
student body while delivering services and education 
that are relevant to the lived experiences of its many 
demographic groups. This presentation addresses 
the central tenets of Shaping Our Future via focus 
group feedback. We convened groups with Ryerson 
instructors and students and explored: a) pedagogical 
strategies deployed by marginalized instructors who 
incorporate critical pedagogies in the classroom; b) 
how instructors engage sensitive issues such as race, 
homophobia and disAbility in the classroom; and c) 
students’ awareness and experience dealing with 
critical curricula. Results demonstrate how: a) many 
instructors already actively engage critical pedagogies 
yet desire greater institutional support to continue doing 
so; and b) students constantly assess instructor ability to 
incorporate critical knowledge into the classroom.

Occuper des espaces critiques : l’enseignement et 
l’apprentissage dans la marge
Le plan d’enseignement 2008-2013 de l’Université 
Ryerson (2008-2013 Ryerson University Academic 
Plan – Shaping Our Future) souligne l’engagement 
de l’université envers « la mobilisation, le succès et 
la rétention des étudiant-e-s ». Dans ce plan, Ryerson 
décrit les défis auxquels elle doit faire face pour 
comprendre les besoins d’un corps étudiant diversifié 
et lui fournir les services et l’enseignement pertinent 
au vécu de ses nombreux groupes démographiques. 

Cette présentation traite des principes essentiels du 
plan Shaping Our Future à l’aide de la rétroaction 
de groupes de discussion. Nous avons réuni des 
groupes composés d’enseignant-e-s et d’étudiant-
e-s de Ryerson afin d’explorer les thèmes suivants 
: a) les stratégies pédagogiques déployées par les 
enseignant-e-s marginalisé-e-s qui intègrent des 
pédagogies critiques à leur cours, b) les façons dont 
les enseignant-e-s abordent les enjeux délicats, 
comme la race, l’homophobie et les handicaps en 
classe et c) la conscience et l’expérience des étudiant-
e-s en matière de curriculum critique. Les résultats 
indiquent comment : a) nombre d’enseignant-e-s 
recourent déjà activement aux pédagogies critiques, 
mais souhaitent un soutien institutionnel accru afin 
de continuer dans cette voie et b) les étudiant-e-s 
évaluent continuellement la capacité des enseignant-
e-s à intégrer des notions critiques à leur cours.

Bethany Or, Champlain College / Cégep Champlain

Engaging with Diversity in the Classroom: A Reflection 
on the First Decade
As a humanities teacher at Champlain College in St. 
Lambert, I have often negotiated various divisions 
and conflicts within my classroom. My courses have 
dealt with the subjects of cultural diversity, media and 
ethics, and discussing these topics has required a lot 
of care, particularly in the context of the past decade 
of Quebec politics. With my classrooms split between 
québécois of many different backgrounds, though 
mostly from French-language high schools, there is 
no common ground on how ethnic and racial diversity 
in Quebec ought to be understood. In particular, 
the lack of widely-used terminology available in 
French to describe the experiences of marginalized 
peoples (“people of colour”, “racialized minorities”, 
“intersectionality”, etc.) has sometimes made it 
difficult to establish common ground. This, overlaid 
with the many other forms of diversities, has allowed 
for rich and textured discussion, though sometimes 
tense. As one of the few racialized minorities in my 
department, and originating from outside Quebec, 
these conversations have both broadened and upset 
my understanding of how diversity plays out here. 

S’engager à l’égard de la diversité en classe : une 
réflexion sur la première décennie
À titre d’enseignante des sciences humaines au 
Collège Champlain, à Saint-Lambert, j’ai souvent eu 
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à composer avec une multitude de divisions et de 
conflits dans ma classe. Mes cours portent sur les 
enjeux relatifs à la diversité culturelle, aux médias et 
à l’éthique, que j’ai dû aborder avec une attention 
particulière, surtout dans le contexte politique des 
dix dernières années au Québec. Vu que mes 
groupes comportent des Québécois d’origines très 
différentes, provenant toutefois majoritairement 
d’écoles secondaires de langue française, il n’existe 
aucun consensus sur la compréhension de la diversité 
ethnique et raciale au Québec. Plus précisément, 
le manque de terminologie d’usage courant en 
français pour décrire l’expérience des groupes 
marginalisés (« personnes de couleur », « minorités 
racialisées », « intersectionnalité », etc.) complique 
parfois la recherche d’un terrain d’entente. Compte 
tenu des nombreuses autres formes de diversité qui 
s’y ajoutent, nous avons pu engager une discussion 
riche et stimulante, quoique tendue à l’occasion. Étant 
l’une des minorités racialisées de mon département, 
originaire de l’extérieur du Québec, ces conversations 
ont à la fois élargi et ébranlé mon interprétation des 
dynamiques de la diversité dans cette province.

Michelle Smith, Dawson College / Cégep Dawson

Decolonizing College Education: A Métis Perspective
As a Métis educator in the English Cégep system, I 
have witnessed the challenges Indigenous students 
face as well as the incredible courage it takes to 
commit to post-secondary education. Finding a 
sense of place and identity in a college institution is 
difficult enough for any young person transitioning 
into adulthood; for First Nations, Métis, and Inuit 
youth, that challenge is compounded by a history of 
colonization and genocide. Furthermore, institutional 
culture and policies are largely at odds with 
Indigenous approaches and pedagogies. I will share 
my experience of this context as a Métis teacher, and 
discuss 13 decolonizing strategies and pathways to 
cultural safety at the postsecondary level.

Décolonisation de l’enseignement collégial : une 
perspective métisse
À titre d’enseignante métisse dans le réseau des 
cégeps anglophones, j’ai souvent été témoin des défis 
auxquels les étudiants autochtones font face et de 
l’immense courage dont ils font preuve pour entamer 
leurs études post-secondaires. En plein transit vers l’âge 
adulte, il est ardu pour tout jeune de trouver sa place et 

de définir son identité dans un établissement collégial, 
mais pour les membres des Premières Nations, les 
Métis et les Inuits, cette difficulté s’accentue en raison 
du contexte historique de colonisation et de génocide. 
De plus, la culture et les politiques institutionnelles 
s’érigent généralement en contre-faux face aux 
approches et les pédagogies autochtones. Je ferai part 
de mon expérience en tant qu’enseignante métisse 
dans ces circonstances et j’aborderai les stratégies 
de décolonisation et les parcours vers une sécurité 
culturelle au niveau post-secondaire.

Jacky Vallée, Vanier College / Cégep Vanier

Not at Odds: Teaching About Sexual Diversity in a Context 
of Religious Diversity
Teaching about sexual diversity in the classroom or 
being a teacher who is part of a “sexual minority” 
in a context where students have many different 
religious and spiritual backgrounds can be tricky. This 
presentation will address some of those tensions 
as well as some common misconceptions about 
religion, gender, and sexuality that arise in classroom 
contexts. Finally, the current reclaiming of a variety 
of Indigenous identities that are often referred to as 
“Two Spirit” in contemporary Indigenous movements 
will be discussed as an example of how sexuality, 
gender, and spirituality/religion can be intertwined. 
Throughout the presentation, we will take into account 
that religious groups and “sexual minority” groups are 
not mutually exclusive.

Sans désaccord : enseignement de la diversité 
sexuelle dans un contexte de diversité religieuse
L’enseignement de la diversité sexuelle en classe peut 
s’avérer ardu, surtout en tant qu’enseignant qui fait 
partie de la « minorité sexuelle », dans une situation 
où les étudiants proviennent de différents contextes 
religieux et spirituels. Cette présentation se penchera 
sur ces tensions ainsi que sur certains idées fausses 
courantes sur la religion, le genre et la sexualité qui 
surgissent en classe. Enfin, la récupération actuelle 
d’identités autochtones diversifiées, connues sous 
le nom de « bispirituelles » dans les mouvements 
autochtones contemporains, servira d’exemple de 
la façon dont la sexualité, le genre et la spiritualité/
religion peuvent s’entremêler. Tout au long de la 
présentation, nous prendrons en considération que 
les groupes religieux et les groupes de « minorités 
sexuelles » ne sont pas incompatibles.
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case studies/LES ÉTUDES DE CAS
A team of eight Vanier students from a variety of backgrounds have produced the following case 
studies that are an integral part of this conference. After researchers and educators sitting on a given 
panel offer their individual presentations, student co-panelists from the research team will read the 
case study corresponding to the topic of that panel, which all of the panelists will then address.

Huit étudiants du cégep Vanier, de divers horizons, ont préparé les études de cas suivantes qui 
constituent une partie intégrante du colloque. Après les allocutions individuelles des chercheur-e-s et 
des enseignant-e-s dans chaque table ronde, les étudiant-e-s co-panélistes de l’équipe de recherche 
liront une étude de cas correspondant au sujet de la table ronde sur laquelle les membres de la table 
ronde seront invité-e-s à se prononcer.

Case Study 1: Language
Every year, the French Department holds a 
public speaking competition for students in the 
introductory French courses, with each class 
holding its own internal selection process. For 
the courses you teach, the oral presentation 
assignment, worth 15% of the final grade, doubles 
as the selection method for the competition, 
in that the student with the highest assignment 
grade would automatically be chosen to compete. 

By the mid-point of the current term, the keenest 
student in your upper-level course appears to 
be Jacques Bédard, a fluently bilingual teenager 
from Beauce. Because of the enormous pride he 
takes in his French Canadian heritage, Jacques 
decides to assert his Québécois identity by 
speaking joual during his presentation, which you 
know the judges will not favour in this particular 
competition. Still, he appears to be the student to 
beat, based on the strong presentation he gives 
on Québécois filmmaker Denys Arcand.

The final student to present is Thomas Gabriel, 
a Mohawk student from Kahnawake. Thomas 
wants to earn direct acceptance into McGill’s 
law program, so he’s been working diligently to 
achieve high grades in your class. When he gives 
his presentation on Residential Schools, you are 
thoroughly impressed; not only is he well prepared, 
but he also performs with much passion and 
commitment, and his French, while not flawless, 
is a vast improvement over anything you’ve heard 
from him in the past. Consequently, you decide 
to give Thomas the highest mark in the class, 
thereby making him the chosen representative for 
the competition.

After you announce this, however, Thomas declines. 

When you press him for a reason, he tells you that 
he doesn’t want to participate in the competition 
for political reasons, stating that he only made an 
effort for the grade. You attempt to convince him 
that participating in the competition could also be 
a political act, but he isn’t budging. Meanwhile, 
Jacques is not happy with your decision. He 
accuses you of “political correctness” in making 
your decision, stating that “you only chose him 
because he’s Native. His accent is so Anglo!” How 
do you respond to this situation?

Étude de cas 1 : langue 
Chaque année, le département du français 
organise un concours d’art oratoire pour les 
étudiants suivant les cours de base, chaque 
classe procédant à une sélection interne. Pour les 
cours que vous donnez, l’exposé oral, qui vaut 15 
% de la note finale, sert de critère de sélection 
au concours. Ainsi, l’étudiant-e ayant obtenu la 
note la plus élevée pour ce travail participera 
automatiquement au concours.

À la mi-session, l’étudiant qui se montre le plus 
enthousiaste dans votre cours avancé est Jacques 
Bédard, un adolescent beauceron à l’aise dans 
les deux langues. Pour souligner la fierté qu’il tire 
de ses origines canadiennes-françaises, Jacques 
décide de faire sa présentation en joual, ce qui 
à votre avis risque de déplaire aux juges de ce 
concours en particulier. Cela dit, il semble être 
l’étudiant le plus fort, selon son exposé solide sur 
le cinéaste québécois Denys Arcand.

Le dernier présentateur est Thomas Gabriel, un 
Mohawk de Kahnawake. Thomas veut accéder 
directement au programme de droit de l’Université 
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McGill, et il a travaillé assidûment pour obtenir de 
bonnes notes dans votre cours. Son exposé sur 
les pensionnats vous impressionne profondément 
: en plus d’être bien préparé, il fait preuve de 
passion et d’engagement et son français s’est 
énormément amélioré, même s’il n’est pas encore 
parfait. Par conséquent, vous décidez d’attribuer 
la meilleure note à Thomas, qui représentera ainsi 
le groupe au concours.

Après votre annonce, Thomas décline  votre 
offre. Quand vous insistez pour connaître le 
motif de son refus, il explique qu’il ne veut 
pas participer au concours pour des raisons 
politiques, car son seul but consistait à obtenir 
une bonne note. Vous tentez de le convaincre 
en soutenant que sa participation pourrait 
constituer un geste politique, mais il persiste. 
De son côté, Jacques n’est pas satisfait de votre 
décision. Il vous accuse d’être  « politiquement 
correct», déclarant que « vous l’avez choisi 
tout simplement parce qu’il est autochtone. 
Son accent est tellement anglo ! » Comment 
réagirez-vous dans cette situation ?

Case Study 2: Gender and Sexuality 
This term in the Physical Education Department, 
you have been assigned a co-ed Fitness class to 
teach. During your office hours one day, a student 
whom you know as Jamal comes to see you. After 
about a minute of starts and stops, Jamal takes a 
deep breath and says, “I wanted to let you know 
that I’m a trans woman,” then asks you to use 
female pronouns when referring to her and tells you 
she now goes by Shanice and will be undergoing 
treatment and surgery over the course of the term. 
You thank Shanice for sharing this information with 
you and assure her that you will accommodate and 
support her needs for the course. She thanks you 
in return and requests that the other students in the 
class be made aware of the situation, which you 
agree to do. Thus, you send out a message to that 
effect before leaving your office for the weekend.

As you begin setting up for class in the gym on 
Monday, the students, wearing shorts and t-shirts, 
start streaming in from the men’s and women’s 
changerooms. You hear shouting coming through 
the open door of the women’s changeroom, and 
turn just in time to see Natalia, a student on the 

receiving end of social media bullying by a group 
of male students last year, rushing out of the 
changeroom, crying, followed closely behind by 
Shanice, looking very flustered, both still wearing 
their streets clothes. When Natalia reaches you, 
she blurts out, “I can’t change with him in there!” 
Shanice then yells, “Her!” and adds, “You promised 
me it would be okay! I have a right to be in there!” 
“I don’t feel safe with him in there!” Natalia replies.

How do you resolve this conflict?

Étude de cas 2 : genre et sexualité
Cette session, au département d’éducation 
physique, vous êtes responsable d’un groupe mixte 
de mise en forme. Pendant vos heures de bureau, 
un étudiant que vous connaissez au nom de Jamal 
vient vous voir. Après un moment d’hésitation, Jamal 
prend une grande respiration et annonce : « Je voulais 
vous informer que je suis une femme transgenre ». 
Ensuite, elle vous demande d’utiliser des pronoms 
féminins en parlant d’elle, vous indiquant qu’elle 
porte désormais le prénom Shanice et qu’elle subira 
un traitement et une chirurgie au cours de la session. 
Vous remerciez Shanice de vous avoir transmis ces 
renseignements et lui assurez que vous tiendrez 
compte de ses besoins pendant le cours. Elle vous 
remercie à son tour et vous demande d’aviser les 
autres étudiant-e-s du groupe de la situation, ce 
que vous acceptez de faire. Vous envoyez donc un 
message à ce sujet avant de quitter le bureau pour 
la fin de semaine.

Lundi, lorsque vous préparez la classe dans le 
gymnase, les étudiant-e-s commencent à sortir des 
vestiaires hommes et femmes en short et en t-shirt. 
Vous entendez des cris provenant du vestiaire des 
femmes et vous retournez juste à temps pour voir 
Natalia, une étudiante ayant vécu de l’intimidation 
dans les médias sociaux par un groupe d’étudiants 
masculins l’année précédente, sortir à toute vitesse 
en pleurant. Shanice la suit de près, dans tous ses 
états, et les deux portent encore leur tenue de ville. 
Quand Natalia arrive à vous, elle lâche : « Je ne peux 
pas me changer avec lui dans le vestiaire ! » Shanice 
hurle : « Elle!, et ajoute : Vous avez promis que tout 
irait bien ! J’ai le droit d’y être ! » « Je ne me sens pas 
en sécurité quand il est là! », répond Natalia.

Comment résolvez-vous ce conflit ?
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Case Study 3: Culture and Religion
In your “Sociology of Social Movements in 
Canada” class, students are assigned a group 
research project in which they must present 
their findings on the history of a particular social 
movement as well as describe how it has affected 
their lives to the rest of class. You give them time 
on the first day of class to form their groups, after 
which each group will sign up for a topic. Looking 
out over the class as they get into groups, you 
notice that Lindsay Chang and Orly Levin, whom 
you’ve taught before in Quantitative Methods, 
form a group with Sue Jones; you know they’ll 
want to sign up for “The Feminist Movement” as 
their topic, since Lindsay and Orly founded the 
Vanier Young Feminists Club last year. 

At the end of class, you put out the sign-up sheet. 
There is a mad scramble as students head directly 
for the sheet. The first to reach the sheet are a 
trio of Muslim students: Jasbir Khan, who wears a 
niqab; and Marie-Claude Gagnon, a Québécoise 
convert, and Nada Alzeidi, both of whom wear 
hijabs. They put their names down beside “The 
Feminist Movement”, then squeeze out of the 
classroom just as Lindsay, Orly, and Sue arrive at 
the sheet. An audible curse word escapes Orly’s 
lips once they notice the topic they wanted is gone.

A month later, the first presentation day has 
arrived. Up first are Jasbir, Nada, and Marie-
Claude. They give a mostly broad overview of 
the feminist movement in Canada, with particular 
attention paid to the contribution of women 
of colour in more recent years. They end their 
presentation by mentioning how the feminist 
movement has provided them and other women 
the freedom to express their beliefs and faiths 
without persecution. After the class applauds, you 
ask if there are any questions for the presenters. 
Lindsay puts up her hand first, so you select her. 
“It’s funny you should be talking about feminism 
and freedom,” she begins. “I mean, do you think it’s 
appropriate for you to present on this topic when 
Islam makes you cover up your face and head like 
that? It’s like you’re defending patriarchal values.”

How do you address this situation?

Étude de cas 3 : Culture et religion
Dans votre cours « Sociologie des mouvements 
sociaux au Canada », vous confiez aux étudiants 
un projet d’équipe, lors duquel ils doivent 
présenter les résultats de leurs recherches sur 
l’histoire d’un mouvement social précis au reste 
du groupe en décrivant son incidence sur leur 
vie. Pendant le premier cours, vous leur accordez 
du temps pour former les équipes qui iront par 
la suite s’inscrire pour leur sujet. En observant 
le groupe qui se divise en petites équipes, vous 
remarquez que Lindsay Chang et Orly Levin, que 
vous avez connues à votre cours des méthodes 
quantitatives, font équipe avec Sue Jones. Vous 
devinez qu’elles aimeraient opter pour « Le 
mouvement féministe », car Lindsay et Orly ont 
fondé le Club des jeunes féministes du Cégep 
Vanier l’année dernière.

À la fin du cours, vous affichez la feuille d’inscription. 
Les étudiants s’y précipitent. Les premières à 
l’atteindre sont trois étudiantes musulmanes : Jasbir 
Khan, qui porte un niqab, ainsi que Marie-Claude 
Gagnon, une convertie québécoise, et Nada Alzeidi, 
les deux porteuses de hijab. Elles inscrivent leur nom 
à côté de« Le mouvement féministe » et se faufilent 
à l’extérieur de la classe juste avant que Lindsay, 
Orly et Sue atteignent la feuille. Un juron audible 
s’échappe des lèvres d’Orly lorsqu’elles remarquent 
que leur sujet de prédilection est déjà pris.

Un mois plus tard, les exposés commencent. 
Les premières présentatrices sont Jasbir, Nada 
et Marie-Claude. Elles donnent un aperçu assez 
général du mouvement féministe au Canada, en 
mettant l’accent sur la contribution des femmes 
racisées au cours des dernières années. Elles 
terminent en mentionnant que le mouvement 
féministe leur a permis d’exprimer librement leurs 
croyances et leur foi sans craindre la persécution. 
Après les applaudissements, vous invitez les 
étudiant-e-s à poser des questions à l’équipe. 
Lindsay ayant levé la main en premier, vous lui 
donnez la parole. « C’est drôle que vous parliez 
du féminisme et de la liberté, commence-t-elle. Je 
me demande si c’est juste que vous présentiez ce 
sujet, alors que l’islam vous oblige à vous couvrir 
le visage et la tête. C’est comme si vous défendiez 
les valeurs patriarcales. »

Comment gérez-vous cette situation ?
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Case Study 4: Race and Ethnicity
On the first day of your Humanities class for 
the Fall Term, you begin the session with an 
icebreaker exercise that requires your students 
to pair off and briefly interview each other about 
their backgrounds and interests, after which they 
will introduce their respective partners to the rest 
of the class.

One pairing includes two students whom you have 
taught in previous courses: Demetria Pachiadakis, 
a young, half-Greek, halfJapanese woman in the 
Communications program; and Costa Eliopoulos, a 
Greek immigrant in his late thirties looking to gain 
Canadian certification in Architectural Technology. 
As the students interview each other, you notice 
Demetria and Costa engaged in a rather heated 
discussion. You approach them and ask if there is 
a problem, and both quietly say “No.” 

After about ten minutes, you ask the class to stop 
the interviews and start introducing their partners 
to the class. Five minutes later, it is Demetria 
and Costa’s turn. Demetria goes first, stating her 
partner’s name and program; when she mentions 
that “Costa is a new Canadian who recently 
emigrated from Greece,” however, he interjects 
gruffly with “Greek, not Canadian.” Following a 
momentary awkward pause, Costa begins his 
introduction of Demetria, relaying the same basic 
details about her name and program. He ends by 
announcing that Demetria is Japanese Canadian, 
to which she adds, “and Greek.” Costa rolls his 
eyes and says, dismissively, “Whatever—you don’t 
even look Greek.” Demetria looks visibly upset.

How do you address this situation?

Étude de cas 4 : race et origine ethnique
À la session d’automne, vous commencez votre 
premier cours de sciences humaines par une 
activité brise-glace, qui oblige vos étudiants 
à travailler en équipe de deux pour se poser 
des questions sur leur bagage et leurs intérêts. 
Ensuite, ils présenteront leur partenaire au reste 
du groupe.

Une paire se compose de deux étudiants 
que vous avez déjà côtoyés à d’autres cours : 
Demetria Pachiadakis, une jeune femme gréco-
japonaise du programme des communications, et 
Costa Eliopoulos, un immigrant grec dans la fin 
de la trentaine qui cherche à obtenir un certificat 
en technologie architecturale au Canada. Lors 
des entretiens, vous remarquez que la discussion 
entre Demetria et Costa semble s’enflammer. 
Quand vous vous approchez pour demander s’il y 
a un problème, les deux répondent, assez timides, 
« non ».

Après environ 10 minutes, vous invitez les 
étudiants à terminer les entrevues et à entamer les 
présentations devant le groupe. Cinq minutes plus 
tard, c’est le tour de Demetria et de Costa. Demetria 
commence, indiquant le nom et le programme 
de son partenaire. Lorsqu’elle mentionne que « 
Costa est un nouveau Canadien qui a récemment 
émigré de Grèce », il l’interrompt d’un ton bourru 
pour préciser : «Grec, pas Canadien ». Au bout 
d’un bref moment de malaise, Costa entreprend 
sa présentation de Demetria, communiquant les 
mêmes renseignements de base sur son nom et 
son programme. Lorsqu’il conclut en déclarant 
que Demetria est une Canado-Japonaise, elle 
réplique « et Grecque ». Costa roule des yeux 
et riposte, d’un ton condescendant : « Comme 
tu veux – t’as même pas l’air d’une Grecque ». 
Demetria est visiblement contrariée. Comment 
réglerez-vous cette situation ?
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biographies

Dr . Valérie Amireault is a professor and a 
researcher in second and foreign language 
teaching and learning at the Université du Québec 
à Montréal (Département de didactique des 
langues). Her research focuses on linguistic, social 
and cultural integration of newcomers as well as on 
the development of identity, representations and 
intercultural competence in language education. 
She also has extensive experience in teaching 
French as a second language to adult immigrants 
in the Quebec context and in teaching French as 
a foreign language abroad. 

Dre Valérie Amireault est professeure-chercheure 
au Département de didactique des langues 
de l’Université du Québec à Montréal. Elle est 
chercheure régulière au Centre de recherche 
en immigration, ethnicité et citoyenneté (CRIEC). 
Elle se spécialise en didactique du français 
langue seconde et étrangère. Ses principaux 
champs d’intérêt et de recherche concernent 
l’intégration linguistique, culturelle et sociale 
des nouveaux arrivants. Ses travaux sont aussi 
en lien avec le développement de l’identité 
culturelle, des représentations culturelles et de la 
compétence interculturelle en apprentissage des 
langues. Elle possède une solide expérience en 
enseignement du français langue seconde aux 
immigrants adultes en contexte québécois et en 
enseignement du français à l’étranger.

Prof . Leila Bdeir teaches at Vanier College in 
the Humanities and Women and Gender Studies 
Departments. She is a founding member of the 
Collective des féministes musulmanes du Québec. 
Her blog is called the Other Feminist.

Mme Leila Bdeir enseigne aux Départements des 
sciences humaines et d’études féministes et de 
genre du Cégep Vanier. Elle est membre fondatrice 
de la Collective des féministes musulmanes du 
Québec. Son blogue s’intitule L’autre féministe.

Dr . Megan Boler is Professor at the Ontario Institute 
for Studies in Education, University of Toronto. 
Her books include Feeling Power: Emotions 

and Education (Routledge 1999); Democratic 
Dialogue in Education (Peter Lang 2004); Digital 
Media and Democracy: Tactics in Hard Times (MIT 
Press, 2008); and DIY Citizenship: Critical Making 
and Social Media (eds. Ratto and Boler, MIT 
Press, 2014). Funded by the Social Science and 
Humanities Research Council for the last decade, 
Dr. Boler has overseen numerous mixed-methods 
projects, including “Rethinking Media, Democracy 
and Citizenship: Journalism after September 11” 
(2005-08), which examined the motivations of 
producers of “digital dissent”, and “Social Media 
in the Hands of Young Citizens” (2010-13), which 
investigated, through 70 interviews, women 
activists’ participatory engagement in the Occupy 
Wall Street movement.

Dre Megan Boler est professeure à l’Institut 
d’études pédagogiques de l’Ontario, à 
l’Université de Toronto. Elle a notamment publié 
les livres Feeling Power: Emotions and Education 
(Routledge, 1999); Democratic Dialogue in 
Education (Peter Lang, 2004); Digital Media and 
Democracy: Tactics in Hard Times (MIT Press, 
2008) et DIY Citizenship: Critical Making and 
Social Media (éd. Ratto et Boler, MIT Press, 
2014). Au cours des dix dernières années, Dre 
Boler a supervisé de nombreux projets d’étude à 
méthodes mixtes grâce au financement du Conseil 
de recherches en sciences humaines. Parmi ces 
projets figurent « Rethinking Media, Democracy 
and Citizenship: Journalism after September 
11 » (« Repenser les médias, la démocratie et la 
citoyenneté : le journalisme après le 11 septembre 
», 2005-2008), qui a examiné les motivations 
des instigateurs de la « dissidence numérique », 
ainsi que « Social Media in the Hands of Young 
Citizens » (« Les médias sociaux entre les mains 
de jeunes citoyens », 2010-2013), qui a étudié, à la 
suite de 70 entrevues, l’engagement participatif 
de femmes activistes au sein du mouvement « 
Occupy Wall Street ».

Dr . Paul R . Carr is a Full Professor in the 
Department of Education at the Université du 
Québec en Outaouais, and is also the UNESCO 
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Chair in Democracy, Global Citizenship and 
Transformative Education (DCMÉT). His research 
is broadly concerned with political sociology, with 
specific threads related to democracy, media 
literacy, peace studies, intercultural relations, 
and transformative education. He has sixteen 
co-edited books and an award-winning, single-
author book, Does your vote count? Democracy 
and critical pedagogy

Dr Paul R . Carr est professeur titulaire au 
Département des sciences de l’éducation à 
l’Université du Québec en Outaouais, en plus 
d’occuper la Chaire UNESCO en démocratie, 
citoyenneté mondiale et éducation transformatrice 
(DCMÉT). Sa recherche porte principalement sur la 
sociologie politique, en particulier sur les aspects 
relatifs à la démocratie, à la médiatique, aux 
études sur la paix, aux relations interculturelles 
et à l’éducation transformatrice. Il a à son actif 16 
livres publiés en collaboration et un livre primé, 
dont il est l’auteur unique, intitulé Does your vote 
count? Democracy and critical pedagogy.

Dr . Robyn Diner has a doctorate in Communication 
Studies. She has written about “white hot hip hop” 
in relationship to Eminem and Princess Superstar. 
Currently, she teaches at Vanier College where 
her courses often revolve around pop culture, 
social justice and contemporary literature.

Titulaire d’un doctorat en communications, Dre 
Robyn Diner a publié des articles sur le « white 
hot hip hop » ( la survisibilité des artistes hip hop 
blanc-he-s) d’Eminem et de Princess Superstar. À 
l’heure actuelle, elle enseigne au Cégep Vanier, 
où ses cours s’articulent souvent autour de la 
culture populaire, de la justice sociale et de la 
littérature contemporaine.

Dr . Hélène Frohard-Dourlent, PhD, MA, (they/
them/their or she/her/hers) is a post-doctoral 
fellow at the University of British Columbia. 
Hélène’s time is shared between the School of 
Nursing where they are leading two evaluation 
projects on gender-affirming care and the Faculty 
of Education, where she contributes to the Sexual 
Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) Fund 
University Network through the Promoting Trans 

Literacies workshops and the Teacher Education 
for All! Project.

Dre Hélène Frohard-Dourlent, PhD, MA, est 
actuellement chercheuse postdoctorale à 
l’Université de Colombie Britannique. Son 
temps est partagé entre l’École des sciences 
infirmières, où elle dirige deux projets de 
recherche évaluant l’accès aux chirurgies 
affirmatives du genre, et la Faculté des sciences 
de l’éducation, où elle participe à deux projets 
: le projet « Teacher Education for All! » qui 
prépare les futures enseignant.e.s à aborder les 
questions de diversité sexuelle et de genre, et 
les ateliers « Promoting Trans Literacies » qui 
offrent une formation sur la diversité du genre 
adaptée à tous les étudiant.e.s et personnels de 
l’université. Hélène utilise le pronom « elle » en 
français en attendant que la langue évolue pour 
faire place à plus de neutralité en matière de 
genre.

Prof . Philippe Gagné has taught French as a 
Second Language (FSL) at Vanier College for 
14 years. He also does research in education, 
specifically on the perceptions of the teaching 
received in FSL and on the motivation for this 
discipline. He won the 2016 Québec Minister 
of Higher Education Award for research on 
curriculum coherence.

M . Philippe Gagné enseigne le français langue 
seconde (FLS) au Cégep Vanier depuis 14 
ans. Il fait aussi de la recherche en éducation, 
plus précisément sur les perceptions de 
l’enseignement reçu en FLS et sur la motivation 
pour cette discipline. Il a remporté le Prix de la 
ministre de l’Enseignement supérieur du Québec 
en 2016 pour une recherche sur la cohérence 
curriculaire.

Dr . Michael Goh is professor of Comparative 
and International Development Education at 
the University of Minnesota and affiliated with 
the university’s Interdisciplinary Center for the 
Study of Global Change. Goh is also associate 
vice provost for equity and diversity and directs 
the Institute for Diversity, Equity, and Advocacy 
whose mission is to support a diverse and 
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interdisciplinary community of scholars who 
produce scholarship on equity and diversity 
issues. Goh received his PhD in Counseling and 
Student Personnel Psychology from the University 
of Minnesota, and an MS in Counseling and 
Counselor Education and BA in Psychology and 
Sociology from Indiana University, Bloomington.

Dr Michael Goh occupe un poste de professeur  
en éducation internationale et comparée à 
l’Université du Minnesota, en plus d’être affilié au 
centre universitaire Interdisciplinary Center for 
the Study of Global Change. Il exerce également 
la fonction de vice-recteur associé, responsable 
de l’équité et de la diversité, et dirige l’Institute 
for Diversity, Equity and Advocacy, dont la 
mission consiste à soutenir une communauté 
diversifiée et interdisciplinaire de chercheurs 
qui étudient les enjeux relatifs à l’équité et à la 
diversité. Professeur Goh a obtenu un doctorat 
en counselling et en psychologie du personnel 
étudiant de l’Université du Minnesota ainsi 
qu’une maîtrise en counselling éducation des 
conseillers et un baccalauréat en psychologie 
et sociologie de l’Université de l’Indiana à 
Bloomington.

Dr . Eve Haque is Director of the Graduate Program 
in Social and Political Thought, and Associate 
Professor in the Department of Languages, 
Literatures and Linguistics at York University. 
Her current research traces the regulation and 
representation of racialized im/migrants in white 
settler societies through such mechanisms as 
immigrant language training programs as well as 
through the representation of violence against 
women in specific racialized communities. She 
has published widely including a book with the 
University of Toronto Press: Multiculturalism 
within a Bilingual Framework: Language, Race 
and Belonging in Canada.

Dre Eve Haque est directrice du programme de 
deuxième cycle en pensée sociale et politique, en 
plus d’occuper le poste de professeure agrégée 
au Département de langues, de littérature et 
de  linguistique de l’Université York. À l’heure 
actuelle, sa recherche retrace la réglementation 
et la représentation des (im)migrant-e-s racialisé-

e-s dans les sociétés soumises à la colonisation 
blanche par les mécanismes comme les 
programmes de formation linguistique des 
immigrant-e-s ainsi que par la représentation 
de la violence envers les femmes au sein 
de communautés racialisées précises. Ses 
publications sont nombreuses, dont notamment 
un livre publié par l’Université de Toronto intitulé 
Multiculturalism within a Bilingual Framework: 
Language, Race and Belonging in Canada.

Dr . Lance T . McCready is Associate Professor 
in the Department of Leadership, Higher and 
Adult Education at the Ontario Institute for 
Studies in Education, University of Toronto 
where he is affiliated with the Adult Education 
and Community Development program. He is an 
interdisciplinary scholar-activist whose research 
and writing focuses on the health and education 
of marginalized and racialized youth in cities, 
specifically young black men and queer youth 
of color. Dr. McCready is Principal Investigator 
of the Educational Trajectories of Young Black 
Men study and Co-Principal Investigator of a 
community-based research project on Adapting 
HIV Prevention and Education Resources for 
Newcomer and Refugee Young Black Men 
who-have-Sex-with Men. He teaches graduate 
and undergraduate courses on race in adult 
education, masculinities, queer youth and 
qualitative methods.

Dr Lance T . McCready est professeur agrégé 
au département de leadership, d’enseignement 
supérieur et d’éducation des adultes à l’Institut des 
études pédagogiques de l’Ontario, à l’Université 
de Toronto, où il est affilié au programme 
d’éducation des adultes et de développement 
communautaire. La recherche et les publications 
de ce chercheur-activiste interdisciplinaire 
s’orientent vers la santé et l’éducation des jeunes 
marginalisés et racialisés dans les grandes villes, 
en particulier des jeunes noirs et des jeunes 
personnes allosexuelles racialisées. Dr McCready 
est le chercheur principal de l’étude Educational 
Trajectories of Young Black Men et l’un des 
chercheurs principaux du projet de recherche 
communautaire Adapting HIV Prevention and 
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Education Resources for Newcomer and Refugee 
Young Black Men Who Have Sex With Men. Il 
donne des cours de premier et de deuxième 
cycle sur la race dans l’éducation des adultes, 
les masculinités, les jeunes allosexuel-le-s et les 
méthodes qualitatives.

Dr . Nicole Neverson is an Associate Professor 
in the Department of Sociology at Ryerson 
University. She teaches courses on media 
research methods, race and ethnicity, popular 
culture, and the sociology of sport. Her research 
is grounded in the areas of mass media analysis, 
the mediated representation of marginalized 
groups, and socio-cultural aspects of sports. Her 
most recent publication examines the changing 
narratives of the Taser in Canadian print media 
coverage prior to and after the death of Polish 
immigrant Robert Dziekanski.

Dre Nicole Neverson exerce la fonction de 
professeure agrégée au Département de 
sociologie de l’Université Ryerson. Ses cours 
portent sur les méthodes d’étude des médias, 
la race et l’origine ethnique, la culture populaire 
et la sociologie du sport. Sa recherche est axée 
sur l’analyse médiatique, la représentation 
médiatique des groupes marginalisés et les 
aspects socioculturels du sport. Sa dernière 
publication examine la variation des récits sur 
l’utilisation des pistolets à impulsion électrique 
(« Taser »)dans la presse canadienne avant et 
après le décès de l’immigrant polonais Robert 
Dziekanski.

Prof . Bethany Or (B.A. in Comparative 
Development Studies and Political Studies, 
Trent University; M.A. in Political Science, McGill 
University) has been teaching in the Department 
of Humanities at Champlain College (St. Lambert) 
since 2009. Covering themes of utopias, media, 
ethics and cultural diversity, her classes have 
a strongly interdisciplinary and participatory 
approach. Previous to teaching, she worked in 
public radio, and was part of the production team 
of the documentary film, Être chinois au Québec.

Mme Bethany Or (titulaire d’un baccalauréat 
en études comparatives sur le développement 

et études politiques de l’Université Trent ainsi 
que d’une maîtrise en sciences politiques de 
l’Université McGill) enseigne au Département 
des sciences humaines du Collège Champlain 
(à Saint-Lambert) depuis 2009. Traitant des 
thèmes de l’utopie, des médias, de l’éthique et 
de la diversité culturelle, ses cours font appel 
à une approche fortement interdisciplinaire 
et participative. Avant de se lancer dans 
l’enseignement, elle a travaillé à la radio 
publique et a participé à la production du film 
documentaire Être Chinois au Québec.

Prof . Michelle Smith is an award-winning Métis 
filmmaker, media artist, and educator. She uses 
diverse media and participatory strategies to 
explore issues around indigenous identity, 
education and intercultural experience. She has 
directed over a dozen documentary projects 
including Indigenous health series Working it 
Out Together 3 (2016), experimental doc Buried 
Traces (2010) and feature doc determiNATION 
songs (2009). New media projects include  
www.OtaNdaYanaan.net, an interactive 
documentary celebrating Métis language and 
culture and Rivet Rampage, a video game based 
on Mohawk Ironworkers’ experiences. As part 
of her Masters in Media Studies from Concordia 
University (2010) she worked with Métis youth 
in Winnipeg to produce autoethnographic 
videos looking at Métis identity and media 
representation. Michelle Smith teaches in the 
Cinema-Communications department at Dawson 
College and sits on the Steering Committee of 
Dawson’s First Peoples Initiative. She is also 
Coordinator of the new Journeys Program for 
Indigenous students and Principal Investigator 
for the collaborative research project A First 
Peoples’ Postsecondary Storytelling Exchange. 

Mme Michelle Smith est cinéaste métisse primée, 
artiste médiatique et enseignante. Elle déploie 
diverses stratégies médiatiques et participatives 
en vue d’explorer les enjeux relatifs à l’identité 
autochtone, à l’enseignement et à l’expérience 
interculturelle. Elle a réalisé plus d’une dizaine 
de documentaires, notamment une série portant 
sur la santé des Autochtones, intitulée Working 
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it Out Together 3 (2016), le documentaire 
expérimental Traces souterraines (2010) et le long 
métrage Chants de la détermiNATION (2009). 
Ses nouveaux projets médiatiques comprennent  
www.OtaNdaYanaan.net, un documentaire 
interactif qui célèbre la langue et la culture 
métisses, ainsi que Rivet Rampage, un jeu 
vidéo fondé sur les expériences des monteurs-
assembleurs mohawks. Dans le cadre de sa 
maîtrise en études médiatiques à l’Université 
Concordia (2010), elle a collaboré avec de jeunes 
Métis à Winnipeg pour produire des vidéos auto-
ethnographiques sur l’identité des Métis et 
leur représentation dans les médias. Michelle 
Smith enseigne au département du cinéma 
et des communications du Cégep Dawson et 
participe au comité directeur de l’initiative sur 
les premiers peuples du Cégep Dawson. Elle 
se charge également de la coordination du 
nouveau programme Journeys pour les étudiants 
autochtones et occupe le poste de chercheuse 
principale du projet de recherche A First Peoples’ 
Postsecondary Storytelling Exchange.

Prof . Jacky Vallée teaches anthropology and 
Indigenous Studies at Vanier College. They 
are a co-founder of the Open Door Network, a 
network of Vanier employees who work for a 
campus free of discrimination toward people 
based on sexual orientation and gender identity, 
and of the Vanier Indigenous Circle, which works 
to support Indigenous students and to raise the 
visibility of Indigenous histories, cultures, and 
accomplishments

M . Jacky Vallée, qui enseigne l’anthropologie 
et les études autochtones au Cégep Vanier, 
fait partie des cofondateurs de Open Door 
Network (« Réseau portes ouvertes »), un réseau 
d’employé-e-s du Cégep Vanier visant un 
campus exempt de toute discrimination fondée 
sur l’orientation sexuelle et l’identité de genre, 
et de l’organisme Vanier Indigenous Circle (« 
cCrcle autochtone de Vanier »), qui se voue à 
soutenir les étudiants autochtones et à renforcer 
la visibilité des histoires, des cultures et des 
réalisations autochtones.
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Special thanks to the following Vanier administrators and staff / Un grand merci aux employé.e.s et 
aux administrateurs/administratrices du Cégep Vanier : John McMahon, Director General / Directeur 
général ; Danielle Lafaille, Academic Dean / Directrice des études ; Eric Lozowy, Faculty Dean / Directeur 
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